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As unmanned vehicle capabilities have matured, the design and development of
autonomous collaborative systems-of-systems (SoS) has gained increased attention. This
has been motivated by the indication that significant improvements in overall effectiveness
may be possible by employing many systems in cooperation with one another. In addition,
these large-scale groupings of systems are often meant to operate in diverse and widely
distributed environments. However, as the potential combinations of vehicles, subsystems,
and operational concepts becomes increasingly large, a systematic approach is needed for
designing and analyzing alternatives. Furthermore, the discrete nature of the problem can
cause variations in effectiveness that are counter-intuitive, such as a point of diminishing
returns as the number of systems grows.
Systems-of-systems are hierarchical in nature, consisting of top-level mission require-
ments that are decomposed into system- and subsystem-level performance measures. The
overarching research objectives of this dissertation are to show that the analysis of alter-
natives for collaborative systems-of-systems should be performed at varying levels of the
system-of-system hierarchy and to provide novel means for performing those analyses. In
particular, it has been postulated that an energy-based approach to analyzing system-
of-system (SoS) components across multiple levels of the SoS hierarchy will enable more
accurate and transparent trade-offs for SoS analysis of alternatives. Various steps of the
design process are established and argued for or against, and significant focus is placed on
the analysis of alternatives.
This dissertation begins by demonstrating that collaborative behavior can be a beneficial
and impressive trait of a species. However, there seem to be some species that have what
it takes to cooperate effectively while others do not. Similarly, methodical processes are
needed to design groupings of systems that are to work together as effectively as possible.
In fact, varying design considerations can prove to be either beneficial or detrimental to
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the cooperative operations of a grouping of unmanned systems. Therefore, delineation of
the vehicle capabilities at the subsystem, system and SoS levels are imperative steps in
determining overall effectiveness, which is systematically presented in this dissertation.
Next, the dissertation is scoped based on stakeholder requirements. This is necessary
since there are almost enumerable applications for collaborative unmanned systems. How-
ever, the concepts brought forward in this dissertation are made more concrete and clear if
they are placed in reference to a specific application. The application chosen is to utilize
a group of unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs) which are to operate in a collaborative
fashion in order to search for underwater objects. The example scenario provides an appli-
cation for illustrating the phenomenon discussed in regards to the analysis of alternatives
of collaborative SoS. This problem is representative in that it provides the opportunity to
consider multiple levels of the system-of-system hierarchy. The significance of providing
more or less analytic detail is traced and the effect on mission requirements is quantified.
The formal problem definition is formulated through generic SoS engineering processes by
characterizing the objectives, design variables, and constraints.
The method developed as an approach to substantiating the overarching hypothesis
of this dissertation is built from the ground up. The foundation is laid on structured
SoS engineering principles and terminology and the framework comes together through
investigating existing SoS engineering methods. The full substance of the method comes
together after reviewing the analytical content of the various SoS engineering methods.
Subsequently, unique aspects for the new method developed within this dissertation are
delineated. Finally, an experimental approach is presented which tests and substantiates
the overarching hypothesis of this dissertation.
A new virtual experimentation approach is presented for creating sensor performance
representations that are functions of vehicle operations. The sonar equation is used as
a baseline sensor model for comparison against the new virtual experimentation method.
Dozens of forward-looking and side-scan sonar experiments are designed, and data is pro-
vided to show the extent to which typical sensor modeling over-predicts performance without
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vehicle operations considered. In addition, comparisons are made between possible repre-
sentations of vehicle performance. An underwater vehicle sizing and synthesis process is
developed to enable comparisons between system-level component modeling approaches.
The experiments attest to significant gaps in accuracy when performing sensor and oper-
ational trade-offs without energy-based modeling of the collaborative vehicles. Finally, a
heuristic path-planning algorithm is formulated, and mixed-integer linear programming is
used to choose between alternative SoS designs.
The deliberate and transparent analysis of alternative systems-of-systems is a rich area
for research. While there are multiple disciplinary challenges that must be overcome in
creating groupings of systems that work together efficiently, there is also a need for the
large-scale perspectives provided through systems engineering and concurrent engineering.
However, as this dissertation shows, the large-scale focus of the problem should be accom-
panied by detailed physics-based analyses. In particular, in this dissertation, the need for
physics-based analyses is substantiated through the comparison of energy-based approaches




The relevance of autonomous systems and vehicles in everyday life has dramatically in-
creased as technology and computing capabilities have flourished over the last few decades.
Robotic systems are no longer constrained to assembly line manufacturing roles. Instead,
they are becoming the cars that egress our roads, the aircraft that transverse the skies, and
the underwater systems that explore the oceans. These systems are not entering a world
of isolation. Rather, they must operate within groupings of systems, otherwise known as
systems-of-systems (SoS).
From an engineering perspective, it is important to analyze and design groupings of
systems that function in the most efficient manner possible while maintaining situational
awareness with the world in which they operate. This emphasizes the idea of analyzing a full
SoS across independent systems and their individual parts. At the highest level of consider-
ation is the collective behavior of all the independent systems and how they work together.
The next level down in aggregation takes into account the individual systems: how they are
designed, whether they are homogeneous or heterogeneous, etc. Further decomposing the
SoS then allows an engineer to consider the subsystems: the low-level components such as
vehicle sensors, communications and localization capabilities, and potential payloads which
allow the systems to work together and sense their domain.
This dissertation has worked to develop a methodological structure for analyzing and
designing groupings of systems by considering the multiple levels of the SoS hierarchy intro-
duced above. Instead of focusing on a single discipline, this research presents a systematic,
energy-based approach for integrating various disciplines in order to perform trade-offs and
converge on well substantiated solutions in a transparent and repeatable way.
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1.1 The Advantages of Collaboration
Cooperation and collaboration are fundamental driving forces of the world around us. They
can be observed in nature from the perspectives of the macroscopic down to the microscopic;
from herds of animals to the cells within organisms. Yet, ever since Charles Darwin proposed
the theory of evolution by natural selection [114], the force of competition has received much
more attention than that of cooperation. A recent article in Scientific American by Martin
Novak, director of the Program for Evolutionary Dynamics at Harvard University, provides
an elegant description of the dilemma behind competition over cooperation [116]:
For decades biologists have fretted over cooperation, scrambling to make sense
of it in light of the dominant view of evolution. Charles Darwin, in making
his case for evolution by natural selection – wherein individuals with desirable
traits reproduce more often than their peers and thus contribute more to the next
generation – called this competition the ‘struggle for life most severe’. Taken
to its logical extreme, the argument quickly leads to the conclusion that one
should never ever help a rival and that an individual might in fact do well to
lie and cheat to get ahead. Why, then, is selfless behavior such a pervasive
phenomenon?
In response, Novak has shown through his research over the last two decades “that instead
of opposing competition, cooperation1 has operated alongside it from the get–go to shape
the evolution of life on earth, from the first cells to Homo sapiens” [116]. Therefore, an
implication of Novak’s research is that clear benefits and advantages must be available when
groups act in a collaborative fashion.
Furthermore, it is reasonable to surmise that the presence of competition in the evolu-
tionary process has even contributed to the necessity of collaboration. Many predators, for
example, hunt in packs partly to increase their odds of successfully acquiring prey. Simi-
larly, a herd of gazelle stand a much better chance of survival against their predators than
an individual will [177]. Kennedy, in his book entitled Swarm Intelligence, describes the
1Cooperation is well defined as the act of collaborating with others towards a common goal [106].
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phenomenon as follows [86]:
Fish school, birds flock, bugs swarm – not just so they can mate, but for reasons
extending above and beyond that. For instance, schools of fish have an advantage
in escaping predators, as each individual fish can be a kind of lookout for the
whole group. It is like having a thousand eyes. Herding animals also have
an advantage in finding food: if one animal finds something to eat, the others
will watch and follow. Social behavior helps individual species members adapt
to their environment, especially by providing individuals with more information
than their own senses can gather.
The benefits of collaboration are not only intuitively obvious but are well supported by
research. However, it is axiomatic that ineffective cooperation abounds. People often seem
incompetent when working in a cooperative fashion (whether in business, politics, athletics,
etc.) which has led to entire industries focused on developing more effective collaborative
teams. Even ant colonies, which are often seen as ubiquitous examples of team work,
struggle in cooperating. As McCreery conveyed in the journal Insectes Sociaux [105]:
Cooperative transport, or the movement of an object by two or more individu-
als, is a particularly impressive example of collaboration among workers. Many
ant species perform this behavior, but there is extreme interspecific variation in
efficiency. Why are some ant species so efficient at cooperative transport, while
others are so inefficient?
During collaborative transport, some ants have been observed to lack coordination, pulling
an item in various directions for long periods of time resulting in little to no progress while
others are able to quickly and efficiently manage movement in a straight line [179, 36, 18].
It turns out that the efficiency of the cooperative transport process is highly dependent
on a number of disparate factors such as the number of ants, even within a particular
species. Intuitively, increasing the number of carriers should, and sometimes does, have
a positive effect. However, there is a point of diminishing returns where workers may
cause impeded paths or wasted effort if more ants are present than are needed. Another
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factor is the direction of travel wherein the members of the group may all face forward,
some may walk backwards, or two ants will pull in opposing directions counteracting each
other. Information transfer is another observed phenomenon. Without communication
the transport tends to be highly inefficient and often fails completely. Alternatively, with
information transfer present, the ants tend to establish distinct roles within the group, move
more quickly, and attain a higher probability of success.
As was observed by McCreery, collaborative behavior can be a beneficial and impressive
trait of a species. However, there seem to be some species that have what it takes to
cooperate effectively while others do not. If engineers were to design a group of collaborative
ants, there would be a plethora of design options to experiment with. Which species of ant
should be used? How many ants? Can ants from two or more species work together? How
should they share information? Should new capabilities be added through genetic advances?
What measures of effectiveness should be used to determine the best solutions?
Additionally, the issue of effectiveness implies the consideration of energy transfer of
the constituent components throughout the cooperative task and the subsequent overall
efficiency. After all, “energy is an additive property, that is, the energy of a composite
system is the sum of the energies of the subsystems” [16]. This leads to the first two
observations of this dissertation:
Observation 1 The efficiency, and therefore the effective energy usage, of a
cooperative process is dependent on an array of factors including the number of
agents, the operational scheme, information transfer, and unique characteristics
of the individuals.
Observation 2 The total energy transfer that takes place during a collaborative
process is a function of the energy transfer amongst all constituent components
according to the First Law of Thermodynamics.
The questions posed above along with the stated observations provide the basis for this
dissertation. In particular, this research asks questions (and offers methodical solutions)
about designing systems and groupings of systems that are to work together as effectively as
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possible. A foundation is built on defining high level mission requirements and subsequently
decomposing the problem across multiple levels of the SoS hierarchy. Design options at each
level of the hierarchy including individual systems, subsystems, and groupings of systems
are considered and trade-offs are presented. What it means to obtain an effective grouping
of systems for a well defined cost is examined. Various steps of the design process are
established and argued for or against, and significant focus is placed on the analysis of
alternatives.
The situation can be modeled mathematically, which is nontrivial in solution. The desire
is to minimize a set of performance measures, F̄ , which are functions of the system designs,
subsystem designs, the number of systems, the discretized states of the systems during a
mission, and the operational control of the systems. Therefore,
X̄ =
[
X1(d̄1, s̄1), X2(d̄2, s̄2), ..., Xn(d̄n, s̄n)
]
is a set of n specified systems, X1, ..., Xn, which are each a function of the system design
variables, d̄n, and the subsystem design parameters, s̄n. Similarly,
p̄ = [p̄1(t), p̄2(t), ..., p̄n(t)]
is a set of n state vectors for each of the n systems as they progress throughout the mission
(or process) time, t. The states of each system can also be specified relative to their position
within an m-dimensional space, Rm, where p̄n(t) = f(pn,1, pn,2, ..., pn,m). The operational
control of each system throughout the mission is defined by the set
ū = [ū1(t), ū2(t), ..., ūn(t)]
which are the control vectors for each of the n systems. The specified systems vector,
X̄, along with the permissible excitation inputs of the systems, ū(t), are fundamental in
describing the dynamics of the systems in order to calculate the states over time, p̄(t). A
state-based approach allows the system designs and behaviors to be mapped to the mission
processes through differential equations [52].
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The set of performance measures to be minimized are functions of the variable sets
specified above, subject to functional constraints, Ḡ. Side constraints can also be included.










The set of performance measures F̄ may result in a single- or multi-objective optimization
scenario. The performance measures may include effectiveness metrics such as area coverage
rate, fuel efficiency, minimum energy expenditure, and maximum situational awareness
among others. Most practical engineering problems, especially on the scale of a collaborative
grouping of systems, are multi-objective in nature. Therefore, there is likely not a single
best solution, but rather a set of potential solutions that must be analyzed and decided
between. Since the performance is also a function of time, the problem can be restated as
an attempt to minimize the integral of the performance over the mission, task or process.














, have no guarantee of continuity. Similarly, the number of sys-
tems, n, utilized in the collaborative grouping is inherently discrete. Therefore, it cannot be
automatically assumed that any of the performance measures in the performance vector F̄
are smooth. An overarching question from a mathematical perspective is then: how should
changes be made to X̄(d̄, s̄), p̄(t), and ū(t) in order to obtain minimized solutions for F̄?
It should be noted that the goal of this dissertation work is not to specifically solve
Equation 1. In fact, solutions to Equation 1 for a given application can be non-unique,
riddled with local-minima, and/or have no closed-form solution. Instead, this work strives
to develop a methodical structure for determining the sets of variables and transfer functions
that will allow designers and engineers to analyze and perform trade-offs between alternative
multi-system solutions in a transparent and repeatable way. Furthermore, the consideration
of energy usage at all levels of the cooperative hierarchy is of prime importance in accordance
with Observation 2. This leads to the overarching hypothesis of this dissertation:
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Hypothesis 1 An energy-based approach to analyzing system-of-system (SoS)
components across multiple levels of the SoS hierarchy will enable more accurate
and transparent trade-offs for SoS analysis of alternatives.
Hypothesis 1 conveys the fact that the research objective of this dissertation is not
to focus on a single discipline, but to integrate multiple disciplines in order to analyze
and trade-off SoS alternatives. Beyond the integration of multiple disciplines, the method
developed in this work also spans across the SoS hierarchy rather than being restricted to
the analysis of a single level, such as the subsystem level. Also, the use of the words “more
accurate” in Hypothesis 1 implies that the method will not only be developed, but will be
compared against existing analysis methods.
1.2 Applications for Collaboration
As is often the case, when scientists and engineers observe a highly effective attribute
of nature they will try to emulate it in technology. Over the last few decades, this has
surely been the case for the field of cooperative robotics. Robotic and unmanned systems
provide both economic and practical benefits. From the economic perspective there are
typically lower costs and risks of liability associated with the use of a robotic system over
the use of a human. From a practical perspective, robotic and unmanned systems can
be highly effective in accomplishing hazardous and/or mundane tasks. Furthermore, it is
often presumed that if a single system is advantageous, than a cooperative collection of
robotic systems should provide even greater benefits (just as nature shows is possible for
the group behavior of a species). As was stated earlier, however, the analysis of alternative
systems and collaborative capabilities will be crucial in acquiring the benefits provided by
collaboration.
A survey written in 1997 of cooperative robotic literature pointed out that between the
years of 1987–1995 alone, “well over 200 papers have been published in this field of coop-
erative (mobile) robotics, encompassing theories from such diverse disciplines as artificial
intelligence, game theory/economics, theoretical biology, distributed computing/control,
animal ethology and artificial life” [27]. Since 1997, the field has continued to flourish. In
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2008, editors of the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) Robotics and
Automation Magazine stated that “The field of multiagent robotics has recently reached a
level of maturity in that systems are beginning to transition from proof-of-concept labora-
tory environments to deployed real-world systems” [87].
Robotic and unmanned systems are great candidates for the application of cooperative
behaviors for several reasons, including:
• Certain tasks may be too complex for a single robot to perform [27].
• Performance benefits may be gained through a multi-robotic system in terms of time
savings and/or area coverage [27].
• Simpler distributed robotic systems “promise a significant cost reduction in their
design, manufacturing, and operation” [108] relative to a more complex, single system
solution.
• Distributed collaborative systems “lead to higher degrees of scalability and adaptabil-
ity in response to changes in mission goals and system capabilities” [108].
• Multi-robot systems offer “redundancy, increased spatial coverage and throughput,
flexible reconfigurability, spatially diverse functionality, and the fusing of physically
distributed sensors and actuators” [87].
The benefits of collaborative robotics can surely be embraced by many parties through-
out industry and the military. Various entities already have a long history of using coop-
erative robots in production facilities, manufacturing plants, and assembly lines (although
these implementations typically, if not always, involve statically mounted systems). Vi-
sions for the future include dynamic collaborative robots that assist in agricultural efforts,
monitor areas with surveillance equipment, transport cargo alongside civilian vehicles on
interstates, and more.
1.3 Representative Scope for this Work
As has been shown, there are almost enumerable applications for collaborative unmanned
systems and the number of possibilities seem to have no limit in the future. However,
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the concepts brought forward in this dissertation will be more concrete and clear if they
are placed in reference to a specific application. The application chosen in this work is
to utilize a group of unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs) which are to operate in a
collaborative fashion in order to search for underwater objects. This is an application
which has found increased relevance over the years. Example scenarios include the search
for underwater debris in a large area (e.g., the search for Malaysian Airlines Flight 370
[144]) and underwater mine warfare [117]. This application provides a clear reference point
for demonstrating design considerations such as potential combinations of vehicles, sensors
and control scheme characteristics that will prove to be either beneficial or detrimental to
the cooperative operations. The application scenario also provides a case study for testing
the developed method which is built upon systematic decomposition of the required mission,
first-principles physics-based analyses of vehicles, sensors, and operating environments, and
agent-based simulation as a virtual experimentation apparatus.
Stakeholder relevance is another consideration in scoping this work. Government enti-
ties are often ubiquitous in revolutionary technology development and implementation. The
case of collaborative robotic systems has been no different. The United States government,
and particularly the Department of Defense (DoD), has invested a considerable amount of
resources into the development of unmanned robotic systems and has accordingly advocated
the advancement of collaborative capabilities [163]. For that reason, investigation into the
DoD’s motivation for these types of systems and an understanding of the DoD’s system
development and acquisition process is relevant and germane for this research. Therefore,
further motivation for this dissertation and background on the stated aspects of the DoD
as a major stakeholder in collaborative system utilization will be detailed in the next chap-
ter. Then, multiple processes which consider systems-of-systems from a System Engineer’s




2.1 Robotic and Unmanned Systems in the Department of Defense
As the field of collaborative robotic systems has matured over the last three decades, the
United States Department of Defense (DoD) has increasingly embraced the use of un-
manned systems to assist in the projection of power and to keep the warfighter out of
harm’s way. Incorporation of unmanned systems into the military force structure can have
a significant impact on tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) and concepts of oper-
ations (CONOPS). Accordingly, over the last ten years a great deal of attention has been
conferred to unmanned systems as shown in Figure 1, which displays the frequency of un-
manned system references throughout seven of the recent DoD key strategy documents
[90, 33].
Figure 1: Unmanned System References in Various DoD Strategy Documents [90]
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Other seminal publications released by the DoD in reference to unmanned systems in-
clude: Unmanned Systems Integrated Roadmap FY2011–2036 (and FY2013–2038) [163,
164], Unmanned Systems Roadmap 2007–2032 [33], Unmanned Aircraft Systems Roadmap
2005–2030 [173], The Navy Unmanned Undersea Vehicle Master Plan [157], The Navy Un-
manned Surface Vehicle Master Plan [159], Naval Expeditionary Warfare Vision 2010 [153],
U.S. Army Unmanned Aircraft Systems Roadmap 2010–2035 [161], The U.S. Air Force Re-
motely Piloted Aircraft and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Strategic Vision [158], Technology
Horizons–A Vision for Air Force Science and Technology During 2010–2030 [151], and the
Unmanned Ground Systems Roadmap 2011 [162].
As the most recent Unmanned Systems Integrated Roadmap (FY2013) states, “there
are no requirements for unmanned systems within the Joint force, but some capabilities are
better filled by unmanned systems” [164]. In particular, unmanned systems are preferred
for missions characterized as dull, dirty, or dangerous. These missions may consist of long-
duration and mundane tasks (dull), hazardous conditions (dirty), and/or be inherently
life-threatening (dangerous). In these situations, unmanned systems can better fill the
capability gap through persistence, versatility, survivability, and reduced risk to human life.
2.1.1 Collaboration Enabled by Autonomy
Operational capabilities of robotic and unmanned systems range from remotely piloted con-
trol to completely autonomous functionality. The current levels of technology available to
the DoD (along with ethical concerns) have resulted in robotic and unmanned systems that
are mostly remotely piloted. However, the DoD does desire greater levels of autonomy [163],
which is an important factor in the development of operational concepts for collaborative
unmanned systems. Consequently, the DoD has developed a scale of autonomy with four
levels of distinction. In order of increasing autonomy the scale is comprised of complete
human operation, human delegated operation, human supervised operation and fully au-
tonomous operation. The scale, along with the definition of each level of autonomy, is shown
in Table 1.
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Table 1: Levels of Autonomy Defined by the DoD [163]
The Air Force has echoed this desire for increased autonomy in a recent study called
Technology Horizons [151]:
The single greatest theme to emerge from ‘Technology Horizons’ is the need,
opportunity, and potential to dramatically advance technologies that can allow
the Air Force to gain the capability increases, manpower efficiencies, and cost
reductions available through far greater use of autonomous systems in essentially
all aspects of Air Force operations.
The report goes on to say that “growth in military use of remotely piloted vehicles has
been rapid...they will have increasingly autonomous capabilities...some systems may oper-
ate collaboratively in multiple-craft missions to increase survivability and deliver effects that
could not be achieved individually” [151]. Similarly, other branches of the military have
conveyed the desire for autonomy-enabled collaborative multi-agent systems [162, 161, 117].
Ultimately, as the DoD Unmanned Systems Integrated Roadmap states, collaborative au-
tonomous systems are not just desired, but required [163]:
In addition to understanding the environment, unmanned systems must also
possess the ability to collaborate through the sharing of information and decon-
fliction of tasking. Collaborative autonomy is an extension of autonomy that




A brief summary of the salient details presented up to this point is given below followed by
Observation 3 and Research Question 1.
• Collaboration is a fundamental and highly effective attribute of nature.
• Multiagent roboticists have increasingly applied the biological concept of cooperation
to gain capabilities not possible through single agent systems.
• The field of collaborative robotics has matured and flourished over the last few
decades.
• The DoD has increasingly embraced the use of robotic and unmanned systems within
the military force structure and is a major stakeholder in the research and development
of these systems.
• The DoD has identified that there is a need and opportunity to gain significant capa-
bility increases through the greater use of autonomous technologies.
• The DoD has also determined that unmanned systems utilized within the force struc-
ture must possess the ability to operate in a collaborative fashion.
• Cooperation in and of itself does not guarantee greater effectiveness.
• Cooperative SoS should be deliberately designed to meet specific requirements.
• There is an implied necessity for methods that can effectively analyze cooperative SoS
architecture alternatives.
Observation 3 The United States Department of Defense desires greater de-
velopment and application of autonomous collaborative systems in order to gain
increased capabilities across a variety of operations.
Since the DoD is a major stakeholder in the development and utilization of these types
of systems, it is prudent to investigate the procedures used by the DoD to develop and
implement such systems. This leads to the following research question:
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Research Question 1 What are the current procedures used by the DoD for
the development and implementation of systems and force elements (such as a
group of unmanned systems operating in a collaborative manner)?
2.2 The DoD Process for Determining, Developing and Implementing
Solutions
As a consequence of Observation 3, the research presented in this dissertation is concerned
with the analysis and design of groups of autonomous, unmanned, collaborative systems.
Through the investigation of Research Question 1 (which is detailed in this section), it
has become clear that the current procedures utilized by the DoD for the implementation
and development of systems and force elements begins with the determination of a capabil-
ity1 gap, as opposed to the identification of a system or force element itself [83]. After a
capability gap has been identified, the determination of potential solutions to fill the gap
begins. This is a top-down approach, which means that the process begins with high-level
goals and then asks “What solutions will meet our needs?”, as opposed to a bottom-up
approach which begins with a specific system and asks “What can we do with this technol-
ogy?”. As will be discussed, Systems Engineering (SE) processes provide valuable tools for
managing the analysis and integration of multiple solutions that can fill capability gaps in
the manner the DoD desires.
Formally, the starting point of identifying a need within the DoD and recommending a
solution is called a Capabilities-Based Assessment (CBA). According to the Joint Defense
Capabilities Study Final Report [156]:
...a capabilities-based approach elevates the discussion of joint needs to a more
strategic level, centering on desired effects rather than specific weapon systems
and platforms...strategic objectives would frame the desired effects, which in turn
would define the needed capabilities, and ultimately the platforms and weapon
systems to be acquired.
1The DoD defines a “capability” as the ability to execute a specified course of action; the ability to
achieve an objective in a military operation [30][83].
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The report goes on to say that “this approach would reverse our current practices of packag-
ing weapon systems and platforms into capabilities, assessing what effects we can achieve on
the battlefield, and planning operations based on those achievable effects.” In order to meet
strategic goals, the objective is to identify potential materiel2 and non-materiel solutions,
considering solutions based on changes to anything within the full range of doctrine, organi-
zation, training, materiel, leadership and education, personnel and facilities (DOTMLPF)3
[40].
Multiple DoD recognized capability gaps were already established in Section 2.1. It
was also shown that there is a wealth of evidence in the DoD literature suggesting unmanned
collaborative systems as solutions to the stated capability gaps. Therefore, unmanned
collaborative systems are analyzed in this work through a top-down capabilities-
based perspective. This is an important point because this research is not suggesting a
technology (collaborative systems) and then trying to find an application for them (which
would be a bottom-up approach). The capabilities described that are desired by the DoD
include:
• Keeping the warfighter out of harm’s way whenever possible.
• Increasing the efficiency of manpower.
• Reducing development and operational costs of systems and assets.
• Increasing the survivability of systems.
• Gaining greater situational awareness.
The capabilities listed above are all strategic level goals that are stated in terms of desired
effects, not specific systems (in accordance with a top-down approach). It was pointed
out in Section 2.1 that the DoD has spent considerable effort studying and developing
unmanned systems as solutions to fill the capability gaps described above (along with more
2Materiel is defined as the equipment, apparatus, and supplies used by an organization or institution [107].
3DOTMLPF is often augmented with ‘Policy’ and subsequently conveyed as DOTmLPF-P. The small
‘m’ is meant to convey that materiel solutions are not preferred if there is another solution available.
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gaps not delineated here). Some of the reasons why unmanned collaborative systems are
appropriate candidates for filling these needs are as follows:
• Keeping the warfighter out of harm’s way whenever possible through the use of un-
manned systems in performing dull, dirty and dangerous (DDD) missions.
• Increasing the efficiency of manpower through the assistance of unmanned systems.
• Reducing development and operational costs of systems and assets since unmanned
systems are typically less expensive to acquire and operate than manned systems.
• Increasing the survivability of systems through collaborative operations.
• Gaining greater situational awareness through the use of collaborative, geographically
dispersed sensing units.
Furthermore, a capabilities-based approach is not just about filling needs. It is also
about mitigating uncertainty: “The United States cannot definitively predict who its next
adversary will be or where the next conflict will occur. A capabilities-based approach would
help mitigate this uncertainty by emphasizing the nation’s ability to shape the battlefield,
regardless of whom we fight or where we fight” [156]. This makes it clear that the develop-
ment and utilization of unmanned collaborative systems should be organic and applicable
to varying missions, not just a single concept of operations. An overview of the capabilities-
based approach is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: An Overview of the Capabilities-Based Approach [156]
2.2.1 The Joint Capabilities Integration Development System (JCIDS)
A Capabilities-Based Assessment (CBA) is part of the DoD’s process for developing or
acquiring a capability such as that provided by groups of unmanned collaborative systems.
Specifically, the CBA is the precursor, or formal starting point, of a DoD process called
the Joint Capabilities Integration Development System (JCIDS). “The CBA is an analytic
basis to identify capability requirements and associated capability gaps...results of a CBA
or other study provide the source material for one or more Initial Capabilities Documents
(ICDs), or other JCIDS documents” [31]. The JCIDS process attempts to identify and
acquire a solution, whether it is materiel or non-materiel.
A simplified view of the process is shown Figure 3. The “Capability Requirements”
portion on the left is a product of the CBA. The JCIDS actions on the right of the figure
are dependent on the existence of gaps and whether or not the gap can be filled through
some means available throughout the Joint forces (through a DOTMLPF change). A more
detailed explanation and view of the process is available in Appendix A.
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Figure 3: Identification of Capability Gaps and Resulting JCIDS Action, adapted from [31]
The situation which exists in relation to unmanned collaborative systems is similar to
that described in the third decision node in Figure 3, which is highlighted in gray. Namely,
there is a gap in capabilities, no similar capabilities currently exist in the Joint forces to fill
that capability, and it has been proposed that the best solution for filling the gap is through
the development of collaborative unmanned systems that utilize high levels of autonomy.
This does not mean that new unmanned systems necessarily need to be developed since
many already exist within the DoD. However, the proposed solution is to increase the
autonomy of these systems, implement new and revolutionary subsystems when necessary
(sensors, communication devices and schemes, etc.), apply appropriate control algorithms
for collaboration and cooperative CONOPS, and develop new transformational unmanned
systems to further fill gaps only if necessary.
Other aspects of the CBA and JCIDS process which are relevant, but tangential, to this
research can be found in Appendix A. A brief history of the JCIDS process and its role in
the overall Defense Acquisition System can be found there as well.
2.2.2 Recapitulation
This section has presented a rather simplified explanation of the CBA, the JCIDS, and the
associated acquisition processes. However, the goal was not to get overly detailed, but to
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convey some of the important aspects of the system acquisition and development process
in order to set a frame of reference for the research in this dissertation. The main point to
take away from this discussion is that “the key for JCIDS [including the initial CBA] is to
establish the high level operational capabilities which are required, place them in the context
of overall strategic and operational goals, and be able to compare them to legacy solutions, if
any, in order to evaluate the most appropriate path forward to satisfy the capability require-
ments and reduce or eliminate any associated capability gaps” [31]. An important detail
is that development and acquisition within the DoD requires a thorough investigation of
capability gaps and solutions to those gaps. Analysis is therefore an important element in
determining one solution over another.
It should be noted that there is no intent within this dissertation to produce any CBA,
JCIDS, or DoD Decision Support System documentation. Rather, the purpose of the pre-
vious discussion and investigation was to answer Research Question 1 and motivate the
type of process that is crucial in acquiring and developing solutions within the DoD context.
Specifically, since the DoD is a major player in the research and development of collabora-
tive unmanned systems, it is important to understand the DoD perspective in this research
and development. Furthermore, a key observation is that the DoD utilizes a top-down hi-
erarchical process in determining appropriate materiel acquisitions and developments. The
process begins with the identification of a need due to a capability gap and then proposes
solutions that can fill the gap. The array of options to fill such a gap may be enormous,
since options range from utilizing available systems with various possible CONOPS, devel-
oping new systems for use within current CONOPS, augmenting current systems with new
systems, and developing new systems along with new CONOPS.
As the next few sections will point out, the number of possible solution alternatives for
using unmanned collaborative systems within the DoD are expansive. Therefore, analysis
techniques with adequate level of detail will need to be investigated and appropriate de-
sign management processes will need to be implemented. It will be shown that Systems
Engineering (SE) techniques are appropriate for managing the multitude of requirement
sets, disciplinary analyses, and decision making nodes inherent in the design and analysis of
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collaborative unmanned systems. Not only so, but many researchers have already applied
SE techniques to other development and acquisition programs within the DoD context and
will provide a substantial structure for this research to build upon. In addition, quanti-
tative analysis will be given much attention, since “According to the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
technology evaluation for large-scale heterogeneous system architectures is confounded by
two opposing constraints: the need for highly detailed analysis and the desire to maintain
the large-scale focus of the problem” [20, 135]. Various means of analysis are investigated
relevant to each level of the system design hierarchy and models are developed in repre-
senting the physics of the problem, including sensor modeling, vehicle sizing and synthesis,
operational planning, system dynamics, and optimal control.
Response to Research Question 1: The current procedures used by the DoD
for the development and implementation of systems and force elements includes
a top-down hierarchical capabilities-based approach to defining needs, capabil-
ity gaps, requirements and performance metrics, determining the appropriate
solutions (possibly including systems and force elements) to fill the gaps, and
proceeding with the acquisition of solutions if necessary.
Observation 4 The DoD has stated specific capability gaps for which no similar
capabilities currently exist within the Joint forces to fill that capability, and it has
been proposed that the best solution for filling the gap is through the development
and implementation of collaborative unmanned systems.
Observation 5 Changes and modifications to the operations and capabilities of
existing systems should be attempted before designing and acquiring new systems.
Observation 6 Due to the large number of solution alternatives possible for de-
signing a group of unmanned collaborative systems, low-level quantitative anal-
ysis must be used alongside high-level engineering management strategies.
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2.3 Unmanned System Solutions Available Within the DoD
In order to move forward with unmanned collaborative systems as a solution, questions
should be asked as to what steps must be taken in order to implement such a solution. Do
materiel solutions (systems and subsystems) currently exist within the DoD that can be
utilized to fill the gaps? Can operational concepts be created, implemented, or changed in
order to fill the gaps with existing systems? Do new systems need to be developed? How
does the development of new systems affect the operational concepts? How can decisions
be made regarding alternative systems, groupings of systems, and operational concepts?
Currently, many unmanned systems are in service within various branches of the DoD
that can potentially be integrated into collaborative architectures4. Figure 4 illustrates the
various types of unmanned systems already available to the Air Force, the Army, and the
Navy along with the capabilities (or roles) of the systems. The chart also shows the types of
systems that are in acquisition (as of 2007) as well as systems envisioned to be incorporated
in the future. In addition, Figures 5–7 display specific unmanned aerial, unmanned ground,
and unmanned maritime systems available as of 2011.
Multiple areas of research contribute to the ability to employ these systems within a
collaborative architecture. These areas can be delineated across several fields of science and
engineering:
• System Design: Vehicle design considerations including material science and struc-
tures, aerodynamics/hydrodynamics, propulsion and power system design, thermo-
dynamics and heat transfer, stability and control, subsystem integration (sensors,
communications and localization subsystems), vehicle performance, etc.
• Electrical Engineering/Computer Science/Robotics: Artificial intelligence, game the-
ory, graph theory, behavioral control, distributed computing/control, interrobot com-
munications, motion coordination, task allocation, distributed sensing and actuation,
network theory, man-machine interfacing, architectural reconfigurability, localization
4An architecture is the structure of components, their relationships, and the principles and guidelines
governing their design evolution over time [IEEE Std 610.12 and DoDAF].
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and mapping, collision avoidance, health diagnosis and prognosis, target identification
and discrimination, etc. [87, 108, 101]
Figure 4: DoD Present and Future Unmanned Systems with Associated Roles [33]
An examination of the multiple disciplines and fields described above makes it clear
that many engineering and manufacturing specialties must cooperate on the research and
development of a group of unmanned collaborative systems. However, the various disciplines
and specialties “often use different names, notations, and views of information even when
describing the same concept...yet, the products of the many disciplines must work together
to meet the needs of users...they must perform as desired when all the components are
integrated and operated” [118].
It is apparent that the design of any single unmanned autonomous system is a truly inter-
disciplinary exercise. Moreover, the integration of multiple unmanned autonomous systems
into a collaborative architecture is an even greater multidisciplinary task. On top of this, a
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capabilities-based approach is essential. Since the research presented in this dissertation is
concerned with the analysis and design of groups of autonomous, unmanned, collaborative
systems (as a consequence of Observation 3), it is important that an approach is utilized
which can manage the requirement sets, disciplinary analyses, and decision making nodes
that will be encountered.
Figure 5: DoD Unmanned Aircraft Systems [163]
Figure 6: DoD Unmanned Ground Systems [163]
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Figure 7: DoD Unmanned Maritime Systems [163]
2.4 Systems Engineering as an Enabler
As was stated in the previous section, it is important that this research utilizes an approach
to analyze and design groups of autonomous, unmanned, collaborative systems which can
manage the requirement sets, disciplinary analyses, and decision making nodes that will
be encountered. Fortunately, Systems Engineering (SE) tools and processes provide such
a desired approach. The International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) defines
Systems Engineering as presented below [77]:
Systems Engineering is an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the
realization of successful systems. It focuses on defining customer needs and re-
quired functionality early in the development cycle, documenting requirements,
and then proceeding with design synthesis and system validation while consider-
ing the complete problem: operations, cost and schedule, performance, training
and support, test, manufacturing, and disposal. SE considers both the business
and the technical needs of all customers with the goal of providing a quality
product that meets the user needs.
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In accordance with the above definition, SE provides the desired approach. Also, it is
clear that an SE approach will not only provide a top-down hierarchical perspective (i.e.,
a capabilities-based approach), but will be capable of considering the effects of individual
system and even subsystem analysis and design in relation to the overall cooperative archi-
tecture. As such, attention can be focused towards varying levels of aggregation (i.e., the
subsystem, the system, or the overall SoS level) as necessary.
2.5 The Wide Scope of Systems Engineering Teams
Systems Engineering is often implemented within the context of large-scale concurrent en-
gineering (CE) design activities in government and industry. “Concurrent engineering used
together with systems engineering provides the necessary framework for not only product
innovation but also for process and organization innovation” [97]. In other words, CE along
with SE provides a process through which multiple disciplinary teams come together to
converge on a total system solution. Therefore, the synthesis of analyses from vari-
ous disciplines is imperative in developing a method for a Systems Engineering
approach (as this dissertation has set out to accomplish). However, within CE,
multiple subject matter experts, if not teams of subject matter experts, often collaborate
towards a solution with a systems engineer or program manager leading the effort. Con-
sequently, it is a tall order to pursue a dissertation in which multiple disciplines must be
handled by a single author. Although it is not possible for the author to become an expert
in all of the areas that will be covered in this work, there is significant rigor to allow an
approach to be tested and analyzed. An example of the wide scope necessary for perform-
ing quantitative analyses of a large-scale Operations Analysis design effort is offered by the
Naval Academy [152]:
While mathematics provides the basic framework and tools for a quantitative
approach, it is by no means a sufficient prerequisite for the solution of operational
problems. In problems involving the detection of underwater targets, for example,
a knowledge of the physics of underwater sound propagation is essential...In
all problems, knowledge of related fields is essential to an understanding of the
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problem itself. Thus the analysis of an important problem may properly involve
mathematicians, physicists, economists, psychologists, engineers, etc.–a mixed-
team approach.
This is similar to the obstacle faced by a control systems engineer who must understand the
physical principles that characterize multiple subsystems even though the theories and laws
for each discipline can vary greatly. Therefore, the control systems engineer, much like the
systems engineer, must have a working knowledge of the necessary disciplines, but cannot
possibly be an expert in all that is required. In fact, a major attraction of the systems and
controls engineering disciplines is the interdisciplinary nature of the work. The goal is to
manage the high level scope of the project while synthesizing the physics of the problem
[53]:
The control system engineer sees the “big picture” in the challenge to harmonize
the operation of a number of interconnected subsystems, each which operates
under a different set of laws. But at the same time the control system engineer is
almost totally dependent on the other disciplines. It is simply impossible to gain
a sufficient understanding of the details of each of the subsystems in a typical
process without the assistance of individuals having an intimate understanding
of these subsystems...The analyst needs mathematical models of the processes in
the system under study: equations and formulas that predict how the various
devices will behave in response to the inputs to these devices.
A seminal example of a CE team managed by SE is NASA JPL’s Advanced Projects De-
sign Team (or Team X). One account of Team X working on a system solution involving 16
engineers stated that “The 16 Team X engineers provide expertise in the various specialized
subsystems needed for space mission design, including power, thermal, and telecommuni-
cations. The team leader is also a systems engineer” [100]. The interdependencies between
disciplines becomes increasingly relevant in this type of environment, and it is crucial for
the systems engineer at the center of the project to manage the information flow and design
trades. Another author points out about Team X that [61]:
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This is a group of spacecraft subsystem experts and system engineers, who to-
gether with mission leaders and scientists, use models to quantitatively explore
and thereby create conceptual designs for spacecraft. A typical Team X exercise
tries to obtain a feasible solution for a desired mission by adjusting the design
of each subsystem.
Other successful examples include work at Ford Motor Company [178], John Deere & Com-
pany, and the Cadillac Motor Division of General Motors (who received a Malcolm Baldrige
National Quality Award in 1990 for their quality improvement efforts brought about by CE)
[6].
In the next chapter, multiple concepts which are important for implementing an SE
approach will be elaborated upon, including the constructs of design, analysis, and syn-
thesis. Important terms will be defined, Systems-of-Systems Engineering will be explained,
and multiple Systems Engineering and Systems-of-Systems Engineering methods will be
presented as state-of-the-art approaches.
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CHAPTER III
THE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF SYSTEMS-OF-SYSTEMS
3.1 What is Design?
For this research it was important to clearly understand the factors, processes and principles
that go into designing a product. In general, a product to be designed can take the form of
any thing desired whether it is a technology, a process, a team, a corporation, a system, a
group of systems, etc. In an article from the journal Science in 1970 entitled Design, Josef
Blumrich stated that “design establishes and defines solutions to and pertinent structures
for problems not solved before, or new solutions to problems which have been previously
solved in a different way” [23]. Blumrich’s definition of design provides a concise statement
of the nature of design in an engineering sense, which in essence is to provide a solution to a
problem of interest. This is the perspective that will be taken throughout this dissertation,
but it is not the only perspective available.
Whether design is applied to an engineering product or not, design is inherently a
creative process. Creativity, however, does not mean a lack of thoroughness. Rather, all
design should include rigor (even analytical rigor) in order to transform an abstract idea
into a practical, feasible and viable reality. As the aircraft designer Daniel Raymer states,
“Design is not just the actual layout [of an aircraft], but also the analytical processes used
to determine what should be designed and how the design should be modified to better meet
the requirements” [122]. George Dieter provides a simple way to think about the balance
of ingenuity and analytical rigor in the design process through the four C’s of design [42]:
• Creativity: Requires creation of something that has not existed before or not existed
in the designer’s mind before.
• Complexity: Requires decisions on many variables and parameters.
• Choice: Requires making choices between many possible solutions at all levels, from
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basic concepts to smallest detail of shape.
• Compromise: Requires balancing multiple and sometimes conflicting requirements.
Design can be broken into various subcategories depending on the maturity of a prod-
uct. Sometimes these subcategories are demarcated with terms such as conceptual design,
preliminary design, and detailed design.
Continuing with the theme of analytical rigor in engineering design, it is well stated that
“Good design requires both analysis and synthesis” [42]. The etymology of the word analysis
can be traced back to Greek roots for the process of breaking something apart, loosening,
or releasing. In contrast, synthesis bears its origins in the composing of elements or the
merging of various things (ideas, objects, etc.). In the field of engineering, many designers
view analysis as more than just the decomposition of a thing. Rather, analysis consists
of the application of appropriate scientific disciplines and computational tools to assist in
understanding the performance and behavior of the manageable parts of a decomposed
product [42].
Synthesis, on the other hand, consists of the recombination of elements into an overall
working system. However, what does it mean to design a “working” system? Or a “good”
system? Or an “effective” system? These questions lead to the idea of being able to
measure the “goodness” or “effectiveness” of a product. Ultimately, being able to provide a
measure of goodness is exactly what the design process aims to produce, since without such
an abstraction decision makers and stakeholders will have nothing concrete to help them
decide whether or not they desire the product that has been designed. Similarly, during the
design process, the designer needs measures of goodness available in order to make trades
on specific aspects of the product and determine the combination of parameters that result
in the “best” possible design. Therefore, during the design process (i.e., before a product or
process actually exists), the ability to measure the effectiveness of the system is completely
dependent on the modeling and analysis performed. If the modeling and analysis efforts
are far from the true physics of the problem, than the resultant effectiveness measures will
be worth very little. Unfortunately, stakeholders will not realize this until the product is
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produced and turns out to be much less effective than the engineers had promised. However,
if analytical rigor is utilized in the modeling process and the true physics of the problem
is incorporated as much as possible, than the effectiveness measures can provide a good
feel of what to expect in the real-world. At the least, relative trends between changes in
design variables and the effectiveness measures can be quantified. If historical data for
similar products is available, than comparisons can be made and corrections can even be
implemented in the analyses.
Effectiveness measures go by different names depending on the community involved or
the level of system hierarchy being considered (e.g., measures of performance, measures
of effectiveness, measures of merit, key performance parameters, etc.). No matter what
title is used, these measures are extremely important in being able to assess the value of a
design. For example, effectiveness measures drive the analysis of alternatives process, their
partial derivatives are often calculated to enable sensitivity analyses, and they are used as
the desired objectives in optimization processes. Ultimately, they convey the information
desired by decision makers in order to ascertain whether or not customer requirements and
desirements are being achieved.
These concepts are important since the research presented in this dissertation is con-
cerned with the analysis and design of groups of autonomous, unmanned, collaborative
systems. As this section points out, design requires both analysis and synthesis, and alter-
native designs must produce some type of inherent “goodness” or “effectiveness” that can
be measured as functions of design variables and operational uses.
The next few sections will further develop the terminology used throughout this work
and explore the principles of analysis and design from the viewpoint of Systems Engineer-
ing (SE) and Systems-of-Systems Engineering (SoSE). Then, the method developed as an
approach to substantiating the overarching hypothesis of this dissertation will be built from
the ground up. The foundation is laid on structured SoSE principles and terminology. The
framework will come together through investigating existing, and accepted, SoSE frame-
works and generic engineering processes. However, framing the method is just a step in
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constructing the whole. Much like when building a home: “Framing, or ‘rough carpen-
try’, is the basic building skill of new construction and almost every remodeling addition
project” [82]. Following the building of the framework, the full substance of the method
will come together after reviewing the analytical content of various existing SoSE meth-
ods. Subsequently, unique aspects for the new method developed within this dissertation
will be delineated. Finally, an experimental approach will be presented which will test the
overarching hypothesis of this dissertation.
3.1.1 Further Research Questions
Research Question 2 What are the core principles that drive the design of a
system-of-systems?
Research Question 3 What are the existing SoSE frameworks that are ac-
cepted by the SoSE community and the DoD?
Research Question 4 What insights can be gleaned from existing analytic and
quantitative SoSE approaches?
3.2 A Foundation: Systems Engineering and System-of-Systems Engi-
neering
Before discussing some of the core analysis and design principles related to Systems and
System-of-Systems Engineering, accepted standard definitions for both a system and a
system-of-systems (SoS) are presented.
ISO (the International Organization for Standardization), IEC (the International Elec-
trotechnical Commission), and IEEE (the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers)
have participated in the development of international standards for various engineering
terms. The ISO/IEC/IEEE Standard 24765 for systems and software engineering vocab-
ulary uses various statements for the definition of a system including a “combination of
interacting elements organized to achieve one or more stated purposes; a collection of in-
teracting components organized to accomplish a specific function or set of functions within
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a specific environment; an interacting combination of elements to accomplish a defined ob-
jective” [78]. Another highly regarded organization, the International Council on Systems
Engineering (INCOSE), conveys a similar definition for a system which is almost exactly
equivalent with the ISO/IEC/IEEE standard. In regards to an SoS, the ISO/IEC/IEEE
Standard 24765 definition states that an SoS is “a large system that delivers unique ca-
pabilities, formed by integrating independently useful systems”. INCOSE, on the other
hand, defines an SoS with a bit more detail stating that an SoS is “a system-of-interest1
whose system elements are themselves systems; typically these entail large inter-disciplinary
problems with multiple, heterogeneous, distributed systems” [77].
At first glance, the definition given above for a system seems very similar to that of
the definitions for an SoS. In particular, the system definition states that a system is a
combination of interacting elements organized for a purpose, a collection of interacting
components for a specific function within a given environment, which sounds similar to the
definition of an SoS. However, a few major differences can be seen in the definitions: 1) an
SoS contains elements which are independent of one another, while the system definition
makes no such requirement for its contained elements; 2) the definition for a system refers to
the functionality of the elements within a “specific environment”, whereas the SoS definition
makes no such constraint and actually conveys the idea that the elements of an SoS can
be widely distributed, whether geographically or otherwise; 3) the SoS definition conveys
the idea that an SoS provides a unique capability not achievable by any of the individual
components in and of themselves.
The definitions presented above are helpful in making it clear what types of technological
groupings are addressed by a specific effort. However, much greater detail to defining the
specific differences between systems and systems-of-systems can be pursued. For a more in
depth discussion about those defined differences, refer to Appendix B. In addition, novel
ways for classifying systems-of-systems are provided in Appendix B as well.
1A system-of-interest is defined as a system whose life cycle is under consideration.
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3.2.1 Critical Terminology
A key element to constructing a methodical approach for this work is understanding how
Systems Engineering (SE) and Systems-of-Systems Engineering (SoSE) can be applied to
the analysis and design of groups of autonomous, unmanned, collaborative systems. In
light of this, various terms associated with the analysis, measurement, and comparison
of products and processes are presented here. This will establish a frame of reference for
important terminology used throughout the rest of this work. Additional terminology which
is relevant but somewhat tangential to the current discussion is provided in Appendix B.
• Performance Requirement: The measurable criteria that identifies a quality attribute
of a function or how well a functional requirement must be accomplished [76].
• Measure of Performance (MOP): An engineering performance measure that provides
design requirements that are necessary to satisfy a Measure of Effectiveness (MOE; see
definition below). There are generally several MOPs for each MOE [76]. Furthermore,
MOPs are “Related to inherent parameters (physical and structural) but measure
attributes of system behavior” [65].
• Measure of Effectiveness (MOE): The metrics by which an acquirer will measure sat-
isfaction with products by the technical effort [76]. “The criterion by which solutions
will be judged - proposed solutions, solutions under test, or solutions in being” [65].
Further, a “measure of how a system performs its functions within its environment.
An MOE is generally an aggregation of MOPs” [64]. “A quantifiable value that ex-
presses the effectiveness of the system, system of system, or process under test” [120].
• Trade-off Analysis: An analytical evaluation of design options/alternatives against
performance, design-to-cost objectives, and life cycle quality factors [76].
• Analysis of Alternatives: “The evaluation of the performance, operational effective-
ness, operational suitability and estimated costs of alternative systems to meet a
mission capability...including the sensitivity of each alternative to possible changes in
key assumptions or variables” [120].
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3.2.2 Design Insights from Systems and Systems-of-Systems Engineering
In Section 2.4, it was pointed out that Systems Engineering (SE) can provide an appropri-
ate approach for the analysis and design of groups of autonomous, unmanned, collaborative
systems. In addition, it was stated that an SE approach can provide a top-down hierarchi-
cal perspective (i.e., a capabilities-based approach), and will also be able to consider the
effects of individual system and subsystem analysis and design in relation to the overall
cooperative SoS. As such, attention can be focused towards varying levels of aggregation
(i.e., the subsystem, the system, or the SoS level) as necessary.
Systems Engineering is more than applicable to the design of an SoS from a system
engineer’s perspective. “Techniques for treating large and complex systems by isolating the
critical components and modeling them are at the heart of the growing discipline called
systems engineering” [42]. In many ways, System-of-Systems Engineering (SoSE) is really
just a form of SE. It is obvious that the development of a collaborative SoS is a highly
interdisciplinary endeavor which incorporates many difficult decisions, analyses and trade-
offs which would benefit from specialized SE processes and tools. Similarly, the DoD has
recognized that specialized SE techniques are imperative in managing the SoS problem.
Consequently, they decided to “develop a guide for systems engineering of systems of systems
(SoS), recognizing the value of systems engineering as a key enabler of successful systems
acquisition and the growing importance of systems interdependencies in the achievement of
war fighter capability” [43]. In reference to SoSE, the DoD has stated that “SoS systems
engineering deals with planning, analyzing, organizing, and integrating the capabilities of
a mix of existing and new systems into an SoS capability greater than the sum of the
capabilities of the constituent parts [40]...the SoS may deliver capabilities by combining
multiple collaborative and autonomous-yet-interacting systems. The mix of systems may
include existing, partially developed, and yet-to-be-designed independent systems” [43].
The DoD’s Systems Engineering Guide for Systems of Systems describes major differ-
ences between the design and implementation of systems and systems-of-systems. The ar-
eas in which comparisons are presented include operational environments, management and
oversight, implementation, and engineering and design considerations. Relevant insights
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for this research include the operational environments and the engineering and design con-
siderations. Systems are typically designed with specific operational objectives in mind,
whereas SoS components may be called upon to perform a set of operational objectives
that they were not individually designed for. Therefore, performance of the system from
an engineering design perspective may not consider the overall performance within an SoS
architecture. Ideally, in designing an SoS and its associated components, high level mission
effectiveness of the SoS will be satisfied while balancing the performance capabilities of the
individual systems.
From an SoSE perspective, an important consideration is whether the systems that
will be integrated into the SoS architecture already exist, if some will be completely new
designs, if all will be completely new designs, and if any technologies will be infused. On one
extreme of this consideration is that all of the systems and subsystems to be used exist and
are subsequently being integrated into the SoS architecture, whereas the opposite extreme is
that every system and subsystem must be completely developed and designed. The middle
ground, and what is most relevant to the DoD, is the situation where some systems exist,
but there is still a gap in capabilities in which new system developments/acquisitions and
appropriate technology infusion may be able to close the gap. These are important design
considerations due to “the fact that different systems within the SoS will most likely be in
different stages of their respective life cycles” [44].
This discussion on the similarities and differences between SE and SoSE leads to the
conclusion that SoSE is a specialized form of SE. SoSE attempts to manage many more
levels of detail than SE in general. As such, attention can be focused towards varying levels
of aggregation. This includes individual system and subsystem design or a much broader
perspective of SoS design. The perspective of SoS design takes into consideration how all
the elements of the collaborative architecture should be designed and operated in order to
meet a set of required capabilities. Such an endeavor requires novel design approaches for
the development and evaluation of these collaborative systems-of-systems.
As was stated earlier, the research presented in this dissertation is concerned with the
analysis and design of groups of autonomous, unmanned, collaborative systems, where the
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design goal is to fill a capability gap required by a stakeholder. Although the discussion
up to this point has centered on filling a gap within the DoD, the approach
developed within this work for analysis and design is able to handle any generic
required capability. However, every problem requires specialized analyses and assump-
tions that must be brought to light by the designer or system engineer.
3.3 A Framework: SoSE Core Elements
Figure 8 below demonstrates the core elements of the SoSE process as suggested by the
DoD. The figure, which is referred to as a trapeze model, is attempting to demonstrate
the differences and relationships between various points of the SoS life-cycle, including de-
velopment and operations. The development of a new SoS is specified to consist of: 1)
Translating SoS capability objectives into high-level SoS requirements; 2) Understanding
the constituent systems and their relationships; and 3) Monitoring and assessing potential
impacts of changes on SoS performance. Although each of the areas outlined for the de-
velopment of an SoS are initiated for a new SoS, iteration will occur over time assuming
that desired capabilities and requirements will change. The desired changes over time are
communicated through the persistent SoS overlay framework, SoS upgrade processes, and
external influences. In particular, the dark gray box is specified as part of the persistent
framework. Its extended title is: Developing, Evolving and Maintaining an Architecture for
the SoS. Three boxes are shown to be part of the SoS upgrade process, including assessing
the extent to which SoS performance meets capability objectives over time, orchestrating
upgrades to the SoS, and addressing SoS requirements and solution options.
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Figure 8: Core SoSE Elements and Their Relationships [43]
The SoSE core elements described above provide context for appropriate SE processes,
but they are not usable tools in and of themselves. In order to implement the SoSE approach,
the identification of key engineering artifacts2 is necessary. These artifacts should convey
information about the progress of the SoS design and be implemented into an accepted
process or methodology. An effort to establish SE artifacts within an SoSE context was
initiated through a cooperative international effort in 2007: “The U.S. is working with the
Australia Defense Materiel Organization on an initiative to develop a shared view of SoS SE
and the critical supporting artifacts. This work is an ongoing activity under The Technical
Cooperation Program (TTCP) Technical Panel 4: Systems Engineering and Modernization”
[37, 172]. The artifacts developed through this effort have been superimposed over the DoD
SoSE elements trapeze model and is shown in Figure 9. Table 6 in Appendix B provides
the particular characteristics of each artifact.
2SoSE artifacts are work products developed/composed from various sources by the SoSE team which
are managed at the SoS level. They are used by system engineers at both the SoS and single system level
in the process of developing, maintaining, enhancing, deploying, and assessing SoS capabilities [94].
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Figure 9: Core SoSE Elements and Their Associated Artifacts [37]
Although the trapeze model of SoSE elements and artifacts presents an insightful view
of the salient features of SoSE, it does not provide much help in actually implementing an
SoSE process. Due to this shortcoming, a wave model implementation has been suggested:
“A wave model of SoS SE unwinds the trapeze model and then maps the core elements to a
more familiar view of SoS SE as a series of six time-sequenced major steps in implementing
an SoS SE process” [38]. The wave model is shown below in Figure 10. The arrows represent
the process flow of the model and the circles embedded within arrows represent potentially
iterative steps.
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Figure 10: Unwrapping the Trapeze Model to Create an SoSE Wave Model [38]
The wave model is a helpful representation of an accepted SoSE process, although
specific activities to be performed are not delineated. It is a framework meant to be built
around. A few aspects of the wave model are relevant for framing the method desired in
this research. The most relevant piece is to Conduct SoS Analysis, since this work is
specifically focused on the analysis and design of an unmanned collaborative SoS. In order
to conduct an SoS analysis, a desired SoS must be defined based on capability requirements,
which is the purpose of the Initiate SoS artifact. In fact, multiple alternative SoS solutions
should be generated. This includes varying operational concepts and potential systems and
subsystems to be used within the SoS [94]. Each alternative baseline will depend on the
selection of systems, the numbers of systems, and the various possible CONOPS. Further
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descriptions of the specific elements of the wave model are given in Appendix B.
The wave model above has some similarities with another accepted engineering process:
the Top Down Design Decision Support Process which is at the heart of Georgia Tech’s
(GT) Concurrent Engineering Methodology developed by Schrage and Mavris [131]. The
decision support process is given in Figure 11.
Figure 11: Top Down Decision Support Process [131]
The Top Down Decision Support Process was used as a foundation to build upon,
resulting in the Georgia Tech Concurrent Engineering Methodology framework as shown in
Figure 12.
Figure 12: Georgia Tech’s Concurrent Engineering Methodology [132]
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In particular, the product design driven systems engineering methods are relevant to
this research. In fact, many similarities are seen between frameworks when part of the GT
method is placed alongside the SoS initiation and analysis artifacts of the SoSE wave model.
This is shown in Figure 13.
Figure 13: Comparison of Two Accepted Frameworks [132, 38]
A take-away from the review of the frameworks presented above is the fact that a new
method can, and often should, be built upon respected and accepted work that has blazed a
trail. By taking that perspective, new developments can be made in specific areas in order
to provide new and useful approaches along with revealing new and compelling observations
not previously available. Since this work is focused on the analysis of alternatives (AoA),
a majority of the work spent substantiating the approach is focused on the AoA. However,
the AoA has to exist within an appropriate framework. Therefore, a generic framework is
adapted from the models presented above. Accordingly, there will be many specific ways
to accomplish each step through the generic process, but the majority of the focus will
be on substantiating an energy-based analysis of alternatives approach for collaborative
systems-of-systems. The adapted generic framework is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: A Generic SoSE Process to be Built Upon
The generic framework presented above can now be built around in order to produce
a method for performing the analysis of alternative systems-of-systems. The main contri-
butions from this research are in the analysis of alternatives, which are highlighted in the
generic process of Figure 14. However, the process is simply generic and has no substance
at this point. Therefore, actual tools for providing substance to each step must be provided.
In order to provide substance to the process, actual implementations of SoSE processes will
now be investigated. Multiple authors in the field of SE have researched SoSE processes over
the last few years with the goal of implementing analytical rigor into the process. Therefore,
a few examples of these proposed SoS design methodologies are presented. Each process
investigated will have similarities to the generic processes presented so far, but none will fit
perfectly. A couple of important points will resurface as these methods are investigated: 1)
All of the methods that are presented utilize modeling and simulation (M&S) techniques
in order to infuse analytical and quantitative rigor; 2) Special attention will be paid to the
ways in which these methods handle the analysis of alternatives for the systems-of-systems.
This section has responded to Research Questions 2 and 3, which asked:
• “What are the core principles that drive the design of a system-of-systems?”
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• “What are the existing SoSE frameworks that are accepted by the SoSE community
and the DoD?”
The next section will address Research Question 4: “What insights can be gleaned from
existing analytic and quantitative SoSE approaches”?
3.4 Examples of SoSE Analysis and Design
3.4.1 The PrObabilistic System of System Effectiveness Methodology (POS-
SEM)
Soban developed the Probabilistic System of System Effectiveness Methodology (POSSEM)
in response to the need for a way to assess military system effectiveness at the campaign
level, which can be seen as the system-of-systems level. The method was designed to
intelligently link changes at the engineering level of systems to clearly defined campaign
level (i.e., SoS level) measures of effectiveness. The importance of such a method is that
“...decision makers need a way to quantify system effectiveness for three primary purposes:
resource allocation, requirements definition, and trade studies between system components”
[140]. There are five main steps to Soban’s method:
1. Create Conceptual Model: The creation of the conceptual model in the POSSEM
approach is highly related to using Systems Engineering techniques in order to care-
fully plan a way forward for a particular design problem. The conceptual model in
POSSEM is used to answer three important questions:
• What problem are we trying to solve?
• What level of detail do we need?
• What tools are needed and what tools are available?
In answering the first question, “What problem are we trying to solve?”, the designer
must consider customer requirements, applicable constraints, potential trade-offs and
the overarching goals of any analyses that will be performed. By answering this ques-
tion the designer can then identify the necessary Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs)
which will convey the appropriate information to decision makers and stakeholders.
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The second question, regarding level of detail, is important because the ability to
measure certain elements of the analysis is highly dependent on the level of fidelity
available in the analysis tools and the mathematical rigor that has been utilized. The
third question about available and needed tools will answer the question of whether or
not the actual level of fidelity desired can be achieved. In POSSEM, these questions
are answered through an iterative process since the answer to one question may change
depending on the answer to another (e.g., the level of detail possible may change if
only a certain level of fidelity can be achieved with the available analysis tools). After
answering these questions, the designer will be ready to define appropriate scenar-
ios and missions, establish baseline vehicles and technologies, and determine specific
inputs and outputs for the analysis.
2. Identify Key Decision Nodes: In this step the designer(s) constructs tree diagrams
related to the desired mission scenarios in order to identify key points at which a
human will make decisions concerning the campaign. Probability distributions are
then assigned to the paths in order to represent uncertainty in the human decision
making process from an operational point of view. “The goal is to retain the flexibility
and uncertainty of having a human involved in the decision and assumption making
process, yet create an environment in which the computer codes may be run quickly
and efficiently.”
3. Create Linked Analysis Environment: This step includes the integration of various
analysis models in order to create an environment suitable for investigating the SoS
at the campaign level. This environment should be able to answer questions posed in
the development of the conceptual model. This step is an exercise in computational
synthesis.
4. Create Full Probabilistic Environment: In this step, probabilistic methods are applied
to the linked analysis environment of step 3. To do this, ranges are placed on selected
input variables of the analysis environment and a Design of Experiments (DoE) is
setup in order to run design cases in a systematic fashion that will provide the most
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valuable information for a regression analysis. Partial derivatives are then determined,
providing insight into the amount of variability each input variable contributes to the
outputs. These outputs are tracked for each level of the analysis, from the system
component levels all the way up to the campaign level MOEs. Probability distributions
are applied to the input variables, and a Monte Carlo simulation is conducted to
determine the probability of success in the response space.
5. Analysis: The final step of POSSEM creates links from the outputs of each level of
analysis to the next level of analysis (i.e., from the component level of subsystems up
to the campaign level of the entire system-of-systems). “In this way, there is a trace-
able computational path that links the final Measures of Effectiveness down through
the engineering level inputs.” The analysis should be able to aid the designer(s)
in decision making for resource allocation, trade studies between components, and
refining/defining requirements.
Observations from Soban’s POSSEM formulation include:
• High level MOEs are extremely important in order to perform trade-offs, determine
resource allocation, and verify the ability to meet necessary requirements.
• Defining the appropriate measures of goodness at all levels of the SoS hierarchy should
be done in a traceable manner. SoSE techniques and systematic methods such as
POSSEM can assist the designer(s) in establishing the appropriate metrics to track.
• The analysis of components in isolation of the SoS is not sufficient for assessing the
overall performance of the SoS. Instead, analysis should be performed with compo-
nents linked together in the form of integrated analysis environments.
• The benefits of linked analyses of an SoS is reflective of Maier’s explanation (see
Appendix B.2) that the design of collaborative systems-of-systems is dependent on
the designer exerting control at the interfaces of the components.
A final comment about Soban’s formulation regarding measures of goodness is appro-
priate. At each level of the SoS hierarchy, as Soban pointed out, there will be various inputs
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and outputs (or measures) of analysis. It is clearly difficult, if not impossible, to generalize
a set of goodness measures that will be appropriate for any and all SoS designs at any level
of the SoS hierarchy. Therefore, a systematic way to determine appropriate measures for
a given SoS would be beneficial, but this is not explicitly given in Soban’s formulation.
However, it becomes increasingly clear that measures of goodness at the system level (e.g.,
aircraft, ships, etc.) and even the subsystem level (e.g., jet engines, radar equipment, etc.)
are typically related to physics-based measures such as speed, power consumption, etc.
However, there are some measures at the system level that are more abstract, such as the
survivability of an aircraft (an argument can be made that a measure such as survivability
is really an SoS level measure since it is a function of the characteristics of the other sys-
tems that are interacting with it in addition to its own characteristics). Nonetheless, Soban
gives examples of abstract measures reformulated as functions of physics-based parameters,
where the functions are defined as appropriate variable mappings. Furthermore, at the SoS
level, measures of goodness are typically framed in terms of probabilities of success of some
mission. The distinction between physics-based assessment and more abstract measures
will be important throughout this work. The influence of system level performance on SoS
level effectiveness will also be paramount.
3.4.2 A Top-Down, Hierarchical, System-of-Systems Approach
Ender and Biltgen formulated and tested a “top-down, capabilities-focused design method-
ology” which allows decision makers and designers to perform simultaneous bottom-up and
top-down design of an SoS [47, 21]. According to Ender, SoS design space manipulation
is typically performed using a top-down requirements flow approach in which high-level re-
quirements are decomposed and then flow down a hierarchy of decision making levels. This
top-down hierarchical approach parallels the capability-based approach desired by the DoD
and referenced by this research. However, Ender found a crucial shortcoming: “This top-
down requirements flow approach therefore requires an iterative process between adjacent
levels [of the SoS hierarchy] to verify that the design solution satisfies the requirements, with
no direct flow between nonadjacent hierarchy levels” [47]. In other words, Ender observed
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that the effect of changes to one level of the SoS hierarchy on another level of the hierarchy
could not be assessed unless the levels were adjacent (subsystem to system levels, system
to SoS levels, etc.). In response to these shortcomings, Ender developed a methodology
that “enables decision makers anywhere across a system-of-systems hierarchy to rapidly
and simultaneously manipulate the design space, however complex...this takes the notion
of top-down requirements flow one step further to allow for simultaneous bottom-up and
top-down design, enabled by the use of neural network surrogate models to represent the
complex design space.”
In addition, the method presented by Ender is quantitative in nature, not qualitative
as many SE approaches tend to be. This is enabled by the use of physics-based modeling
and simulation (M&S) environments which are stitched together and integrated into an SoS
hierarchy. Furthermore, the integrated M&S environment is executed at numerous design
points after which the results are used to create parametric representations of the design
space that can be rapidly calculated.
The benefits of Ender’s method are numerous, but a major benefit is the notion of in-
stantaneous bottom-up design (or forward design), which allows the SoS designers to quickly
measure the impact of changes on low-level component design decisions on the overall SoS
MOEs and requirements. Similarly, Ender’s rapid, quantitative, top-down design approach
(or inverse design) allows the designers to place limits or constraints on the high-level MOEs
(or requirements) to drive the low-level system and subsystem performance attributes. This
enables the notion of top-down design, as opposed to the traditional process of top-down
requirements flow. Finally, Ender points out that the quantitative modeling and simulation
of SoS architectures typically results in a design space with “multiple discontinuous behav-
iors” and highly non-linear, multi-modal topologies. In order to perform the rapid top-down
and bottom-up design of an SoS, Ender utilized neural network regressions to represent the
design space, enable rapid parametric calculations, and facilitate probabilistic analyses.
Figure 15 below presents an example of the hierarchical sensitivity space produced
through this method. The plots shown are filled by taking a slice of the design space
at the current settings of requirements, design variables and technologies at each level of
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the hierarchy (on the x-axes) and plotting them against the MOPs and MOEs at each level
of the hierarchy (on the y-axes). Since the design space is represented by the parametric
neural net equations, this sensitivity space is interactive, allowing designers to make changes
to requirements, design variables, and technologies and instantaneously see the effect on the
MOPs and MOEs. This type of environment, known as the Unified Tradeoff Environment,
was adapted by Ender but formalized by Baker [11].
Figure 15: Hierarchical Unified Tradeoff Environment for Systems-of-Systems Analysis [21]
A multivariate plot showing the relationship of forward design versus inverse design
that results from Ender’s design process is shown in Figure 16 below. The plot is filled
with design points generated by a Monte Carlo simulation executed on the neural net
regressions. Viewing the design space in this manner as opposed to only using the partial
derivative sensitivity space shown above is a major contribution of Ender’s work. As he
states, “Viewing a hierarchical system-of-systems design space populated using a Monte
Carlo simulation brings in the notion of total versus partial derivatives...In the field of
mathematics, the partial derivative of a function of several variables is the derivative of that
function with respect to only one of those variables, with all other variables held constant.
Generally speaking, a curve on a two-dimensional plot is a partial derivative, because it
shows how a function varies with respect to one variable. If any of the other variables that
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define that function change, the shape of that curve will change. A total derivative, however,
is the derivative of that function when all of the variables are allowed to vary” [47]. Using
this type of analysis, Ender observed “interesting phenomena that might not have been
possible otherwise. This was due to the fact that the data representing the design space
was presented in bulk, rather than just static curves showing a response as a function of
one variable, with all other variables (and assumptions) held constant.”
Figure 16: Ender’s Inverse and Forward Design Multivariate Plot [21]
Ender does not provide specific insight for developing measures of goodness in his
methodology. They appear to be developed in an ad-hoc fashion depending on the de-
sign problem at hand. Accordingly, Ender specifies measures for his test problem based on
accepted measures of effectiveness of a gun launched guided projectile meant to intercept a
small, indirect fire mortar target, from the literature.
Finally, a last note on Ender’s work. The simultaneous top-down and bottom-up ap-
proach of Ender’s method is built upon the ability to create neural network regressions of
the design space. However, this is not a trivial task. In fact, because of the highly discon-
tinuous nature of SoS design problems, creating regressions of the design space can require
analysis execution efforts which approach computational limits in time. This concern is
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outlined further in the next section.
3.4.3 Regressing SoS Architectures
Surrogate modeling techniques can be extremely useful in representing complex, highly
computational analyses, with simple to calculate regressions [143]. However, the simplicity
of a quick-to-execute regression comes at the cost of high computational effort in creating
the regression from the complex analyses in the first place. In particular, at least some of the
design variables for an SoS problem are discrete, discontinuous, and large in terms of variable
range. A regression technique which uses broad sampling of designed experiments such as a
Central Composite Design or a Box-Behnken [111] will likely under sample the design space
[75]. Furthermore, SoS performance measures are often calculated based on numerous
complex modeling efforts which, when synthesized, can produce multiple discontinuities,
non-linear behavior, and multi-modal topologies [47]. Therefore, capturing the nonlinear
and discontinuous characteristics of an SoS design space through regression analyses can be
computationally expensive and mathematically difficult (if even possible).
Second-order regressions, even with large sample sets of data (e.g., a space-filling DoE)
cannot capture the discontinuities often associated with SoS design topologies. Even if
multiple second-order response surface equations are used in a piece-wise fashion, they may
still suffer the “curse of dimensionality”3 inherent of SoS design problems [143]. Alternative
options with promise include the adaptive methods such as Support Vector Machines (SVM),
Relevance Vector Machines (RVM) and Artificial Neural Nets (ANN). The adaptive methods
primarily depend on training data regardless of the number of input variable dimensions,
therefore they can overcome the curse of dimensionality. Kernel-based methods (e.g., SVM
and RVM) store training data to be used during prediction of the responses. Unfortunately,
this causes them to be slow in prediction despite their relatively quick speed of training.
ANNs on the other hand require a computationally expensive training process, but they
are rapid in prediction [143]. Furthermore, ANN’s are known to be superior in modeling
nonlinear data sets [174].
3R. Bellman. Dynamic Programming. Princeton Univ. Press, 1957
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The superiority of ANN’s in modeling nonlinear data stems from Kolmogorov’s Universal
Approximation Theorem (UAT). The UAT states that [79]:
Any continuous function defined on a compact subset of Rr can be uniformly
approximated (in an appropriate metric) by a function of the form [of a single
layer perceptron neural network].
This can be stated mathematically as given by Xu [181]:
Let ϕ be a continuous activation function. Given any continuous real valued
function f on the interval [0, 1]R and ε > 0, then there exists a matrix W =
[w1, w2, ...], vectors α and β, and a parameterized function Y (ϕ,W ) : [0, 1]→ R
such that:




In other words, the UAT guarantees that an ANN can produce a regression of any
continuous function within a specified error, ε. Unfortunately, the training time and data
set size required to obtain less than ε error for a highly nonlinear function is unbounded,
and the ability to capture discontinuities is still not guaranteed.
Despite these limitations, ANNs and other regression techniques can be powerful tools in
representing complex analyses and providing closed-form solutions. With enough computa-
tional effort and analysis data, these regressions may be able to even capture discontinuities
within acceptable error bounds. This was the approach taken by both Ender [47] and
Biltgen [20].
3.4.4 A Methodology for the Robustness-Based Evaluation of Systems-of-Systems
Alternatives Using Regret Analysis
The intent of Poole’s work was to “improve the current state-of-the-art in early defense ac-
quisition processes through increasing the engineer’s and decision maker’s ability to compare
the robustness of competing alternatives” [120]. Poole developed a methodology that “cou-
pled regret analysis and massive scenario generation with surrogate modeling techniques in
a parametric environment.”
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Poole’s definition of robustness is the ability of a system to perform well over a wide
range of conditions. This type of formulation is advantageous for its handling of uncertainty,
especially in considering changes to operating environments and mission requirements. An-
other important piece of Poole’s method is the integration of regret analysis which is “a way
of measuring the merit of a particular system solution for a set of operating conditions.”
According to Poole, “regret is the difference between a system’s evaluation metric(s) and
the best system’s evaluation metric(s) for a scenario.” It is a measure of the degree to which
a system falls short of the optimum for a particular solution.
Ultimately, in formulating the methodology, Poole points out that although the steps
used in a methodology architecture must be settled upon, there are many different architec-
tures that can actually be utilized. This is because there are multiple tasks possible for each
step of the method. Figure 17 below displays a matrix of alternatives provided by Poole for
fulfilling each task of the method. The matrix is only a subset of possible tools available
in the literature, but even with the subset shown there are 338,688 possible methodologies
that could be constructed if each step of the method was assigned only a single tool from
the matrix. Obviously, the number of combinations grows if multiple tools are allowed to
be used in any of the steps shown.
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Figure 17: Poole’s Methodology Matrix of Alternatives [120]
Poole goes on to conclude that the tools selected for each engineering task of a method-
ology must be chosen based on their appropriateness relative to the particular application.
Therefore, the options chosen from the matrix of alternatives above (or one like it) will vary
depending on the problem at hand. Poole applies his work to a specific SoS example of
a U.S. Air Force Persistent Precision Strike mission involving multiple Unmanned Combat
Aerial Vehicles (UCAVs). The method settled upon for Poole’s application is shown in
Figure 18 below. However, Poole does not provide any direction on how to down select
alternative pieces of the methodology other than utilizing subject matter expert (SME)
opinions.
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Figure 18: Poole’s Applied Method [120]
As was shown in the matrix of alternatives, Poole does present a number of options
for establishing measures of goodness (MOEs and MOPs). These options include using a
tree diagram, the GOTChA4 method, an affinity diagram, a Pugh diagram, prioritization
metrics, or a Quality Function Deployment (QFD). Each of these methods are based on
decomposing a problem and qualitatively determining the measures of merit desired. Poole
does not outline the process which was used in his research to perform the GOTChA and
QFD methods, even though those were the processes used to choose the MOPs and MOEs
in the Persistent Strike test problem. Instead, similar to Ender, Poole states metrics in a
rather ad-hoc fashion. The MOPs selected for the individual aircraft were fuel capacity and
weapons capacity. The MOEs were delineated as:
1. The percentage of available targets located and killed by the SoS
2. Time for the available targets to be found and killed
4The GOTChA process is a method of brainstorming approaches to solve the requirements [13]
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3. The number of times the aircraft had to resupply during the mission
4. The cost of operating the systems
Again, similar to Ender, these metrics seem to have been established by reviewing the
pertinent literature related to Poole’s test problem.
3.4.5 The CONceptual Design of Opportunistic and Robust System-of-Systems
(CONDOR-SS) Method
The CONDOR-SS method was developed due to the observation of several gaps in existing
SoS design methods. These gaps were delineated by Talley as follows [145]:
• Existing SoS design methods are incapable of modeling all of the different types of
relevant uncertainty.
• Existing SoS design methods do not specifically address the fact that there can be
propitious effects from uncertainty as well as pernicious.
• Existing SoS design methods focus on identifying the most effective design alternative
with respect to the relevant uncertainty. However, no method focuses on determining
if the uncertainty should be reduced before making the final design decision.
Clearly, these observed gaps were characterizations of the way uncertainty is handled
in SoS design. As Talley states, “the design of the SoS, especially in the conceptual design
phase, is generally characterized by significant uncertainty...it is possible for all three types
of uncertainty (aleatory, epistemic, and error) and the associated factors of uncertainty
(randomness, sampling, confusion, conflict, inaccuracy, ambiguity, vagueness, coarseness,
and simplification) to affect the design process.” Aleatory uncertainty is due to natural,
unpredictable variations in system performance, whereas epistemic uncertainty arises from
a lack of knowledge about the behavior of the system [72]. Aleatory uncertainty is often
referred to as irreducible uncertainty. Epistemic, however, can be reduced or eliminated in
principle. Error can be considered a type of uncertainty since the true value is unknown.
However, error is not due to a lack of knowledge, but is a deviation from correctness or
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accuracy. Talley presumes that error is typically insignificant compared to aleatory and
epistemic uncertainty. Therefore, error is not considered in the CONDOR-SS formulation.
The overall SoS design methodology presented through CONDOR-SS utilizes a top-down
design approach. In the formulation, the design process begins at the highest level of the SoS
and then moves down to the next level of abstraction. Once the design process is initiated
at the second level, information may be fed back up to the level above it (a feedback loop
of sorts) to determine if objectives and constraints are being met. The purpose of these
feedback loops is to reduce uncertainty throughout the process. This process continues
down all the levels of the SoS being considered. Each level of the SoS hierarchy follows the
same specific steps delineated by Talley. These steps include:
1. Define the problem
2. Define systems, the system architectures, and scenarios
3. Identify system and scenario uncertainties
4. Create or select a Modeling and Simulation (M&S) environment
5. Identify critical uncertainty and design variables
6. Create surrogate models
7. Identify new alternatives
8. Evaluate alternatives for the SoS level
9. Quantify the value of reducing uncertainty
10. Gain more information
11. Select a concept or group of concepts for the SoS design level
Figure 19 below displays the overall design process including feedback loops at each level
of the SoS. Figure 20 zooms in to present the steps performed within each level of the SoS
design process facilitated by CONDOR-SS.
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Figure 19: Talley’s SoS Design Process [145]
Figure 20: Talley’s Process for Design at Each SoS Level [145]
In the CONDOR-SS method, defining the MOEs and MOPs occurs during the first step
(Define the Problem) of each design level. Once again, definition of the MOEs and MOPs
in the method are assessed through consideration of the design problem at hand. There is
no formal approach presented by Talley.
While the CONDOR-SS method has a great deal of potential in the design of systems-
of-systems, as Talley points out the method is very “computationally expensive...and if
large numbers of uncertain variables are considered, this technique would be impractical
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to implement, even with the use of techniques like surrogate models to reduce the analysis
time.”
3.4.6 Digraph Modeling for Architectures (DiMA)
As has been discussed in this work, the analysis of systems-of-systems is a highly combina-
torial, difficult to manage problem. In order to implement analytical rigor in the design of
an SoS, modeling and simulation (M&S) environments are often utilized. This provides the
benefit of quantitative analysis and infuses information above that available through quali-
tative Systems Engineering techniques. All of the methods presented so far have advocated
the use of physics-based M&S along with various types of regression analyses for represent-
ing the M&S environments through parametric equations. However, these campaign-level
SoS M&S environments, often referred to as constructive simulations, are generally expen-
sive to create and utilize. In addition, they are difficult to verify and validate. Balestrini
developed the Digraph Modeling for Architectures (DiMA) process in response to these
shortcomings. In developing DiMA, the objective was to enable the quantitative compar-
ison of architectures in terms of their ability to satisfy a capability without resorting to
constructive simulations in a rapid, affordable and defendable manner [12].
In the DiMA formulation, instead of specifically attempting to measure performance and
effectiveness of the individual systems, the goal is to measure a series of network metrics
to assess the overall behavior of the SoS. The network metrics measure the cyclicity of the
networked systems in the SoS through the use of Graph Theory and Network Theory. The
required SoS capabilities are described as a cycle of functions. Therefore, calculating the
network metrics conveys the ability of the architecture to perform a capability.
The steps of the DiMA process are as follows:
1. Identify Functions Determine which functions are required to achieve the capability
or capabilities of interest (these functions are not yet linked to any particular systems).
2. Identify Systems Determine the types of systems to be included in the architecture
(at this point systems are identified that can perform the functions required by Step
1).
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3. Identify Requirements for Functional Interaction Determine which interactions
or relations must exist between systems for a functional relation to be possible.
4. Determine Probability of Occurrence Determine probability of occurrence of
interactions between the system types (Balestrini recommends that the values given
in this step be defined through SME opinion).
5. Create the In-degree Constraint Matrix and Out-degree Constraint Matrix
Specify the maximum number of inputs and outputs each system type can have for
each function. These matrices tend to be sparse.
6. Define Force Structure Specify the numbers for each type of system.
7. Simulate Stochastic Engagements This step consists of creating a representative
Engagement Matrix from the Engagement Generation Matrix.
8. Compute Network Metrics In this step the stochastic engagements can be an-
alyzed to compute metrics from the networks (or graphs) for each of the different
repetitions.
9. Perform Statistical Analysis The repetitions executed of the two previous steps
must be analyzed to obtain statistics of the performance of the architecture.
DiMA is novel in that it does not attempt to directly calculate typical MOEs and MOPs.
Instead, the network metrics are used to describe the SoS behavior in a way that allows
the relative comparison of architectures in a rapid fashion without detailed analyses. A
major benefit of this is that architectures can be compared from a global perspective. The
network metrics implemented by Balestrini are attempting to convey information that is
characteristic of any SoS. In addition, the consequence of adding or removing an element
from the architecture can be quickly assessed. However, DiMA does not provide much
information on the low-level performance of individual systems, which consequently means
it cannot provide insight into the sensitivity of low-level design changes against the overall
SoS capabilities.
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3.4.7 The Architecture Real Options Complexity-Based Valuation Methodol-
ogy (ARC-VM)
The Architecture Real Options Complexity-Based Valuation Methodology (ARC-VM) was
developed by Domercant as a way to assist in “acquisition-level decision making, where
there is a stated desire for more informed trade-offs between cost, schedule, and performance
during the early phases of design” [44]. In developing the methodology, Domercant first
introduces a framework for measuring architectural complexity of an SoS. Then, a valuation
strategy based on Real Options is established.
A major component of Domercant’s methodology relevant to this work is the devel-
opment of a measure of complexity as an objective measure which provides the ability to
perform “more informed tradeoffs when determining the number, types, and relative com-
plexity of constituent systems under consideration, the degree of overlapping/redundant
functionality present, and also the patterns and levels of collaboration that provide the
greatest benefits” [44]. Similar to Balestrini’s network metrics in DiMA, Domercant’s com-
plexity measure provides a metric with a global perspective of the SoS architecture. Whereas
most of the SoS design techniques presented so far utilized metrics that were determined in
an ad-hoc fashion depending on the problem at hand, Domercant’s complexity measure is
objective and should be able to apply to any architecture of multiple interacting elements.
Furthermore, the complexity of an SoS should have a definable relationship to important
design consequences such as “the cost, schedule, and performance of acquisition programs.”
Figure 21 below shows two different SoS architectures and their calculated complexity
values as formulated by Domercant. The complexity values are defined as a utility function
of the elements of complexity shown. The elements of the complexity function include the
Functional Distribution Complexity (FDC), the Functional Processing Complexity (FPC),
the Resource State Complexity (RSC), and the Resource Processing Complexity (RPC).
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Figure 21: Domercant’s Complexity Metric for Two SoS Architectures [44]
3.4.8 Rapid Architecture Alternative Modeling (RAAM)
The goal of developing the RAAM method was to: “Develop a new methodology for com-
pactly describing and evaluating architecture alternatives. This will improve capability
based analysis by reducing runtime and model creation complexity as compared to existing
executable architecture models with limited to no fidelity loss” [75]. The methodology is
initiated with a set of stakeholder required capabilities which are inputs to the method.
The method consists of six main steps and results in a recommended portfolio of systems
to be procured that can address the required capabilities. The steps of the RAAM method
are as follows:
1. Determine Required Derived Capabilities
2. Create Capability Hierarchy
3. Define Candidate Systems
4. Define System of Systems Computer Models
5. Analyze Potential System of Systems Architectures
6. Determine Optimum Portfolio
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As has been stated in this work, Iacobucci points out that “the system of systems
architecture alternative space is discrete and the computational models are often non-
linear...surrogate models are difficult to fit across such a large design space with discrete
elements [and] broad sampling [such as Monte Carlo simulation] may miss important non-
linear interactions” [75]. Iacobucci claims that RAAM can overcome these issues by rapidly
exploring the entire design space and the fidelity of the included models are only limited
by the effort of the analyst. Ultimately, however, it is a 1st-order, low fidelity analysis
technique [66].
3.4.9 The Architecture-Based Technology Evaluation and Capability Tradeoff
Method (ARCHITECT)
The Architecture-Based Technology Evaluation and Capability Tradeoff Method (ARCHI-
TECT) was developed to be a capability-based SE method for improving agility in defense
acquisition by (1) streamlining the development of key elements of JCIDS and DoDAF5, (2)
moving the creation of DoDAF products forward in the defense acquisition process, and (3)
using DoDAF products for more than documentation by integrating them into the problem
definition and analysis of alternatives phases [66]. The formalized steps of the ARCHI-
TECT method consist of problem formulation, metrics derivation, gap analysis, alternative
identification and generation, alternative analysis, and decision-support. Figure 22 below
shows the inputs and outputs required by each step of the ARCHITECT process. It is
noticeably built around the framework provided by the Georgia Tech Top Down Decision
Support Process.
5DoDAF is the Department of Defense Architecture Framework which was created to aid in design and
decision-making for large and complex systems and SoS in a capability-based context [66].
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Figure 22: Inputs and Outputs for Each Step of the ARCHITECT Methodology [66]
For the metrics derivation portion of the ARCHITECT process, Griendling utilized the
Relational-Oriented Systems Engineering Technology Tradeoff Analysis (ROSETTA) con-
struct. ROSETTA was developed to provide “a structured means for fusing qualitative
and quantitative data in engineering analyses” [66]. It can assist in the derivation of met-
rics since it provides a formal way to decompose and map the information needed at the
capability level down to the measurable values that will be used to compare alternatives.
Not only does ROSETTA provide a structure to perform the decomposition and mapping,
but it tracks how well the candidate metrics map back up to the capabilities level. It also
accounts for the impact of metric dependencies, which can allow the designer to reduce
the total metric set by removing redundancies. “By understanding how the metrics are
correlated, it is possible to identify cases where improvements in one area will lead to im-
provements in another, and therefore track only the less expensive of the two metrics.”
The SoS breakdown of the ROSETTA framework as applied to the ARCHITECT method
is shown in Figure 23 below. It starts by assigning mappings from the desired mission to
the capabilities required for that mission. The designer can then map capabilities down to
MOEs, MOEs to MOPs (even several levels of MOPs), and finally map MOPs down to the
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independent design variables (IVs).
Figure 23: An SoS ROSETTA Decomposition [66]
3.4.10 Further Observations
From the methods surveyed and presented, multiple activities have been established as
possible pieces to be integrated into a generic SoSE process for the analysis and design of
unmanned, collaborative, systems-of-systems. To portray this, the various techniques along
with their authors have been placed alongside the generic process presented earlier (see
Figure 24 below). As is shown, options are available to assist in Defining the Problem (con-
ceptual model creation, formal problem formulation techniques, uncertainty considerations),
System Decomposition and SoS Initiation (integrating available models, generating alterna-
tives, deriving metrics), and Analyzing SoS Alternatives (design of experiment techniques
to cut down the design space, regression analyses, multivariate plots, uncertainty analysis,
network analysis, complexity analysis, regret analysis, and the integration of executable
architectures).
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Figure 24: A Generic SoSE Process with Potential Activities to be Integrated
The review of the SoSE methods presented in the previous section has provided a re-
sponse to Research Question 4: What insights can be gleaned from existing analytic and
quantitative SoSE approaches?
Various observations are gleaned from the methods presented and surveyed above. First,
each method contains multiple engineering activities that can be used as tools (or ap-
proaches) within a generic SoSE process. As was stated in Section 3.2.2, the wave model
mostly provides structure for performing SoSE activities. It does not suggest specific tools
to be implemented, and so it lacks substance. The reason for this is that every SoS problem
will have unique characteristics and considerations, so the engineering activities justifiably
should be tailored to the specific problem.
Observation 7 The unique engineering characteristics and requirements for
each specific SoS design problem lead to tailored engineering activities and metric
formulations that provide substance to generic SoSE frameworks.
In other words, each method tends to follow a generic decision/engineering process such
as given by Schrage and Mavris [132], but then tailors the analyses and metrics for the
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specific problem characteristics. The way in which each author chose the MOPs and MOEs
was highlighted multiple times throughout the review process. It is clear that an appropri-
ate approach is to decompose each individual SoSE problem from definitive requirements
definitions and then determine the appropriate sets of performance measures, engineering
metrics, and independent design variables that will map back up to the mission level.
Subsequent observations unfold into at least three parallel paths possible for analyzing
alternative SoS designs based on the literature review presented here. One path will be
called the brute force approach. The brute force approach is one in which a full analysis is
performed for every possible SoS alternative for a specific set of requirements. Depending
on the depth of reality modeled by the engineers and scientists along with the number of
alternatives to be analyzed, the brute force approach may be computationally infeasible.
However, if the analyses can be computed within a feasible time, then the brute force
approach can provide a rich amount of information for analyzing SoS alternatives.
The second path will be called the surrogate approach. In the surrogate approach, a
subset of design analyses are actually executed based on a design of experiments. The
number of initial analyses is therefore significantly less than the brute force approach, and
the associated computational effort follows the same trend. A regression, or surrogate
model, is then created based on the subset of analyses. If the regression is found to have
acceptable accuracy relative to the truth set, than the regression can presumably be used
to interpolate new data. In this way, the surrogate approach theoretically allows even more
analysis capabilities than the brute force approach because full and partial derivatives of
the design space can potentially be calculated. However, if an acceptable error bounds is
not achieved, than the surrogate approach is not very useful. The process can be expanded
based on surrogate modeling tools that are common to many of the techniques presented.
The expansion is shown below in Figure 25.
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Figure 25: A Generic SoSE Process with the Surrogate Modeling Approach Applied
The third path will be referred to as the proxy approach. This is the technique which
utilizes an overarching metric to represent the SoS alternatives, such as network metrics or
complexity. In the proxy approach, the complete physics of the problem is not calculated,
but instead a representation is calculated based on the overarching metric. This was the
approach taken by both Balestrini [12] and Domercant [44]. They each provided generic
metrics that attempt to quantify properties of an overall SoS without having to track every
MOP and design variable. This isn’t to say that the authors have ignored a full fledged
SoS analysis. In fact, there is no reason that the metrics they presented shouldn’t be used
alongside a full analysis. However, what they have shown is that it is possible to glean some
useful insights about SoS alternatives without measuring every performance effect.
These three approaches do not have to be completely independent paths. Crossover is
possible and can be beneficial. However, delineating them in this way helps to provide a
concise classification of possibilities.
Observation 8 The brute force and surrogate approaches try to model most
aspects of an SoS design problem (or at least the most impactful variables), but
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can be untraceable and often based on formulations that do not take the physics
of the problem into account.
Observation 8 will be substantiated further during the subsystem analysis chapter.
Observation 9 The proxy approach attempts to reveal underlying characteris-
tics of an SoS, but in general does not consider performance effects across all
levels of the SoS hierarchy (i.e., the subsystem, system and SoS levels).
An interesting result of this review is the idea of the proxy approach. The idea of quantifying
an entire SoS with a global metric is attractive. The reason is that there can tend to be so
many dimensions to an SoS, that it is sometimes difficult to assess the overall differences
in performance, and to convey that to a decision maker in a concise way. As it turns out,
there are additional metrics that have been found in the literature that can provide insight.
A few salient examples will be reviewed next.
3.5 Global-Metric Reviews
At this point, it is helpful to restate the overarching hypothesis of this dissertation:
Hypothesis 1: An energy-based approach to analyzing system-of-system (SoS)
components across multiple levels of the SoS hierarchy will enable more accurate
and transparent trade-offs for SoS analysis of alternatives.
What is meant by accurate and transparent? Accuracy in this context means not only
that the trade-offs are physics-based, but that the developed method will be quantitatively
compared against existing methods. Inherently, an energy-based approach would take the
physics of the problem into consideration. Transparency in this context means that the
trade-offs are clearly measurable in a mathematical sense. In other words, with an energy-
based approach, the change in a parameter at one level of the SoS hierarchy will have a
clear differentiable effect on another level of the hierarchy. This is shown in Equation 3,
where y is a performance or effectiveness measure of level k, k is the SoS level index where
k = {1, 2, 3} for the subsystem, system and SoS levels respectively, and f(E) is an energy-
based functional for level k. Alternatively, Equation 4 conveys that the change in y as a
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function of a non-energy-based functional x may or may not be zero. The hypothesis is










Wang and Hussein [168] [170] have implemented the idea of using an information-based
approach to develop target search strategies in the presence of uncertainty. They utilize
the information entropy function in order to accomplish this. One of the attractive aspects
of the information entropy approach applied by Wang and Hussein is that they used it for
search missions, which is the type of SoS problem that this dissertation is scoped to.
Information entropy is one of Shannon’s four measures of information: entropy, con-
ditional entropy, mutual information, and conditional mutual information [183]. Shannon
developed the concept of information entropy while at Bell Laboratories in 1948 [137]. The
information entropy function, H, developed by Shannon is rooted in the measure of en-
tropy ubiquitous in thermodynamics and statistical mechanics. Shannon stated that the
information entropy function can...
...play a central role in information theory as measures of information, choice
and uncertainty. The form of H will be recognized as that of entropy as defined
in certain formulations of statistical mechanics...We shall call H = −∑ pi log pi
the entropy of the set of probabilities p1, ..., pn. The entropy in the case of two
possibilities with probabilities p and q = 1 − p, namely H = −(p log p + q log q)
is plotted [below]:
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Figure 26: Shannon’s entropy function in the case of two possibilities with probabilities p
and 1− p [137]
The information entropy function produces a quantity that describes the amount of
uncertainty attributed to a process or task. In Figure 26 above, for a set of possibilities
under given probability distributions, if the entropy function is zero, then there is either
complete uncertainty or complete knowledge. When the probability p is 0.5, there is actually
a maximum amount of uncertainty in this example. This is similar to flipping a coin. If the
coin is a fair-coin and this is known, then a person flipping the coin would have a maximum
uncertainty of the pending outcome. However, if the coin is weighted to one side, and the
person flipping the coin knows this, than the uncertainty about the pending outcome is
much less.
The usefulness of an uncertainty metric such as information entropy in an SoS search
mission is that a designer would care about the SoS alternative that produces the greatest
situational awareness. Therefore, if various SoS alternatives could be quantified in terms of
the information entropy, then a designer could choose the set of SoS designs that produce
the minimum uncertainty. Wang’s [169] approach was to use uncertainty maps throughout
the execution of a mission so that over time the agents would move in such a way as to
minimize the uncertainty over the entire area. An example is shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 27: Example of Wang’s Progression of Domain Awareness Over Time [169]
Although information entropy seems like a promising global metric, it is only calculated
over time through simulation. Therefore, analyses of each SoS alternative would have to be
performed just to acquire the information entropy value. Furthermore, information entropy
is a probabilistic function without an underlying energy-based functional.
3.5.2 Exergy Analysis
“Every system...can be described by the thermodynamic concept of exergy, which articulates
what a working system consumes, as opposed to the energy of the system which is conserved”
[138].
The statement above is promising. It conveys that exergy is a measure that can describe
every system. Therefore, according to the statement above, exergy may be the type of
measure that could be used to compare systems-of-systems based on a common metric at
all levels of the SoS hierarchy. But what exactly is exergy?
Exergy analysis is a concept also derived from thermodynamics. The energy crisis of
the 1970s caused engineers to consider new ways of emphasizing efficiency in system design
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and ultimately led to a completely new analysis and design concept. The resulting design
methodology is called exergy analysis and the thermodynamic optimization component
is referred to as entropy generation minimization (EGM). Conventional thermodynamic
design methods had been centered around application of the First Law of Thermodynamics
(conservation of energy). However, exergy analysis and EGM introduced the simultaneous
application of the first and second law [15].
It is useful to create a distinction between energy and exergy in order to understand
exergy better. Energy flows into and out of a control volume along paths of mass flow, heat
transfer, and work. As stated by the first law of thermodynamics, energy is conserved, not
destroyed. Exergy, however, is an entirely different concept. Exergy represents the energy
that is useful. In other words, it represents the ability of the energy stream (mass flow, heat
transfer, and work) to do work. As Bejan states [15]:
The first attribute of the property ‘exergy’ is that it makes it possible to compare
on a common basis different interactions (inputs, outputs, work, heat). Another
benefit is that by accounting for all the exergy streams of the system it is possi-
ble to determine the extent to which the system destroys exergy. The destroyed
exergy is proportional to the generated entropy. Exergy is always destroyed,
partially or totally: this is the statement made by the second law of thermody-
namics...By performing exergy accounting in smaller and smaller subsystems,
we are able to draw a map of how the destruction of exergy is distributed over
the engineering system of interest. In this way we are able to pinpoint the com-
ponents and mechanisms (processes) that destroy exergy the most. This is a
real advantage in the search for improving efficiency (always by finite means),
because it tells us from the start how to allocate engineering effort and resources.
Multiple observations can be gleaned from the statement above: 1) Exergy enables
the comparison of different types of interactions6 (inputs, outputs, work, heat); 2) Exergy
6Interactions due to flow into and out of a system do not need to imply that exergy is only calculable for
static systems. The flow can be into and out of a control volume, where the control volume is relative to
the body-axis reference frame of the vehicle. Therefore, flow into and out of the control volume is affected
by the vehicle body in the flow stream which is one type of exergy interaction.
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analysis can be applied to varying levels of system aggregation (systems, subsystems, smaller
and smaller subsystems); 3) Exergy destruction can be mapped out over a system of interest,
pointing out the areas where effort and resources should be spent.
There are many design problems in which exergy analysis has been successfully employed
[134]:
• Power generation systems including steam cycle power plants, gas turbine cycles,
combined cycle power plants, nuclear power plants and geothermal energy conversion
processes. In addition, solar technology and fuel cell technologies have benefited from
the application of exergy analysis.
• Other applications include heat exchangers, reciprocating engines, jet engines, aircraft,
chemical processes, etc.
In fact, since exergy can be used to describe any system (as was pointed out earlier), it
has been demonstrated across a wide spectrum of applications from biological organisms to
man-made machines. This is shown in Figure 28 below.
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Figure 28: The theoretical speed for minimum rate of exergy destruction for insects, birds,
and airplanes [14]













One of the shortcomings of being able to apply exergy analysis to an SoS problem is
that “the rates of exergy destruction should be used very cautiously to characterize the
performance of system components because, in general, a part of the exergy destruction
occurring in a component is caused by the inefficiencies of the remaining system compo-
nents...In complex thermal systems it is very difficult and costly to separate these two parts
of the exergy destruction within a system component” [16]. The implication is that the
exergy analysis of thermal systems is highly dependent on the operational interactions be-
tween the components in terms of thermal inefficiencies. However, the components of an
SoS are not thermally connected.
Application of the exergy analysis to individual systems and subsystems can be for-
mulated in a few ways. Roth [125] applied the exergy equations directly to the individual
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components of an aircraft. “This enabled the comparison of component effects at all levels
of the system hierarchy, e.g. skin-friction drag can be compared to compressor efficiency
on an ‘apples-to-apples’ basis.” In order to carry out this analysis, Roth performed a hi-
erarchical breakdown of components and calculated the exergy destruction at each level of
aggregation. The hierarchical breakdown is shown in Figure 29 below.
Figure 29: Hierarchical Breakdown of an F-5E Fighter Jet for Exergy Analysis [125]
The approach used by Roth is the type of analysis commonly used in the analysis of
power generation systems.
Another approach that has been used specifically for vehicles in motion was implemented
by Riggins [123]. In this implementation, a vehicle is placed in a control volume called a
global stream-tube. An example of a vehicle within this global stream-tube control volume
is shown in Figure 30 below:
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Figure 30: Global Control Volume/Stream-Tube for Overall Vehicle Exergy Analysis [124]
Using the global stream-tube construct, the total rate of exergy destruction is defined
as follows:
Ṡtotal = Ṡvehicle + Ṡwake = Ṡirr(vehicle) + Ṡrev(vehicle) + Ṡwake (6)
A shortcoming of the stream-tube approach is that calculation of the dynamics of the
wake behind a vehicle is imperative, and that depth of information is usually not available
with reasonable accuracies in the early design stages.
Finally, Sciubba [134] provides a summary of the specific exergy for different energy
flows:
Figure 31: Specific Exergy for Various Energy Flows [134]
The implication is that without the ability to calculate heat transfer, the exergy bal-
ance of the components of an SoS is simply a function of the specific kinetic, potential,
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mechanical, and electrical energies. Therefore, a complete exergy analysis is not reason-
able for an entire SoS during conceptual design, however, exergy-analysis boils down to an
energy analysis when heat transfer is not available between components. This is further
motivation that an energy-based approach can provide accurate and transparent trade-offs
between disparate components of an SoS.
3.5.3 The Coverage Factor and Coverage Ratio
The final metric to be reviewed is especially relevant to this dissertation due to its rela-
tionship to search missions. In particular, quantifying the effect of various search strategies
along with the capabilities of particular search systems requires the application of the sci-
ence of detection. In a general sense, the following paragraph provides a physical basis from
which to begin quantification of any detection capability [152]:
If one is to acquire information concerning the absence or presence of an object,
enemy or otherwise, a transfer of energy must take place from the object being
searched for to the searcher. There is simply no means in nature, other than
energy transfer, by which information may be acquired across a distance. It is
for this reason that any discussion of detection, be it by radar, sonar, or visual
means, must involve a consideration of energy transfer.
The excerpt above conveys the idea that energy transfer is relevant in performing a search
mission. The energy required to operate a sensor is consequently germane. However, the
energy required for vehicle motion is pertinent as well. Therefore, a formulation is desired
that combines the energy of the sensor and the energy of motion. The area searched by a
given vehicle with an associated sensor during some time period t can be specified as:
A(t) = V∞St (7)
where S is the width of a sensor (twice the radius) and V∞ is the velocity of the vehicle.
Equation 7 is called the search effort. Next, if AS is defined as the total area for the desired









where γ is defined as the coverage rate (1/time). So, depending on the velocity of the
sensor vehicle and the sweep width of the sensor, the total area can be covered in some time
T = AS/V∞S if there is no overlap of search paths. If there are multiple vehicles searching










Ideal coverage is not practical since search patterns can often overlap and gaps in coverage
are very likely. However, it does provide an upper bound on what is possible. Non-ideal
coverage can be estimated by calculating the probability of covering slices of the area during
a slice of time (dA and dt). This is called the random coverage ratio approximation, λR,
which shows a limiting effect (i.e., a lower bound). Without going into the derivation here,
the probability of covering any slice of the area at a slice of time by randomly moving through
the region is 1 − e−V∞Sdt/dAS . Since the area coverage rate was defined as γ , V∞S/AS ,
the coverage factor for random coverage of a single vehicle is:
λR(t) = 1− e−
V∞St
AS = 1− e−γt (10)






















If the vehicles all have homogeneous coverage efforts, ce = V∞,iSiti, then the number of







If the vehicle coverage efforts are non-homogeneous, then the number of vehicles would be:





Note that both the ideal and random coverage factors assume constant velocity, search
width, and search area over the mission time. Therefore, the coverage rate, γi, is constant
over time.
The sensor sweep width, S, can be defined as a function of the probability of detection
of a sensor at discrete ranges. In a sense, the coverage factor, λ, describes the effect of the
probabilistic sweep width over time as the mission progresses. In fact, the development of
the coverage factor was partly to “establish a search measure of effectiveness with units of
time which is well-defined even when detection is not a certain event” [46]. Consequently, the
coverage factor, λ, is defined as the cumulative density function (CDF) for the probability
of detecting an object at time t. If a total mission time is specified along with a sweep
width and velocity, then the coverage factor in that amount of time is known.
A benefit of the coverage factor is that it mostly combines energy-based parameters
from each level of the SoS hierarchy. Specifically, the velocity (which is a function of
vehicle energy) and the total coverage of multiple vehicles at the SoS level can be expressed
as energy-functionals. Unfortunately, a link between sensor width, S, and the energy of
the vehicle has not been formally established in the literature to the knowledge of the
author. In fact, Chapter 6 will go into vigorous detail about how the sweep width is
currently calculated. It will be shown that sweep widths are either generated from real-
world experimental data (which is extremely hard and costly to acquire) or they are assumed
to be functions of simplified probabilities of detection and theoretical sensor range.
If experimental data is available then a link between the sensor performance, the vehicle
motion, and the effective sweep width can be established. However, as was stated, experi-
mental data is very hard to come by, especially for the large number of sensor alternatives
that are considered in this work early in conceptual design. On the other hand, theoret-
ical ranges of the sensors can be calculated, but in the current literature there is no link
established between the motion of the carrier vehicle and changes in the probabilities of
detection. In other words, sensor ranges and therefore sweep widths are kept constant at
all vehicle velocities in the existing approaches. Consequently, one of the major con-
tributions of this dissertation will be a formalized link between sensor sweep
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width and vehicle performance based on the use of a virtual experimentation
environment.
Observation 10 The coverage factor metric has the potential to combine energy-
based parameters from each level of the SoS hierarchy. However, there is cur-
rently a missing link between the sweep width parameter at the subsystem level
and the other levels of the hierarchy (system and SoS). In addition, the cov-
erage factor has not previously been applied to an SoS problem and it has not
taken into consideration energy-limited performance relationships between search
systems and their subsystems.
3.6 Next Steps
In order to move forward with this research, the remainder of this document will be struc-
tured as follows:
• The salient observations from the literature review will be reiterated.
• The overarching hypothesis of this dissertation will be restated along with proposed
experiments.
• A representative example problem will be presented. The representative example
problem is motivated by mine warfare in the U.S. Navy in which there is a capability-
gap. The suggested solution to this capability-gap is the use of unmanned, collabo-
rative, systems-of-systems. Therefore, potential SoS solutions must be analyzed and
designed.
• Each level of the SoS hierarchy will be decomposed based on subsystem level analysis
and design, system level analysis and design, and SoS level analysis and design.
• The effect of energy-based parameters on each level of the SoS hierarchy will be
measured through the coverage factor formulation.
• Substantiation of the hypotheses will be reviewed in the Summary and Conclusions.
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CHAPTER IV
RECAPITULATION AND PROPOSED EXPERIMENTS
The goal of this chapter is to restate the main hypothesis of this work in light of the
observations gleaned so far and to propose a series of experiments for substantiating the
hypothesis. The overarching hypothesis of this work was built upon Observations 1 and 2:
Observation 1 The efficiency, and therefore the effective energy usage, of a
cooperative process is dependent on an array of factors including the number of
agents, the operational scheme, information transfer, and unique characteristics
of the individuals.
Observation 2 The total energy transfer that takes place during a collaborative
process is a function of the energy transfer amongst all constituent components
according to the First Law of Thermodynamics.
These observations led to the overarching hypothesis of this dissertation:
Hypothesis 1 An energy-based approach to analyzing system-of-system (SoS)
components across multiple levels of the SoS hierarchy will enable more accurate
and transparent trade-offs for SoS analysis of alternatives.
Up to this point, support for Hypothesis 1 has been provided by answering various research
questions through the literature review which has led to additional observations, which are
repeated below. However, substantiation of Hypothesis 1 will be provided through the
experimental approach to-be-outlined.
Observation 6 showed that due to the large number of solution alternatives possible for
designing a group of unmanned collaborative systems, low-level quantitative analysis must
be used alongside high-level engineering management strategies. This observation led to the
specification of a generic SoSE framework as was shown in Figure 14.
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Observation 7 concluded that the unique engineering characteristics and requirements
for each specific SoS design problem lead to tailored engineering activities and metric formu-
lations that provide substance to generic SoSE frameworks. Various engineering activities
were delineated as a result of the literature review of specific SoSE analytic approaches. It
also became clear that the main hypothesis of this dissertation is to provide an energy-based
approach to the analysis of alternatives, as shown in Figure 32. Note that the requirements
definition and system decomposition steps are not the focus of this work.
Figure 32: The proposed energy-based approach will be applied to the AoA
Observations 8 and 9 provided insight into analytic SoSE processes currently used:
the brute force approach, the surrogate approach, and the proxy approach. Two competing
benefits are identified in the approaches delineated. The surrogate approach often provides
an avenue to make trades across various levels of the SoS hierarchy, however, there is little
direction in being able to perform “apples-to-apples” comparisons between disparate com-
ponents of the SoS. Furthermore, different levels of the hierarchy are often analyzed based on
subsystem or system specific assumptions that do not provide physics-based changes across
the varying levels of the hierarchy. In terms of the proxy approach, a common metric for
SoS characterization is well formulated. However, the present metrics do not consider vary-
ing levels of the SoS hierarchy. Therefore, there is no route provided for making subsystem
and system level trades based on the disparate performance capabilities.
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Investigating other potential metrics to use in an SoS analysis led to the discovery that
exergy analysis can describe the work potential of any system. However, it was pointed
out that for the SoS problem, exergy analysis simplifies down to a conservation of energy
analysis. Therefore, additional substantiation was provided for an energy-based approach to
SoS analysis of alternatives. Additionally, the coverage factor metric was described, which
is especially relevant to this dissertation work since it has been scoped down to the analysis
of collaborative systems performing a search mission. In particular, Observation 10 stated
that the coverage factor metric has the potential to combine energy-based parameters from
each level of the SoS hierarchy. However, there is currently a missing link between the sweep
width parameter at the subsystem level and the other levels of the hierarchy (system and
SoS). In addition, the coverage factor has not previously been applied to an SoS problem
and it has not taken into consideration energy-limited performance relationships between
search systems and their subsystems.
Accordingly, the coverage factor can appropriately play two roles in this dissertation: (1)
it can be used as a metric of effectiveness for the overall search mission if a link is established
between the sweep width parameter at the subsystem level and the other levels of the hierarchy
(system and SoS), and (2) it can be used to test the overarching hypothesis of this work.
The reason is that the coverage factor is often calculated based on simple sensor and vehicle
models that are not energy-based. Therefore, the experimentation in this work will lean on
comparisons between the coverage factor calculations when energy-based formulations are
used across the levels of the SoS hierarchy versus when energy-limited formulations are not
used. This leads to another hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2 If the performance parameters of the coverage factor metric are
defined as energy-based functionals that link the various levels of the SoS hi-
erarchy, then the coverage factor can be used to provide more accurate and
transparent analysis of alternatives between disparate SoS subsystem and sys-
tem components.
Hypothesis 2 is then dependent on the following two hypotheses:
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Hypothesis 3 If a relationship is formed between sensor energy, sensor detec-
tion capability, and sensor velocity, then an energy-based link will be established
between the effective sweep width parameter at the subsystem level and the vehicle
performance at the system level.
Hypothesis 4 If the coverage effort is defined as a function of linked energy-
based parameters from the subsystem level up through the SoS level, then the
coverage effort can be formulated as a cost function within a mixed-integer linear
programming optimization for the selection of alternative SoS designs.
If Hypotheses 3 and 4 are substantiated through experimentation, then Hypothesis 2
will be proven true as well. Finally, if Hypothesis 2 is shown to be true, then the overarching
hypothesis of this dissertation, Hypothesis 1, will be substantiated as well.
Hypothesis 1 An energy-based approach to analyzing system-of-system (SoS)
components across multiple levels of the SoS hierarchy will enable more accurate
and transparent trade-offs for SoS analysis of alternatives.
Through the testing of the above hypotheses, a full analysis of alternatives approach will
be developed which meets the requirements of all the stated hypotheses.
4.1 Experimental Approach
Experimental Apparatus: Hypotheses 2, 3 and 4 will be tested through the application
of the coverage factor against a representative SoS example problem, to-be-delineated in
the next chapter. At each level of the SoS hierarchy, current approaches which do not
link the levels of the hierarchy through an energy-limited approach will be presented. Then
comparisons will be made between analyses and trade-offs formulated through both the new
energy-based approach and the current approach. The experimental approach is dependent
on data acquisition and analysis of various paths to the SoS design problem at each level of
the SoS hierarchy.
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4.1.1 Experiment Set A: Subsystem Level Comparisons
Subsystem Level Analysis
Purpose: Test whether or not current subsystem (specifically sensor) level analyses provide
energy-limited functionals that can be linked to the system and SoS levels of the hierarchy.
In developing Experiment Set A, it will be shown that there is a disconnect between
current sensor level formulations in terms of static sensor performance and dynamic sen-
sor operations. In other words, there are two general trends in modeling sensors: analysis
without implementation and implementation without analysis. Sensor performance mod-
eling often focuses deeply on the analysis of sensors based on the physics of the problem,
including acoustic interactions with the environment. Alternatively, Operations Analysis
and robotics literature places significant focus on implementing sensors for specific applica-
tions, but tend to make generalized assumptions about the physics of the sensors due to a
lack of empirical data and/or modeling capability. There is accordingly a gap in capability
since without implementing the physics of the sensors into the operational analyses, energy
conservation between the sensors and the operations cannot be mapped.
Experiment Set A will be demonstrated through filling the above stated gap and then
providing data delineating the benefits of the new approach. It builds a bridge between the
detailed physics-based modeling of sensors and the required operational mission planning
through virtual experimentation. Specifically, data is acquired to compare the three different
approaches through three different analyses. Each path will be clearly delineated in Chapter
6. However, the experimental setup for Experiment Set A is shown in Figure 33. A clear
overview of the approach taken for both Experiments 1 and 2 will be presented in the
associated chapter.
Figure 33: Subsystem Level Experimental Setup
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4.1.2 Experiment Set B: System Level Comparisons
System Level Analysis
Purpose: Test whether or not current system (specifically vehicle) level analyses provide
energy-limited functionals that can be linked to the subsystem and SoS levels of the hierarchy.
In developing Experiment Set B, a multi-level design method is produced for generating
alternative sensor and vehicle designs that are to be utilized within a collaborative system-
of-system mission. The vehicle and sensor performance is calculated through energy-limited
functionals which link the subsystem and system levels of the SoS hierarchy. It is shown
that varying design considerations can prove to be either beneficial or detrimental to the
cooperative operations of a grouping of unmanned systems based on the coverage factor
metric. Therefore, delineation of the single vehicle capabilities in terms of energy-based
performance at both the subsystem and system level is an imperative step in determining
overall effectiveness. Three experiments make up Experiment Set B: Experiments 3, 4
and 5. The experimental setup for Experiment Set B is shown in Figure 34. The arrows
leading into Experiment Set B represent data and analysis flows from the subsystem level
experiments. A clear overview of the approach taken for each experiment at the system
level will be presented in Chapter 7.
Figure 34: System Level Experimental Setup
4.1.3 Experiment Set C: SoS Level Comparisons
System-of-System Level Analysis
Purpose: Test whether or not current SoS (specifically mission) level analyses provide
energy-limited functionals that can be linked to the subsystem and system levels of the hier-
archy.
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In developing Experiment C, there are two current approaches that are outlined, which
can come off as qualitative versus quantitative. The systems engineering approach can
be extremely detailed in defining and decomposing the problem and offering architectural
solutions that should be analyzed. On the other hand, the field of collaborative control
can be very quantitative in analyzing particulars of control theory. However the full system
integration is often lacking, with various simplifying performance assumptions made at the
subsystem and system levels. The two experimental paths for Experiments 6 and 7 which
make up Experiment Set C are shown in Figure 35. The arrows leading into each experiment
represent the information and data flow from Experiments 1-5.
Figure 35: SoS Level Experimental Setup
Experiment Set C utilizes the results of Experiment Sets A and B to reinforce the im-
portance of an energy-based approach to analyzing and designing the collaborative system-
of-systems. First, area coverage utilizing single- and multi-vehicle search schemes is shown
through simulation without subsystem and system effects considered very deeply. Then,
the experiments from the subsystem and system chapters are brought back into the fold
for new collaborative vehicle experiments. Various linear programming optimization goals
are delineated which leads to the realization that a new, heuristic area coverage algorithm
is needed in order to define SoS alternatives. Finally, the overarching hypothesis of this
dissertation is substantiated through the SoS level experimental results.
4.2 Next Steps
The goal of this chapter was to reinforce the main hypothesis of this work and to propose
a series of experiments for substantiating the hypothesis. The coverage factor metric has
been chosen as a measuring stick for comparing the results of the multiple experiments
proposed. This can appropriately be accomplished if a link is first established between the
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sweep width parameter at the subsystem level and the other levels of the hierarchy (system
and SoS). The linkage will be provided in Chapter 6.
Part of the experimental plan is based on the use of a representative example prob-
lem. Therefore, in the next chapter the representative example problem will be presented.
The representative example problem is motivated by mine warfare in the U.S. Navy in
which there is a capability-gap. The suggested solution to this capability-gap is the use of
unmanned, collaborative, systems-of-systems. Therefore, potential SoS solutions must be
analyzed and designed.
The overall experimental approach described above that will be utilized is shown in
Figure 36. The gray boxes represent methods which link the levels of the SoS through
energy-based functionals. The white boxes are other approaches typically utilized for ana-
lyzing SoS performance and effectiveness at varying levels of the system-of-system hierarchy.




As was stated by Observation 3, the DoD desires greater development and application
of autonomous collaborative systems in order to gain increased capabilities across a variety
of operations. Consequently, the research presented in this dissertation is concerned with
the analysis and design of groups of autonomous, unmanned, collaborative systems. Also,
in reference to the JCIDS and CBA processes, it was mentioned in Section 2.2.2 that
development and acquisition programs within the DoD require thorough investigations of
capability gaps and solutions to those gaps. Therefore, the analysis of existing and potential
alternatives through a system-of-systems engineering (SoSE) framework is of high priority.
The overarching research objectives of this dissertation are to show that the analysis of
alternatives for collaborative systems-of-systems should be performed at varying levels of
the system-of-system hierarchy and to provide novel means for performing those analyses.
In particular, it has been postulated that a formulation built on an energy-based approach to
multi-level analysis of SoS components will enable more accurate and transparent subsystem
and system trade-offs for SoS analysis of alternatives. Characterization of the design space
will be demonstrated in this chapter through the application of the generic SoSE process
to a Representative Example Problem.
In Section 3.3, a generic SoSE process was provided as a framework for defining and
analyzing an SoS design problem. It is therefore the basis of delineating the experimental
testbed utilized for the application of the experimental approach provided in the previous
chapter. Specific implementations of the requirements and system decomposition portions
of the SoSE process are setup and demonstrated throughout the remaining sections of this
chapter. The analysis of alternatives portion is left for the following three experimental
approach chapters.
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The Representative Example Problem The purpose of the Representative Example
Problem is to illustrate the phenomenon discussed in regards to the analysis of alterna-
tives of collaborative systems-of-systems. In particular, the example problem that has
been chosen is based on utilizing groups of unmanned autonomous vehicles to perform a
subset of tasks within a Navy Mine Countermeasures (MCM) mission. This problem is
representative in that it provides the opportunity to consider multiple levels of the system-
of-system hierarchy. Therefore, the effects of providing more or less analytic detail to the
experimental setup can be traced and the sensitivity of these effects on resulting mission
requirements can be quantified. In addition, stochasticity will be present in the analysis
due to probabilistic sensor models and collaborative control decision-making of the systems.
However, uncertainty due to “noise” factors will be restrained (these controlled noise factors
will be pointed out through the setup details below). A formal problem definition for the
Representative Example Problem to be solved for through the SoSE process above should
constitute a set of n objectives (F = f1, f2, ..., fn) which are functions of n design variable
sets (X = X1,X2, ...,Xn) and are subject to n sets of constraints (G = g1,g2, ...,gm). The
formal problem definition must be formulated through the SoSE process by characterizing
the objectives, design variables, and constraints. Application of the generic SoSE process to
this representative example problem will ultimately allow the investigation of novel analysis
techniques through detailed experimentation.
5.1 Establishing the Need and Defining the Problem
The overarching goal of defining the problem is to enumerate the desired SoS mission(s),
highlight capability gaps that must be overcome, define requirements, list potential systems
and determine varying CONOPS to be used within the SoS.
In the POSSEM method (which was reviewed in Section 3.4.1), Soban provides guidance
for defining the SoS program through the creation of a conceptual model [140]. The creation
of the conceptual model in the POSSEM approach is designed to carefully plan a way
forward for a particular design problem by answering various questions, although all of the
questions are not applicable to this work. The first relevant question at this stage of the SoS
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development program suggested by Soban is: “What problem are we trying to solve?”. This
question is abstract and open ended and Soban states that the purpose of this first question
is to aid the analyst in identifying the basic goals of the analyses that will be performed.
However, more tangible questions can be inferred, such as: What scenarios/missions should
be considered?; Are there any baseline vehicles and technologies that should be utilized and
analyzed?; What are the customer requirements, applicable constraints, potential trade-offs
and overarching goals of any analyses that will be performed?
Soban’s next Conceptual Model question is: “What level of detail is needed?”. In this
dissertation, the answer to this question as applied to a collaborative system-of-systems is
actually trying to be solved for. Soban points out that analysts often allow the current
capabilities of their tools to drive the level of detail in their analysis rather than the other
way around. This was corroborated through the literature review of SoS analysis methods
in Chapter 3 of this work. Many of the SoS analysis methods mentioned give a great
deal of attention to the SoS mission level and may be very low fidelity at the system and
subsystem technical levels. However, disregarding detail at the lowest levels of analysis
may cause the overall SoS results to be misleading. Therefore, the experiments performed
through this testbed will attempt to substantiate what is appropriate for a collaborative
SoS. Nonetheless, after the appropriate level of detail is confirmed, the designer should then
be able to more appropriately identify the specific analysis input variables, the necessary
Key Performance Parameters (KPP), Measures of Performance (MOPs), Measures of Ef-
fectiveness (MOEs), and any potential sources of uncertainty and stochasticity. Ultimately
these are the concrete means by which trade-offs can be made, optimizations can be per-
formed, insights can be gleaned, and information can be conveyed to decision makers and
stakeholders.
The final question in developing the conceptual model as posed by Soban is: “What
tools are needed and available?”. In answering this question a survey of appropriate tools
and models should be conducted. If an available tool has shortcomings in the level of
desired detail, the designer should at least provide explanations about the assumptions and
recognized limitations. Often the designer will likely need to build at least some of their
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own tools in order to capture the levels of detail and nuances desired for a specific problem.
5.1.1 Naval Mine Warfare and the use of Unmanned Systems
This section will address the first question outlined above: “What problem are we trying to
solve?”. It will include the mission definition, recognition of capability gaps, identification
of potential systems and CONOPS to be utilized, and the specification of any applicable
requirements, constraints, overarching goals and potential trade-offs.
Mission Definition and Identified Capability Gaps Naval mines are a significant
threat to both military and civilian maritime operations. As adversaries have gained access
to inexpensive underwater improvised explosive devices (UWIEDs) and to more sophisti-
cated mine technologies, the U.S. Navy has placed a great deal of emphasis on the mine
warfare problem. The Navy is particularly interested in maintaining the capability to
achieve forcible entry onto defended shores by means of amphibious assault as well as keep-
ing commercial shipping lanes threat free. In addition, mines and UWIEDs pose a threat
to the homeland security of the U.S. since “terrorists can use or threaten to use mines and
UWIEDs for a variety of political, economic, or military ends...” [148].
Modern naval mines and UWIEDs have varying characteristics and capabilities depend-
ing on their sophistication, design and environmental placement (including position within
the water column and the water conditions, e.g., turbidity, sea state, bottom type, etc.). The
types of mines that can be placed in different regions of the water environment are shown in
Figure 37. Mines and UWIEDs may utilize various sensors for target discrimination includ-
ing magnetic, acoustic, electrical, and pressure sensors [17]. Just one mine/UWIED can be
acquired for little expense and yet produce millions of dollars worth of damage to a ship,
not to mention the economic tolls to follow. For example, on April 14, 1987, an Iranian
contact mine was struck by the USS Samuel B. Roberts frigate. The mine was based on
a 1908 Russian design estimated to cost only $1500, and yet the damage sustained by the
USS S.B. Roberts was on the order of $96 million [17]. Accordingly, the Navy has placed a
great amount of emphasis over the last few decades on expanding and improving the mine
warfare (MIW) capabilities of the fleet.
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Figure 37: Mine Warfare Regions [17]
The Navy utilizes multiple approaches for engaging in Mine Countermeasures (MCM)
operations. Most modern MCM operations include Avenger class MCM-dedicated ships,
MH-53 Sea Dragon helicopters, explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) divers, and marine mam-
mal systems. Three key strategies are typically utilized for MCM operations. These include
mine sweeping (the trailing of chains or the generation of acoustic, magnetic, or electric
signatures for detonating mines), mine hunting (which entails seeking out and destroying
individual mines), and mine breaking (transiting a vessel through a minefield to clear a
path for other ships to follow) [17, 74]. The U.S. preferred strategy is mine hunting since it
can provide a “high degree of certainty that an area of concern is mine-free or the risk of a
mine strike has been minimized”, and as the Navy saying goes, “Hunt if you can...Sweep if
you must” [17].
High level goals for the advancement of MCM operations include discontinuing the use
of humans and mammals, significantly decreasing the expected operations time, and in-
creasing the overall confidence in neutralizing a mine field. In addition, the Navy’s recent
focus on network-centric distributed systems has led to system architectures which often-
times include disparate technologies and capabilities (e.g., architectures composed of various
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aerial, surface and underwater unmanned and manned systems). Consequently, it becomes
increasingly difficult to compare and gauge the performance contribution that each system
will have on the overall network-centric architecture. The Navy has proposed the need for
innovative means to evaluate assimilation, modeling, and simulation methods as applied to
the development and use of distributed and autonomous ocean systems, as outlined in the
Naval S&T Strategic Plan [117]. Therefore, there is a need for developing novel methods to
analyze and design unmanned, collaborative, systems-of-systems capable of performing in
the mine warfare battlespace.
Various facets regarding the development of the unmanned MCM SoS should also be
addressed by the desired design analyses. Considerations include: determining the appro-
priate combinations of unmanned vehicle systems that should be employed (including the
number of each particular system), the types of sensors and communications packages that
should be utilized, whether or not any existing vehicles can carry the necessary sensors
and communications packages, the CONOPS that should be considered, and the appropri-
ate amount of collaboration between the systems. Subsequently, the design of a group of
unmanned collaborative systems to perform an MCM mission is a large combinatorial prob-
lem in which all levels of the SoS hierarchy should be considered. In speaking of utilizing
underwater vehicles, Gooding writes [62]:
“To reap the full potential of these technologies, AUVs [autonomous underwa-
ter vehicles] must be capable of working together in a cooperative manner...Such
systems may be composed from a vast range of vehicle types and sizes, sensors,
navigation suites, communication packages, etc., resulting in a nearly limitless
set of alternative configurations. For this reason, the design and employment of
a cost-effective multiple AUV system requires an understanding of the system’s
dynamics and, in particular, the relationships between system configuration and
performance characteristics...ultimately, though, it is the overall system effec-
tiveness – the degree to which the system serves its intended purpose – that must
be assessed in order to make appropriate decisions.”
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Consequently, the identified capability gaps for the MCM perspective of this Represen-
tative Example Problem are as follows:
• Provide a means to analyze the overall performance of multiple SoS architectures per-
forming mine-hunting missions while gauging and comparing the performance contri-
butions of each individual system.
• Implement SoS designs which consist of unmanned collaborative systems such that
humans and mammals will not be present in the mine field.
• Major considerations for comparing SoS architectures should include minimization of
operations time and maximization of confidence of neutralizing the mine field.
• Inclusion of system dynamics and subsystem performance should be included in the
analysis of alternatives even though this considerably increases the number of alter-
natives to be analyzed and the fidelity required.
The considerations outlined above for the use of unmanned systems in mine warfare
provide a basis to work upon for partially answering the question, “What problem are we
trying to solve?”. In accordance with developing a conceptual model via the POSSEM
approach, the high-level mission was defined and capability gaps were identified for both
the real-world application of MIW systems and the ability to effectively analyze the SoS.
Setting up a specific scenario will be outlined in the next few paragraphs, followed by
the recognition of baseline vehicles and technologies to be utilized and analyzed. Then,
the final piece of developing the conceptual model will encompass the identification of
customer requirements, applicable constraints, potential trade-offs and overarching goals of
any analyses to be performed.
Specific Scenario Definition The scenario considered for this example problem is based
on the detection and classification of underwater mines in a full 10× 10 km2 area. By the
technical definition, the detection and classification tasks make up the first half of the mine
hunting mission of MCM. Also, it is widely considered in current operations that detection
and classification occur simultaneously. The mission area is shown in Figure 38 in which
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the satellite image was acquired from a Google Maps snapshot off of Virginia Beach. Only
the detection and classification phases of the MCM mission will be considered in order to
bound the problem. Identification and Mine neutralization are other tasks under the MCM
umbrella and will not be considered within this work.
Figure 38: MIW Mission Area [Google Maps Satellite Imagery]
The mines are to be laid down randomly within the full area so that the mission com-
mander has no prior knowledge as to exactly where each mine is located. Also, it is assumed
that there are no major obstacles in the area that must be avoided.
Baseline Vehicles and Technologies Unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs) are usu-
ally designed based on mission and task requirements by commercial companies and are
then purchased by the military as commercial off the shelf (COTS) products. However, in
order to define the requirements that the COTS systems must meet as well as perform anal-
ysis of alternatives, design and mission analyses must be initiated. There are many types of
missions and tasks that may be performed such as underwater reconnaissance, bathymetry
mapping, communications relaying, maintenance inspection, ship hull cleaning, underwater
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mine hunting, etc. The Representative Example Problem used throughout this research,
however, is underwater mine hunting (in particular the detection and classification phases of
mine hunting). Therefore, certain assumptions can be made about the baseline vehicles and
technologies that will be utilized within the SoS architectures. Furthermore, manipulations
of the baseline designs must be possible in order to determine if new or alternative designs
will best meet the mission requirements.
The main objectives of the mine hunting task within this research are to maximize
the ability to positively detect and classify mines within the specified mission area while
minimizing the operational time-line. Therefore, two major considerations for the baseline
vehicle designs include the ability to perform the mission at a high rate of motion while
being able to carry and utilize the appropriate sensors for accomplishing the task at hand.
The requirement of performing the mission at a high rate of motion leads to the insight
that the vehicles should likely be shaped in such a way that will minimize drag while in
forward movement. Therefore, the vehicle hull should be torpedo-shaped in order to achieve
minimum drag at high speeds. As is stated by Evans and Nahon [50]: “In recent years,
autonomous underwater vehicles have had an increasingly pervasive role in underwater
research and exploration. These vehicles generally have a streamlined, torpedo-shaped
body, and are intended for long-distance missions where their low drag enables high speeds
and coverage of a large distance.” Therefore, the shape of the hull will be important
in defining the baseline vehicles and any variations in the baseline vehicle designs. The
Navy has planned to implement various systems for the future of MCM operations. Two
vehicles in particular that meet the desired torpedo-shape characteristics are the Hydroid
REMUS 100 (Remote Environmental Monitoring Unit) UUV shown in Figure 39 and the
Lockheed Martin Remote Minehunting System (RMS) shown in Figure 40. These two
systems have been chosen as baseline vehicles for this example problem since they are
already desired by the Navy and are torpedo-shaped vehicles capable of rapid operations.
Another factor considered for choosing these two vehicles is the fact that they are very
different in design. The radical differences will allow design space trade-offs to be made
between extremely disparate systems and capabilities. The RMS is a semi-submersible
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vehicle with a towed sonar array (RMS is the name for the combination of a suite of
5 major subsystems including the Remote Multi-Mission Vehicle and the variable depth
AQS-20A sonar along with support equipment). The RMS utilizes diesel fuel for power, has
a snorkel for air-intake, and is overall much larger than the REMUS UUV. The snorkel also
has a radio frequency (RF) communications antenna included which can be utilized during
operations. The REMUS on the other hand is much smaller, is battery powered, and cannot
communicate via radio communications during operations since it is completely submerged
(although it does include an RF antenna that can be utilized to a degree when the vehicle
surfaces). Table 2 provides a comparison of some of the salient differences between the RMS
and the REMUS vehicles.
Figure 39: REMUS 100 UUV [99]
Figure 40: Remote Minehunting System (RMS) [96]
The next requirement mentioned is being able to carry and utilize the appropriate pay-
load for accomplishing the detection, classification, reacquisition and identification tasks
while communicating and collaborating. The payload packages will necessarily include sen-
sors (acoustic and electro-optic sensors), localization devices such as inertial measurement
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Table 2: RMS and REMUS 100 Comparison Chart
REMUS 100 RMS
Diameter (m) 0.19 1.22
Power Source Li-Ion Batteries Diesel Fuel
Specific Energy (kW·h/kg) 0.14 11.88
Req. Sensor Power (kW) 0.2 2
Expected Endurance (h) 20 24
units (IMUs) and underwater acoustic positioning system hardware for LBL (long base-
line) and SBL (short baseline) transducers, communications hardware, on-board computing
systems, propulsion system hardware, and power sources (batteries and/or fuel). All of
these subsystems will have weight and volume requirements depending on the available
technology and desired fidelity. For example, a high powered sonar will likely be larger and
heavier than a less powerful and lesser performing system. Also, additional volume will
be required for ballast tanks or buoyancy sections and associated hardware. The REMUS
100 can be refitted to carry a number of various subsystems. A physical decomposition of
some baseline systems fitted to the REMUS vehicle are shown in Figure 41. Similarly, a
decomposition of the RMMV is shown in Figure 42 and alternative subsystem and physical
component options for the RMS AQS-20 variable depth sonar array are shown in Figure
43. The RMMV shown in Figure 42 is representative of the first version of the RMMV, and
the components are not modular in practice. However, for the purposes of this research
variations around the baseline will be allowed.
Figure 41: REMUS 100 UUV Components View [99]
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Figure 42: RMMV Components View [149]
Figure 43: RMS AQS-20 Components View [2]
More specifically, subsystems that most affect the capabilities desired for this mission
should be addressed as baseline technologies. For detection and classification of mines, high
frequency sonar systems will be required. These include forward looking sonar (FLS), side
scan sonar (SSS), synthetic aperture sonar (SAS), gap filler sonar (GFS), and volume search
sonar (VSS). The operating frequency, beam width, and resolution of each type of sonar will
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vary depending on the specific sonar category and the desired task. If the purpose of the
sonar is detection/classification than a high frequency sonar will be required as compared
to the operating frequency of a acoustic communication system. However, if the purpose
of the sonar is identification, than the operating frequency will be even higher along with
a high resolution and small beam width. However, the range of an identification sonar
will be significantly depressed compared to other sonar systems. Other options for identi-
fication include optical cameras and laser ranging systems. These systems are categorized
as electro-optic identification (EOID) systems. In order to provide communications capa-
bilities, acoustic communications (ACOMMS) modems/transmitters and radio frequency
(RF) modems/transmitters will be required. Localization of the vehicles and subsystems
in the underwater environment is an enormous research task in and of itself. For that
reason localization subsystems in this research are modeled as providing perfect navigation
capabilities.
In summary, the REMUS 100 and the RMS will serve as the baseline systems to be
considered in this testbed. Initial perturbations around these vehicles will be based on
varying the subsystems of each vehicle. Then larger perturbations will be introduced by
geometrically resizing the vehicles in order to create new designs. This will require sizing
and synthesis methods in the analysis step which will begin by defining a desired payload,
determining expected ranges based on operational concepts, and defining desired sensor
capabilities. Then the sizing and synthesis will iteratively determine the size of the vehicle,
the appropriate fuel or battery volume, and the consequent propulsion system design until
convergence is achieved. This sizing and synthesis analysis will provide a large number of
alternative vehicle designs with various subsystem sets for performing the mine hunting
mission as part of varying SoS architectures.
Customer Requirements, Applicable Constraints, Potential Trade-offs and Over-
arching Goals Up to this point a mission has been defined with specific scenarios, iden-
tified capability gaps, and baseline systems and technologies. The final piece of developing
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the conceptual model can be addressed by identifying the customer requirements, applica-
ble constraints, potential trade-offs and overarching goals for the analyses that are to be
performed.
The Universal Naval Task List (UNTL) is a Department of Defense document meant to
“provide joint force, naval, and ground commanders with an interoperability tool for use
in articulating their mission requirements” [165]. The UNTL uses a hierarchical structure
to index different tasks within levels of war. The highest level is Strategic level national
military tasks, then Strategic level theater tasks, operational level tasks, and at the lowest
level tactical tasks. Navy tactical tasks (NTA) refer to tactical level tasks to be operated by
Naval forces. Mission requirements set forward for the mine warfare tasks relevant to this
research from the UNTL include the following:
• NTA 1.3.1 - Perform Mine Countermeasures - To detect, identify, classify, mark, avoid,
neutralize, and disable (or verify destruction of) and exploit mines using a variety of
methods including air, surface, and subsurface assets: (Measure 1) - Percent residual
risk to friendly forces; (Measure 2) - Hours to complete clearing of mines; (Measure
3) Cleared operations area in nm2.
• NTA 1.3.1.1 - Conduct Mine Hunting - To detect, locate, and mark mines that present
a hazard to force mobility in an overt, covert, and/or clandestine manner. The em-
ployment of sensor systems (including air, surface, and subsurface assets) to locate
and dispose of individual mines. Mine hunting is conducted to determine the presence
or absence of mines in a given area: (Measure 1) - Area searched in nm2; (Measure 2)
- Hours to complete marking of minefield; (Measure 3) - Number of mine-like objects
found.
• NTA 1.3.1.1.1 - Reacquire Minelike Contacts (MILC) - To reacquire a MILC using
one or more of several search techniques, to include all surface, air and underwater
techniques: (Measure 1) - Percent of all minelike contacts reacquired.
• NTA 1.3.1.1.2 - Identify Minelike Contacts (MILC) - To identify a MILC through
various observation techniques (i.e. divers’ eyes-on, remotely operated vehicle (ROV)
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pictures, and live or recorded video) as either a mine or non-mine: (Measure 1) -
Percent accuracy of object identified; (Measure 2) - Percent of objects identified.
NTA 1.3.1 in the list above defines the overarching MCM task requirements. The second
bullet point defines the overarching requirements for the mine hunting task, which is the
subtask of MCM that is being considered for this research. The last two bullet points define
the requirements for the reacquisition and identification subtasks that fall under the mine-
hunting task. Nonetheless, the measures defined for the minehunting task should enable
effectiveness in the high level MCM task, so they cannot be ignored. The measures defined
for the MCM task (NTA 1.3.1) in particular are considered the three points of the MCM
effectiveness triangle (percent residual risk to friendly forces, hours to complete clearing of
mines, and cleared operations area in nm2). In real world operations, MCM Commanders
cannot actually know if an area has been completely cleared of all mine threats. Therefore,
the measures that are directly calculated during a mission are time and residual risk. Then,
“A given area will be declared clear of mines to a certain confidence level based on the
search effort and the search results. A more confident declaration of a cleared area requires
that more time and assets be applied in the operation” [146]. In general, however, the
requirements outlined above from the UNTL provide direction for defining the measures of
performance (MOPs) that establish individual system contributions. Requirements defini-
tions for the relevant measures of performance that can be tracked through analysis will
provide a direction for improvement in specific measures and desired capabilities. Require-
ments laid out by the Navy’s Program Executive Office of Littoral and Mine Warfare set
the following performance requirements [17]: improve detection capability; decrease sensor
false alarm rate; reduce or eliminate post mission analysis (PMA) detect, classify, identify
and decide time; infuse automatic target recognition; improve neutralization time; improve
network communications; achieve in-stride detect-to-engage capability.
Applicable constraints for the mine warfare mission are defined in terms of the total size
of the SoS that will be utilized. Since MCM missions are to be operated off of the Littoral
Combat Ship, the number of vehicles used at one time will be given a volume constraint.
In light of the points made in this section, potential trade-offs for the analysis of the
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MCM task within this research will focus on improving performance requirements through
perturbations around the baseline systems using advanced technologies (i.e., modifying
subsystem performance and utilization), varying the designs, and executing the missions
with different operational concepts. It is likely that correlations will be seen between the
efficiency in which energy of the systems is used and performance requirements. This will
be an important trade-off to monitor.
5.1.2 What Level of Detail is Needed
This section will address the second question presented in defining the problem: “What
level of detail is needed?”. The level of detail required is based on the types of trade-offs
and/or optimizations that are desired. However, trade-offs can only be made if measures
of effectiveness (MOEs) and performance (MOPs) are defined. Furthermore, MOEs and
MOPs can only be evaluated if the appropriate parameters of the systems are manipulated
and modeled (i.e., the input variables). Also, sources of uncertainty and stochasticity must
be brought to light.
5.1.2.1 Metrics Derivation
Defining the measures through which trade-offs, optimizations and analyses will be per-
formed is not trivial. As was pointed out in Section 3.1, a critical part of the design process
is being able to generate measures of goodness for products and processes. Such an ab-
straction is necessary to provide designers, decision makers and stakeholders with concrete
values for assessing the combinations of design variables that result in the “best” design,
for performing trade studies, and for selecting between alternatives.
Based on the requirements defined earlier, the overall goals are to produce a set of
SoS alternative designs capable of performing the mine hunting mission and comparing the
effectiveness and performance of each SoS alternative through analysis. While defining the
customer requirements above, it was pointed out that the three overarching MOEs for the
MCM mission are percent residual risk to friendly forces, clearance time in hours, and area
cleared in nm2. Within the MCM mission exists the mine hunting task with its own set
of MOEs, namely the area searched in nm2, the hunting time in hours, and the number of
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mine-like objects found in the area. Furthermore, the reacquisition and identification tasks
are categorized within the mine hunting task with associated MOEs. For the reacquisition
task, the MOE is the percentage of mine-like contacts reacquired (MILC), and for the
identification task the MOEs are the percent accuracy and the percent of objects actually
identified. Not included in the UNTL are MOEs for the detection/classification (DC) task,
although these can easily be deduced based on the other MOEs required. For example,
in order to calculate the percentage of MILC reacquired during the reacquisition task,
a number of MILC initially found during the DC task must be recorded. Furthermore,
performance of the DC task should be tracked through a DC percent accuracy metric, the
area actually searched in nm2, and the length of the search in hours. In summary, the MCM
MOEs for this research task are succinctly shown in Table 3.
Table 3: MCM MOE Subset for this Research
Task Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs) Units
MCM Task Residual Risk to Friendly Forces %
Clearance Time hours
Operations Area nm2
Mine Hunting Task Area Searched nm2
Hunting Time hours
MLO Found #




Reacquisition Task MILC Reacquired %
Identification Task Identification Accuracy %
Objects Identified %
The above measures are overall mission effectiveness measures. Subsystem and sys-
tem level performance measures will subsequently be delineated in each of the next three
chapters.
Lastly, from an analysis perspective the number of mines, the types of mines, any mine-
like objects, and their placement and layout within the search area can be considered noise
variables. This is because the SoS designer would have no control over these factors in the
real-world. These noise variables can be manipulated in order to test the robustness of the
SoS design, but that is not the initial goal of the design problem. Therefore, these factors
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will be constrained as follows:
• Only bottom mines will be used.
• One bottom mine design will be included: the Italian MANTA mine.
• There will be a total of 50 mines placed randomly throughout the 100 km2 clearance
area.
• The randomly distributed locations of the mines will be the same for every experi-
mental run.
• The depth of the sea floor will remain constant.
• The bottom type will be medium-sized sand granules.
• The water turbidity, current and sea-state will remain constant.
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CHAPTER VI
EXPERIMENT SET A: SUBSYSTEM (SENSOR) LEVEL
Two particular subsystems of interest for a collaborative SoS are sensors and communica-
tions systems. Both of these subsystems have rich theoretical backgrounds with abounding
applications in the real-world. Entire fields of science and engineering are committed to
each. As was stated earlier, the perspective of this dissertation is that of a Systems En-
gineer methodically bringing together various disciplines in order to analyze alternative
collaborative SoS design options. Each of the constituent disciplines would typically be
modeled and analyzed by a disciplinary expert. However, since this dissertation is written
by a single individual, scoping of the problem is necessary. Therefore, in this work, sen-
sors (specifically sonar systems) are modeled with enough depth to map the energy of the
subsystems up through the multiple levels of the SoS hierarchy. Consequently, communica-
tions are assumed to either be perfect or non-existent. However, future work could include
communications modeled into the overall method developed by this thesis in a similar way
in which the sensors are incorporated.
6.1 Modeling and Analyzing Sensors: A Review
6.1.1 Sensor/Sonar analysis
Sensor modeling is often approached from either the perspective of physical characteristics
(transducer array design, sound propagation, reverberation, etc.) or from the perspective
of statistical signal processing (beamforming, spectral analysis, matched filters, etc.) [85]
[26]. As Ainslie referred to it, “The science of sonar performance modeling is traditionally
separated into a ‘wet end’ comprising the disciplines of acoustics and oceanography and a
‘dry end’ of signal processing and detection theory” [3]. In terms of energy transfer, the
disciplines of ‘acoustics and oceanography’ provide essential relationships for performance.
This is usually approached through the sonar equation (or the radar equation for radar
systems) which is detailed below. The signal processing analysis (i.e., the ‘dry end’) is not so
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much a function of the physical system itself as it is dependent on algorithmic considerations.
Therefore, signal processing is not considered in this work beyond a few assumptions on the
Detection Threshold parameter that will be introduced in a few paragraphs.
The sonar equation is a deterministic, physics-based performance model for passive and
active sonar systems [119]. Fundamentally, it is “a specialized statement of the law of
conservation of energy” [152]. It is also an abstraction of signal-to-noise ratio and is often
expanded in logarithmic form. A version of the active sonar equation is given in Equation
14 below. Source Level (SL) is related to the acoustic power output, transmission loss (TL)
is a negative effect based on acoustic spreading and environmental conditions, TS is the
Target Strength of the expected target, NL is the noise level in the local environment, DI
is the directivity of the sensor, and DT is the detection threshold for the signal processing
equipment. The Reverberation Level, RL, is the result of unwanted reflections masking the
target return signal.
S/N ≡ SL− 2TL+ TS − (NL−DI)−RL > DT (14)
It is important to rearrange the sonar equation from the form presented in Equation 14.
The reason is that the Transmission Loss term, TL, is dependent on the distance that the
signal will travel through the water. In fact, it is the only term that is dependent on the
distance traveled by the signal, whereas all other terms are factors of the system itself, the
target, or the environment. Therefore, TL is the tactically significant term that allows a
designer or tactician to determine possible operational scenarios based on the transmission
capabilities. The desire is to either design a system that has a Figure of Merit, FOM ,
greater than the total transmission loss, or if the sonar design is locked in (and subsequently
the FOM), to operate at distances in which the Transmission Loss is not greater than the
system FOM . The rearranged sonar equation is presented in Equation 15 which says that
the FOM must be greater than the 2-way Transmission Loss in order for detection of the
target to occur with some probability.
FOM = SL−DT + TS − (NL−DI) > 2TL (15)
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Sophisticated models of acoustic pulses interacting with the ocean environment are
available, including the Applied Physics Laboratory High Frequency Ocean Environmental
Acoustic Model [80], the Generic Sonar Model [175], and the Sonar Simulation Toolset
[58]. The results of these simulations should not be considered accurate approximations of
the real-world without validation against real experimental data. However, the results are
expected to be verifiable representations of the physics of the problem that can be used to
compare designs against each other and perform trade-offs according to accurate trends.
There is a dependence between sonar sensing operations and the energy required to
perform the sensing task. Consequently, there is a dependence between the design of the
sensor, the vehicle, and the operational concepts. A given operation is the task in which a
sensor, or suite of sensors, must be implemented. The desired operational plan for a sensor
is similar to a mission profile in aircraft design. Some sensors are required to remain static,
and are subsequently designed for that purpose. The sensors in this work are expected to
be dynamic in traversing a given area of interest. However, the sonar equation and the
‘wet end’ of sonar performance modeling do not usually consider the effects of dynamics
on the overall sensor performance apart from the Doppler effect (which is really a dry end
effect). For the performance of dynamic sensors, the field of Operations Analysis (OA)
provides the relevant operational profiles and implementations of search theory. However,
the modeling of sensors in OA is often simplistic and/or probabilistic, and lacking in the
physics of the sensors. The application of sensors in OA will therefore be expanded on next,
and the following section will provide a bridge between the two fields (sensor performance
modeling and operations analysis). The bridge between these two fields through the use of
a virtual experimentation environment is one of the significant contributions resulting from
this dissertation.
6.1.2 Sensors in Operations Analysis
Search and Recovery (SAR) missions require the analysis of sensors to predict mission ef-
fectiveness [171]. Unfortunately, deterministic models of sensors (e.g., the sonar equation)
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do not capture the stochastic nature of operational environments [119]. In order to cap-
ture the stochastic nature of operational environments, a sensor designed according to the
physics-based sonar or radar equation would be taken out into the real world where ex-
periments can be performed. Experiments would be conducted by setting out targets up
to the maximum theoretical sensor range calculated by the sonar equation. The sensor
would be placed on a vehicle and operated through the test site at varying speeds. Data for
the number of detections of the targets are collected, with the targets located at varying
lateral ranges away from the vehicle search path. From the data, a lateral range curve is
constructed which specifies the probability of detecting a target laterally away from the
vehicle for the specific environment. This process is repeated in multiple environments for
the single sensor to provide performance estimates through experimental data for specific
combinations of sensors, targets, and environments. The result of this existing method is
the generation of a probability of detection (PD) curve for varying target ranges that can
be applied to higher level calculations of mission effectiveness [89]. This process is shown
in Figure 44. Unfortunately, this process is not economically viable for acquiring empirical
data for varying sensors in the early stages of SoS design.
Figure 44: Existing PD Generation Process
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Due to the impracticality of performing the above experimental method during the con-
ceptual design of sensors, vehicles and SoS architectures, empirical data is rarely available.
As a result, analysts are often left with generating assumed probability curves or highly
simplified estimates. Probabilistic models are usually employed. In a seminal book, Naval
Operations Analysis, the motivation and implication of probabilistic models is stated for
the radar equation as follows [119]:
The goal of a radar model is the prediction of a radar’s ability to detect a tar-
get. A model which predicted this detection capability using only the elementary
parameters of the radar system...would attempt to determine the range at which
detection will occur, or the intensity of a signal returning to the antenna in
terms of those basic parameters. Because of the elementary nature of its inputs,
such a model is called absolute or deterministic. The radar equation is clearly
an attempt to formulate an absolute theory, and were it not for the random
nature of target, propagation, maintenance, operation and background noise, it
might well succeed. In the presence of variations in these quantities, the radar
equation can be expected to yield, at best, an estimate of an average range of
detection in terms of the average values of the other quantities. It may also
be used to determine maximum possible range of detection. Another approach
to the formulation of a radar theory is to seek a less sophisticated model which
accepts a certain amount of operational data and attempts its extrapolation to
more general operational situations. Two such theories, the blip/scan and the
direct method...will be referred to as relative or probabilistic.
The next approach is using highly simplified estimates. According to Gage, “it is com-
mon to approximate a detection sensor’s lateral range curve in order to facilitate analytical
modeling of the search process” [57]. Figure 45 shows an example of how a “cookie cut-
ter” approximation or an imperfect sensor approximation is made for a lateral range curve.
However, without actual experimental data for the lateral range curve, the definite range
and imperfect sensor models are simply assumptions with no associated sensor performance
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model.
Figure 45: (1a) Definition of lateral range. (1b) Fictitious lateral range curve. (1c) Definite
range law (“cookie cutter”). (1d) Imperfect Sensor. Adapted from Gage [57].
Koopman [89] provides additional lateral range curve models that are a bit more sophis-
ticated, which are presented in Figure 46. Both of the curves are based on the inverse cube
law, which was originally established to approximate visual search. The curve on the right
contains a dip down the middle of the search path, which represents the effect of a sonar
pinging directly over a target, which can cause difficulties in detection (similarly, a radar
with sea return reflections). The parameter W is the effective sweep width. It is equivalent
to the area under the curve (i.e., the integral). The effective sweep width is interpreted as
the lateral range out of both sides of the sensor at which the number of objects not detected
within W is equal to the number of successful detections outside of W , in probability.
Figure 46: Inverse cube law approximations for the lateral range of a sensor [89, 155].
Finally, in much of the collaborative robotics literature, sensors are assumed to be
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perfect and able to measure the full state of the environment [139]. Skoglar even states that
“The Charnes and Cooper approach, complemented with the Markovian motion model and
Stewarts search path constraint formulation, represents the state-of-the-art in computer
based search planning, as found in tools in operational use today. This method, however,
is not without limitations. In particular, the detection model is very simple, and neglects
the strong dependency of detection performance on target location, terrain topography, and
sensor position that exists in certain applications” [139, 32, 142].
These reviews demonstrate that there is a disconnect between the disciplines of sensor
modeling and operations or robotics research. This is understandable since the separate
disciplines are so rich individually. However, from a Systems Engineering perspective, the
disciplines must be synthesized in order to better meet defined requirements, since without
joining these disciplines, a significant amount of information is lost.
6.1.3 Filling the Gaps
The previous sections demonstrated that in the literature there are two general trends in
modeling sensors: analysis without implementation and implementation without analysis.
In other words, the sensor performance modeling subset of the literature focuses deeply on
the analysis of sensors based on the physics of the problem, including acoustic interactions
with the environment. Alternatively, Operations Analysis and robotics literature is focused
on implementing sensors for specific applications, but tend to make generalized assumptions
about the physics of the sensors due to a lack of empirical data and/or modeling capability.
There is accordingly a gap in capability since without implementing the physics of the
sensors into the operational analyses, energy conservation between the sensors and the
operations cannot be mapped.
The following section will demonstrate a new formulation for acquiring empirical data.
It builds a bridge between the detailed physics-based modeling of sensors and the required
operational mission planning through virtual experimentation.
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6.2 A New Formulation
The analysis and design of collaborative SoS alternatives requires the quantitative map-
ping of subsystem-level design trades up through system- and mission-specific effectiveness
measures. Unfortunately, as was stated earlier, deterministic models of sensors (e.g., the
sonar equation) do not capture the stochastic nature of operational environments [119].
Probabilistic models are therefore employed to provide performance estimates through ex-
perimental data for specific combinations of sensors, targets, and environments. However,
during the conceptual design of sensors, vehicles and SoS architectures, empirical data is
rarely available. As a result, analysts are often left with generating assumed probability
curves or highly simplified estimates (e.g., the ‘cookie cutter’ sensor). Furthermore, func-
tional relationships between the vehicle design, the sensor attributes, and the operational
concepts are lacking. This section works to fill this gap through the bridging of a deter-
ministic sonar model with an agent-based virtual experimentation environment and vehicle
performance attributes. The proposed experimental augmentations are shown in Figure 47
below.
Figure 47: Existing PD Generation Process Alongside Virtual Experimentation Augmenta-
tions.
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This work is immediately relevant for the current vision of mine warfare in the U.S.
Navy. More specifically, the mine hunting task of a mine countermeasures (MCM) mission
is a challenging operation in which the Navy desires to decrease the tactical timeline and
increase the use of autonomous robotic systems [17]. A key enabler to this is the use
of nascent high frequency sonar capabilities which will allow the autonomous systems to
detect, classify and identify mines and mine-like objects with a high degree of confidence
and a minimal false alarm rate [62]. However, as was stated above, experimental data that
can be associated with varying sonar designs is lacking.
Sensitivity of the sonar performance on the overall mission effectiveness is absent without
an appropriate prediction of the sensor PD curves. In order to fill this gap, this section is
focused on the creation of a parametric sensor model based on the sonar equation which
will be applied to an agent-based simulation for virtual experimentation. Agent-based
simulation has been picking up steam in the last few decades as an alternative approach
to costly real-world experiments. “Agent-based modeling and simulation (ABMS) is also
an experimental technique, a framework for developing electronic laboratories in which the
most detailed assumptions about individual agents, their behaviors and interactions can
be varied and explored in silico. Some commentators have gone so far as to suggest that
ABMS, with the computational experimental framework it offers, is a new way of doing
science” [129, 10, 48].
The environment being utilized is the Autonomous Littoral Warfare Systems Evaluator
Monte Carlo (ALWSE-MC) which has been provided by the Naval Surface Warfare Center
Panama City Division (NSWC PCD). The acoustic model present in the simulation en-
vironment is a sophisticated approximation of acoustic pulses interacting with the ocean
environment, based largely the High Frequency Ocean Environmental Acoustic Model [80].
The agent-based simulation environment calculates the sonar/ocean interaction at each time
step. The results of the simulations should not be considered accurate approximations of
the real-world without validation against real experimental data. However, the results are
expected to be verifiable representations of the physics of the problem that can be used to
compare designs against each other in capability. The virtual experiments provide data used
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to define lateral range curves and sweep widths for each particular sensor design, resulting
in a parametric design space of sensors and operational schemes. “Sweep width is a single
number characterizing the average ability of a given sensor to detect a particular search
object under a specific set of environmental conditions. Thus each combination of sensor,
search object, and set of environmental conditions will have a particular associated sweep
width. In the vernacular, sweep width might be called a measure of raw detection power”
[88].
6.2.1 Modeling with the Sonar Equation
Significant parameters of the sonar equation include the Source Level, Transmission Loss,
Target Strength, Noise Level, Directivity Index, Detection Threshold, and Reverberation
Level. As was stated earlier, the sonar equation is “a specialized statement of the law of
conservation of energy” [152], including energy output by the sensor (e.g., acoustic power
output defined by the Source Level) and energy losses through the environment (e.g., the
Transmission Loss). It is assumed in this work that the operations being modeled are limited
by the ambient noise levels, even if just slightly, and are not limited by reverberations.
Therefore, the RL term can be ignored while the NL will remain. This is not unusual in
sonar modeling where either the RL or NL terms are often considered insignificant. The
resulting sonar equation in terms of the Figure of Merit (FOM) is given in Equation 16.
Figure 48 compares the power of the target echo, reverberations in the water, and ambient
noise. From this figure it can be seen that at operational ranges considered to be relatively
short, as in this work for the detection, classification and identification of small objects, the
sonar system will be noise limited before it is reverberation limited.
FOM = SL−DT + TS − (NL−DI) > 2TL (16)
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Figure 48: “An illustration of how echo level, reverberation and ambient noise behave as a
function of range.” [39]
Each component of the sonar equation can be expanded based on the physics of the
system and operating environment. By carefully selecting appropriate ranges for the sensor
attributes, a parametric design space was generated. Expansion of the SL and DI drive
the sizing of transducer elements as a function of operating frequency, f , (or wavelength,
λ) and beam width, θBW . It should be noted that sensor sizing is highly dependent on
the desired performance attributes such as frequency and beam width. The sensor design
will drive some of the vehicle sizing and power requirements, as well as overall mission
capability such as PD. Other design variables that can be manipulated include DT , pulse
length (pl), vehicle velocity (V∞), and ping rate (pr). Inclusion of TL calculations will
provide maximum range estimates. Sonar equation parameters such as TS and DT will be
reviewed as well.
Reference Parameters: Every sensor requires a transfer or energy between its own
sensing elements and the medium around it in order to operate. For a passive sensor, energy
is transferred from the environment to the transducer in the form of acoustic waves for an
underwater sonar system. For an active system, energy is transferred from the transducer
into the surrounding water and vis-versa. For sonar, this energy is related to the frequency
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and amplitude of vibration of the transducer elements, which is also related to the harmonic
motion of a pressure wave in the surrounding water. The time rate of energy transfer, or
power, is given in Equation 17 where Pac is the acoustic power. The power divided by an
area through which it flows is the intensity, I (i.e., the power density). However, the average
intensity of the sound waves in the water is related to the average pressure produced during
a cycle of vibration of the transducer. More precisely, it is proportional to the root mean
square pressure of the sound waves (prms, i.e., the square root of the average instantaneous
pressure squared during one cycle of vibration) as shown in Equation 18. The denominator




= Pac (J/s) ≡Watts (W) (17)
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The equations above have been delineated in order to show the clear dependence between
sonar sensing operations and the energy required to perform the sensing task. Because of
that, there should be a dependence between the design of the sensor, the vehicle, and the
operational concepts.
In acoustics, the applicable pressures and intensities encountered can have extreme
variations, sometimes by many orders of magnitude. Therefore, logarithms are used in order
to better manage the sensitivity of the sonar equation parameters. The difference between
two pressures or intensities, generically termed x, would then be: log(x1) − log(x2) =
log(x1x2 ). Conventionally, pressures and intensities in underwater acoustics are calculated
against reference pressures and intensities, pref and Iref respectively. The reference pressure











Accordingly, parameters from the sonar equation, such as the Source Level, are calcu-
lated relative to the reference pressure and intensity.
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Omnidirectional Source Level: In underwater acoustic literature, the transducer pro-
ducing the active sonar pulse is called the projector. The sound level of the projector is
called the Source Level, which is a function of the intensity of the projector relative to
the reference intensity, Iref , defined above. More specifically, the omnidirectional Source
Level is defined here as the sound level of the sonar in decibels where the numerator of
the log term is the intensity of the source 1 meter from the projector and the denominator
is the reference intensity, Iref . Using Equation 18, the Source Level can be determined
in metric system units as shown in Equation 20 below1. The units on SL will usually be
given as “dB re 1µPa@1m”, which is interpreted as decibel quantities measured relative to
a reference pressure of 1µPa and at a fixed distance of 1 meter. Finally, the acoustic power
transmitted into the water is the result of an electrical input power converted to acoustic
power at some efficiency, Pac = ηacPE . The efficiency, depending on the particular sonar
application, can vary from as little as 20% up to 70%. Trends for the Source Level of a
sensor as a function of electrical power for varying efficiencies is given in Figure 49.









4π(1× 10−6 Pa)2(1 m)2
= 10 logPacρc+ 109dB
SLomni = 109dB + 10 log ηacPE + 10 log ρc
(20)
1A significant amount of available sonar data is usually given with reference to a 1 yard distance from
the projector. Therefore, it is important to always check the data before assuming a reference distance.
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Figure 49: SLomni as a function of Electrical Power, PE .
Source Level Including Directivity Index: Sonar systems can be designed to generate
various beam patterns depending on the number and arrangement of transducer elements.
This can be accomplished for both transmitting and receiving arrays. In fact, the Principle
of Reciprocity from acoustic theory shows as one of its conclusions that the beam pattern
of a receiving array is equivalent to that of a transmitting array under certain conditions.
Therefore, the directionality of an active sonar can have an equivalent beam width in both
transmitting and receiving modes, which is the assumption applied to this work.
The Directivity Index, DI, of an array expresses the intensity of the directed beam as
compared to an omnidirectional beam of the specific array. When added onto the Source
Level equation, it is interpreted as an increase in the Source Level in a specific direction
since transmission of the signal into other directions is canceled out. The directional SL
function is presented in Equation 21 and the basic DI function is given in Equation 22.
The Directivity Index of the system is dependent on specific design parameters, including
the beam pattern of the particular sonar array. Without presenting the derivation here, the
Directivity Index as a function of beam pattern is shown in Equation 23 below. This will
be delineated further in the next section.
SL = 109dB + 10 log ηacPE + 10 log ρc+DI (21)





DI = 10 log
1∫ π/2
0 b (θ) cos θ dθ
...where b(θ) is the beam pattern function for varying beam angles, θ.
(23)
Directivity Index from Desired beam width: This research considers two specific
sonar array designs: a linear array and a circular piston array. The linear array contains
transducer elements along a single axis which provides a wide beam in the vertical direction
and a small beam in the horizontal direction (or vis-versa). A linear array is the typical
design for a side scan sonar (SSS). The circular piston array arranges transducer elements
in an almost circular pattern so that there are an equivalent number of elements in both
the horizontal and vertical axes. The results are equivalent beam widths in the vertical
and horizontal directions. One design application of the circular piston array is the forward
looking sonar.
Beam pattern functions can be derived for each array design in order to determine the
array specific Directivity Index shown in Equation 23. It should be noted that most arrays
are designed with transducer elements that are spaced evenly apart along the array, which
is termed the separation distance, d. This is an important factor for the efficiency of the
beam pattern since minimization of sidelobes requires d ≤ λ/2 = (c/f)/2, where λ is the
wavelength of the sound waves and f is the frequency. In order to minimize the number
of transducer elements, the separation distance is then chosen to be the upper limit on
the wavelength constraint, d = λ/2. With this in mind, beam pattern functions for the
linear and circular piston arrays are shown in Equations 24 and 25, respectively. Again,

























...where D is the array diameter and J1 is the Bessel Function
of the first order and first kind.
(25)
From an operational perspective, it is more useful to define desired beam widths, θBW ,
and then size the physical attributes of the array to provide those beam widths2. Subse-
quently, the beam patterns and the Directivity Index can be determined from the physical
attributes of the array.
Feasible beam width angles are discrete since the size of the transducer must be able to
fit an integer or half-integer (e.g., 1.5, 2.5, etc.) number of wavelengths within the aperture.
For a circular piston array, the beam width is a function of the wavelength and diameter of
the transducer as shown in Equation 26.
sin(θBW /2) = 0.51(λ/D) (26)
The number of wavelengths, nw, that fit within the aperture size are then equal to the
diameter of the aperture over a single wavelength:
nw = D/λ (27)
However, since the number of wavelengths that fit within the aperture must be an integer
or half-integer, the desired beam widths are used to size the required aperture diameter and





















Equation 28 provides the actual aperture sizes that are possible based on a range of se-
lected beam widths (e.g., {θBW |0 < θBW < π/2}). The dxe symbol represents the ceiling
function and the nint(x) expression represents the nearest integer function3. The possible
2Horizontal and vertical beam widths are defined as θHBW and θV BW respectively in this work. However,
θBW is used for generality when appropriate.
3The nearest integer function is also known as the round function. It is defined such that y = nint(x),
where y is the integer value closest to x. The definition is ambiguous for half-integers, therefore, half-integers
are always rounded up in this work. Other conventions often round half-integers to even numbers. [176]
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aperture sizes are therefore discrete. Consequently, the actual required beam widths are
then calculated based on the sized aperture diameter. However, the required beam widths
will often be different than what was originally desired because of the wavelength/aperture
size constraint.
















A similar aperture sizing process for desired beam widths of a linear array are provided
below:
sin(θBW /2) = 0.442(λ/L) (30)





































The discrete effect of the wavelength/aperture size constraint on the required beam width
can be seen in Figures 50 and 51 below. The (a) plots show the desired beam widths against
the required beam widths due to the wavelength/aperture size constraints. Similarly, a
surface plot of the transducer diameter as a function of beam width and desired operating
frequency is provided in the (b) plots.
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(a) (b)
Figure 50: Required beam width Plots for a Circular Piston Array
(a) (b)
Figure 51: Required beam width Plots for a Linear Array
Next, the Directivity Index functions can be estimated for each array type as given in
Equations 34 and 35. Consequently, the Directivity Index is shown as a function of discrete
array sizes and varying frequency in Figure 52.
DICirc = 20 log(πDreq/λ)
...for a circular piston array with diameter D  λ.
(34)
DILinear = 10 log(2Lreq/λ)
...for a linear array with length L λ.
(35)
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(a) Circular Piston (b) Linear Array
Figure 52: Directivity Index as a Function of Array Size
Finally, the Source Level for each active sonar array as functions of either array size or
beam width are presented in Equations 36 and 37.
SLCirc = 109dB + 10 log ηacPE + 10 log ρc+ 20 log(πDreq/λ)





SLLinear = 109dB + 10 log ηacPE + 10 log ρc+ 10 log(2Lreq/λ)





Figure 53 shows the influence of Directivity Index on Source Level as a function of electrical
power provided to the system, PE . Typical source levels can range from 160–280 dB for
power inputs of 0.1 Watt up to 100 kW.
(a) Circular Piston (b) Linear Array
Figure 53: Source Level as a Function of Directivity and Electrical Power (ηac = 0.5)
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In order to assess multiple sonar designs through the parametric sensor model, discrete
beam widths are chosen as the initial step in designing multiple experiments. For the
circular piston array, the horizontal and vertical beam widths are equivalent. However, the
linear array requires the definition of both the horizontal and vertical beam widths. The
linear array designed in this work is meant to represent a side scan sonar (SSS), therefore
the sonar beam will be wide in the vertical and small in the horizontal. The discrete beam
width values chosen from Figures 50 and 51 as starting points for simulating various sonar




























The linear array SSS has 6 design combinations based on each vertical beam width being
paired with a horizontal beam width. For each beam width or beam width-combination
chosen from Equation 38, frequency and power settings are also assigned based on a 2-
parameter, face-centered Central Composite design of experiment [111]. Minimum, maxi-
mum and center point values of the electrical power are taken from the range of 0.1 Watt to
100kW while the frequency settings are chosen as the minimum, maximum and center point
values of 400kHz to 1600kHz. The initial set of experimental designs based on the specified
discretizations are shown in Figure 54. One thing to notice is that the beam width (bw)
settings for the FLS array are not evenly spaced because there are only specific discrete bw
settings that can be chosen, as was pointed out through Figures 50 and 51. The vertical
beam width (V BW ) for the SSS design follows the same trend due to the discreteness.
The horizontal beam width (HBW ) has only been given two settings in this setup. The
combinations of parameter settings results in 4 × 3 × 3 = 36 experimental designs for the
FLS and 3× 3× 3× 2 = 54 experimental designs for the SSS.
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(a) FLS Designs (b) SSSDesigns
Figure 54: Initial Deterministic Sensor Design of Experiments
Each experimental design from Figure 54 can now be used to calculate array size (di-
ameter or length) and Source Level as functions of power, frequency, and beam width. The




Figure 55: Initial Deterministic Sensor Design of Experiments
The calculations performed above allow the determination of sensor size which is impor-
tant, but performance is not yet quantified. Source Level is only a single aspect considered
so far. In order to fully calculate performance based on the sonar equation, the Figure of
Merit function and the expected Transmission Loss must be considered. In fact, both of
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the experimental setups shown so far will be expanded further to include the total Figure of
Merit (FOM) and maximum range values after the Detection Threshold (DT ), Noise Level
(NL), Target Strength (TS) and Transmission Loss (TL) approximations are formulated.
It should be noted that the Source Level values for the linear array in Figure 55(b) are
based on the horizontal beam width (or array length) as developed in Equation 37.
Detection Threshold The Detection Threshold of the sensor is the parameter which
most depends on the computational and signal processing capabilities of the system. “The
detection threshold is the decision level at which the observer decides ‘yes’ or ‘no’ as to
whether a signal is present, based upon the criteria of the probability of making a correct
detection and the probability of having a false alarm” [39]. The Detection Threshold can
actually be varied based on sonar system parameters that can be controlled by the sonar
operator such as the detection index, frequency bandwidth and integration time of the
signal. However, the observer does not have to be a human but can alternatively be an
automated computer algorithm. Therefore, for initial calculations of DT in this work,
human factors are not considered.
Various definitions for DT are available throughout the literature. The definition used
in this work is for the modeling of an active sonar as recommended by Dawe [39], but found
in the Sonar Modelling Handbook as follows:
The detection threshold is defined as the ratio, in decibel units, of the signal
power (or mean-squared voltage) in the receiver frequency bandwidth to the noise
power (or mean-squared voltage) in the receiver frequency bandwidth, measured
at the receiver input terminals, required for detection at some preassigned level
of correctness of the detection decision...In this definition DT has units of dB
re 1 µPa.
In the above definition, the signal power S and the noise power N are both in relation to
the receiver frequency bandwidth. The Detection Threshold is then DT = 10 log(S/N).
The detection index, d, has also been shown to be a function of the signal-to-noise ratio,
S/N . Under certain assumptions such as Gaussian background noise distributions and
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large sample sizes, the detection index can be given by d = wt(S/N)2, where w is the
receiver frequency bandwidth and t is the integration time of the signal (t is also the signal
pulse length for an active sonar). The concept of the Detection Threshold is then clearly
a statistical quantity based on the expected noise distributions and after substitution can
be defined as: DT = 10 log(d/wt)1/2. Additionally, the integration time t can also be
expressed as t = T · NP , where NP is the minimum number of pings required for the
detection algorithm to make a detection decision and T is the time between pings (i.e., the
period).
The resulting Detection Threshold function for the special case of Gaussian background
noise and a single active pulse (or ping) is provided in Equation 39. In practical operations,
the assumption of Gaussian background noise for the active sonar is not appropriate and
at least two detected pings are required to accept a detection as valid. It is beyond the
scope of this text to get into signal processing concepts such as frequency modulation
versus continuous wave, fast fourier transforms, replica correlations, coherent or incoherent
operations and the like. However, techniques are routinely used to uncorrelate ambient noise
and reverberations from the transmitted pulse, and in these situations the replica correlated
noise power can be described as an exponential distribution which does not become Gaussian
because the statistical summations are carried out coherently. Subsequently, the wt term
in Equation 39 becomes (wt)2 [39]. In addition, an increased number of pings improves the
detectability of the signal by decreasing the variability of the noise relative to the mean
resulting in an effect of: −5 log(NP ). The resultant active sonar Detection Threshold with
multiple pings and exponential noise distribution is given in Equation 40. Active sonars can
usually be modeled with wt = 1 and a requirement of 2 successive pings for target detection,
NP = 2, which is given in Equation 41. Also, the bandwidth w, also known as the effective
noise bandwidth or the equivalent noise bandwidth (ENBW) often takes on values from
w = 1Hz to w = 10Hz, but with most applications having w < 5Hz, as compiled by Harris
[68]. Therefore, reasonable pulse lengths can range from t = 1s to t = 0.2s.
DT = 5 log(d/wt) = 5 log(d/wT )− 5 log(NP ) (39)
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DT = 5 log(d)− 10 log(wt)− 5 log(NP ) (40)
DT = 5 log(d)− 5 log(2) = 5 log(d/2) (41)
Next, the detection index, d, can be defined mathematically as given in Equation 42,
where σ is the standard deviation of the noise power distribution and µ is the mean of the
signal+noise and the noise distributions, µS+N and µN , respectively. Therefore, “values of
d can be determined for specific probability density functions (pdfs) for a given probability
of detection (PD) and a given probability of false alarm (PFA)” [39].
d =
(µS+N − µN )
σ2N
(42)
Since d is based on both the probability of detection and the probability of false alarm,
DT only has significance when it is accompanied by the PD and PFA values which are
relevant for the associated detection index, d. PD is the probability that a signal will
be detected if it is present, whereas PFA is the probability that a noise signal will spike
enough to cross the threshold of detection. The PD and PFA values do not sum to one
in most situations, and are rarely meant to sum to one. The PD is relevant if a signal
is present that can be detected, and 1 − PD is the probability that the signal will not be
detected even though it is present. On the other hand, PFA is relevant when a signal is
not present, and then 1 − PFA is the probability that a signal will not be detected when
it is absent. A common value of PD often used when modeling DT in order to perform
analyses with the sonar equation is PD = 0.5, although a value of PD = 0.9 is sometimes
used. Appropriate values of the probability of false alarm are often PFA = 10
−3 or 10−4.
A baseline combination of PD = 0.5 and PFA = 10
−4 is quoted as appropriate, so those are
the values that will be used as baselines for DT comparisons in this work.
Receiver-operating-characteristic (ROC) curves provide a relationship between PD and
PFA with d as a parameter. These curves depend on the pdf of the noise distribution,
which for this work is assumed to be exponential. The detection index, d, then falls out as
a required parameter based on the desired PD and PFA. An example set of ROC curves
under the assumptions of Rician signal plus noise distributions and exponential noise is
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given in Figure 56. The chart shows the intersection of PD = 0.5 and PFA = 10
−4 re-
sults in 10 log(d) u 18.5dB. Then the Detection Threshold calculated from Equation 41
is: DT = (10/2) log(d) − 5 log(2) = (18.5/2)dB − (1.5)dB = 7.75dB. Similarly, for a com-
bination of PD = 0.9 and PFA = 10
−4, the Detection Threshold would be DT = 10dB.
The experiments to-be-performed in subsequent sections use DT values of 7dB, which cor-
responds to 10 log(d) = 17, resulting in values such as PD = 0.5 and PFA = 5 × 10−4 or
PD = 0.8 and PFA = 10
−2.
Figure 56: Active Sonar ROC Curves with Rician Signal+Noise pdf Statistics and Expo-
nential Noise pdf Statistics [39]. (dB values on the curves are 10 log(d))
Much more significant signal processing theory goes into deriving all applicable aspects
of the Detection Threshold and its relevant parameters, but that was not the purpose of this
section. Rather, the development above was meant to provide a sufficient amount of detail
for identifying parameters that are relevant to creating a parametric sensor representation.
The detection index, d, is relevant as was shown with appropriate probabilities of detection
and false alarm. However, other properties such as the receiver bandwidth and integration
time were appropriately defaulted to values common in sonar operation. The results from
this section will be critical for running the agent-based virtual experimentation environment
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(to be developed in later sections).
Noise Level There are various sources of ambient noise in the ocean environment. Histor-
ical testing and data has shown that the levels of specific noise sources are highly dependent
on frequency range. This work is considering sonar operations above 400 kHz which is min-
imally affected by most noise sources. Shipping density, industrial activities and wind speed
are the main sources of noise in the spectrum of 10−100Hz, and can have an affect over long
ranges. Shipping and sea surface agitation dominate the frequency range of 100− 1000Hz.
The wind speed and sea state of the ocean environment have a major impact at frequen-
cies of 1 − 100 kHz, as well as some marine mammal factors. During World War 2, the
acoustician V.O. Knudsen collected data on sea state noise which is often plotted as Knud-
sen curves. Above 100 kHz, which is the range of concern for this work, ambient noise is
dominated by electronic thermal noise. Thermal noise is the result of molecular processes,
and the NL function for this range of frequencies is given in Equation 43, adapted from
Urick [154]. Figure 57 shows the thermal noise function within the relevant spectrum of
frequencies greater than 100 kHz. Knudsen curves for the sea state effects are also shown.
Self noise sources such as propeller noise, cavitation, flow noise, and machinery noise do not
have an effect at the frequencies considered for this work.
NL = 20 log(f)− 75 (43)
Figure 57: Thermal (Molecular) Noise and Knudsen Curves Adapted from Urick [154].
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Target Strength For simple geometric shapes, the Target Strength of the object can be
solved for analytically. The Target Strength, TS, is the power level of the acoustic reflection
from the object of interest. For simple approximations, it is important that the radius of
the target is much greater than the wavelength of the acoustic sound being used to reflect
a signal off of the target, which is the case for this work. Therefore, the Target Strength
will be modeled as given in Equation 44, where a is the expected radius of a class of objects
of interest. In particular, the Italian made Manta mine will be used as a reference target
for this work. The Manta mine is a shallow water bottom mine whose “shape, low target
strength and low magnetic signature make the mine very difficult to detect, even with side
scan sonars” [55]. The shape of the Manta mine makes it an appropriate reference target for
using Equation 44 with a diameter of approximately 1 meter. Computer generated images
of the Manta mine are shown in Figure 58.






Figure 58: Three Computer Generated Views of the Manta Mine.
The Expanded Sonar Equation and Figure of Merit The sonar equation in the form
of the Figure of Merit (FOM) is now expanded as shown in Equations 45 and 46. These
equations are functions of the parameters developed in the previous sections. The FOM of
the sonar conveys the transmission capability of the system in decibels. In contrast, the
Transmission Loss (TL) expresses the loss in signal as it travels a particular distance based
on the properties of the environment. Therefore, to detect a target at a particular range,
the FOM of the sonar must be greater than or equal to the expected TL at that range
(see Equation 47). The TL function will be developed in the next section along with the
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solutions for maximum sensor range based on FOM equivalence with the TL.
FOMCirc = SLCirc −DT + TS − (NL−DI)
= SLCirc +DI −DT + TS − (NL)
= 109dB + 10 log ηacPE + 10 log ρc+





− (20 log(f)− 75)











− (20 log(f)− 75)
(45)
FOMLinear = SLLinear −DT + TS − (NL−DI)
= SLLinear +DI −DT + TS − (NL)
= 109dB + 10 log ηacPE + 10 log ρc+





− (20 log(f)− 75)











− (20 log(f)− 75)
(46)
FOM ≥ TLtotal ≡ f(r)
...required in order to detect a target at a specific range, r
(47)
Transmission Loss The Transmission Loss (TL) is the final parameter needed in this
work for assessing the sonar equation. For an active sonar system, the Transmission Loss
is quantified as a two-way TL parameter which is compared to the FOM , as shown in
Equation 47.
Transmission Loss is a function of range, modeled in this work as the result of spreading
losses and attenuation due to water viscosity and molecular effects. The spreading loss can
be modeled as a loss of intensity due to spreading of the sound wave either spherically or
cylindrically over the range of interest. Cylindrical spreading is a useful approximation be-
cause the sound cannot spread spherically in the ocean forever; it will eventually encounter
the sea surface and/or sea floor. The TLspreading function in general is defined logarithmi-
cally as the difference of intensity from the source reference range (1 meter) to the sonar
range, r. The intensities can be equated as the power of the source, P , over the area which
the sound has been spread. Also, the power of the signal is equivalent at any range. The
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general expression is then:
















For spherical spreading, the area is defined as: Ar = 4πr
2. Alternatively, the area
for cylindrical spreading is defined as: Ar = 2πrh, where h is the height of a cylinder
equivalent to the water depth. Note that the entire area of a cylinder was not included
in the cylindrical calculation because the sound is not distributed over the area of the top
and bottom of the cylinder (the sea surface and sea floor). The specific spreading laws are
calculated as follows:





= 20 log r (49)





= 10 log r (50)
Both the spherical and cylindrical spreading laws are simple approximations often used in
modeling underwater sound propagation. A practical model to be used in this work is an
average of each of the models and is given in Equation 51.
TLspreading = 15 log r (51)
Attenuation of the signal is a complex function of the properties of the underwater
environment. Ainslie [3] provides adequately accurate empirical relations for the attenuation
of sound in sea water as is given in Equation 52, where avisc is due to viscosity and achem
is due to the chemical relaxation effects of boric acid and magnesium sulfate.










The term f in Equation 52 is the operating frequency of the sonar, whereas fB and fMg are
the relaxation frequencies of boric acid and magnesium sulfate, respectively. Expressions
for each of the relaxation frequencies are given in Equations 53 and 54. The coefficients for
Equation 52 are given in Equations 55–57, where T , z, S and pH are the local temperature,
depth, salinity, and acidity. This full attenuation function given by Ainslie is appropriate
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AB = 1.06× 10−4 × 100.776(pH−8) × 103 dB/ (km · kHz) (56)









e−z/6,000 × 103 dB/ (km · kHz) (57)
200 < f < 106 (Hz)
7.7 < pH < 8.3 (−)
8 < S < 40 (g/kg)
−2 < T < 30 (◦C)
0 < z < 3000 (meters)

(58)
Finally, the total one-way Transmission Loss due to spreading and attenuation is given
in Equation 59 where the range, r, is in meters. Then the active sonar total two-way Trans-
mission Loss given in Equation 60 is found by doubling the one-way loss, not by doubling
the range r. Figure 59(a) graphically displays the attenuation behavior of Equations 52-57
as a function of sonar operating frequency. The total attenuation is shown as the awater
trend line which depends on the individual attenuation functions for viscosity and chemical
relaxation depending on the frequency range. Figure 59(b) expands on the attenuation
function by including operating range as a dimension which results in the total TL from
Equation 60. The main takeaway from Figure 59 is that there is a clear trade-off between
operating frequency and sonar range due to the Transmission Loss incurred. High operating
frequencies are desired for better resolution in detecting a target, but this comes at a cost
of the range capability.
TLone−way = TLspreading + TLattenuation dB









TLtotal = 2TLone−way dB (60)
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(a) (b)
Figure 59: Attenuation and Total Transmission Loss as functions of operating frequency
and range over which the signal spreads. The environmental properties are: {z = 10m, T =
20◦C, S = 34.7g/kg, pH = 8}.
The experimental designs initially established were displayed in Figure 54, with 36 FLS
sonar designs and 54 SSS designs. The physical dimensions of the sensors and the Source
Levels were subsequently calculated and presented in Figure 55. Now, with the FOM and
TLtotal relationships developed, the maximum range capability for each sensor design can
be determined. This is accomplished by equating the FOM to the total Transmission Loss,
TLtotal, and solving for rmax as is shown in Equation 61. Solutions for Equation 61 require
an iterative numerical analysis, such as the Newton-Raphson method.
FOM ≥ TLtotal ≡ f(r)
FOM − 2 (15 log rmax + rmaxawater) = 0
(61)
With the FOM and Transmission Loss firmly established, each sensor design is now
characterized by its theoretical capabilities within a specific environment. Experimental
designs were specified earlier for the power, frequency and beam width settings which re-
sulted in 36 forward looking sonar (FLS) and 54 side scan sonar (SSS) designs. Additional
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variable ranges and settings must also be considered based on each sonar equation parame-
ter that was reviewed. Accordingly, the variable ranges and parameter settings used for the
experimental setup of each sensor along with environmental assumptions are given in Table
4. Note that the last variable presented in Table 4 is the sensor velocity. This variable will
be utilized in the next section when the virtual experimentation environment is initiated.
Table 4: Constants and Variable Ranges for the Parametric Sonar Experimental Setup
Parameter Range or Value Units Notes
{z, T, S, pH} {10, 20, 34.7, 8} {m,C, g/kg,−} Estimates near the surface of sea
water [3].
p 202.78 kPa
p = f(z), pressure of sea water as
derived by Leroy, restated in [3].
ρ 1024.86 kg/m3
ρ = f(S, T, p), density of sea water
as given in [3].
c 1521.29 m/s
c = f(z, S, T, p), speed of sound in
sea water as given in [3].
θBW (0, π/2) radians







Values are discrete within specified
range due to behavior of Equations
28 and 32.
SL (170, 280) dB
Expected range from empirical
data.
ηac (20, 70) %
Expected range from empirical
data, and a value of 0.5 is used for
the set of experiments in this sec-
tion.
PE (0.1, 100× 103) Watts
Expected range from empirical
data.
a 1/2 meters
Manta mine radius as a reference
[55].
DT (6, 10) dB
Detection Threshold value held con-
stant at 7 dB for experiments in this
section.
V∞ (2, 5, 8) m/s
Vehicle velocities chosen as discrete
low, medium and high speeds.
Based on the parameterization given in Table 4, the FOM and maximum range for each
sensor can be calculated, resulting in Figures 60 and 61. The results display the required
sensor dimensions and the maximum range capabilities as functions of power, frequency,
and discrete beam width. In total, the results include 90 designed FLS and SSS array
experiments. It can be seen that increased power is positively correlated with sensor range
in general. However, it is clear that the main driver in performance capability according
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to the sonar equation is frequency, which is negatively correlated with sensor range. It can
also be seen that better range by performance through low frequency and high power also
means an increase in aperture size. Therefore, physical constraints would potentially be a
consideration.
Figure 60: FLS Deterministic Results
Figure 61: SSS Deterministic Results
Up to this point, results based on the sonar equation are completely deterministic. The
next section will describe the setup of the virtual experimentation environment through
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which each sensor design is tested. The results of those experiments provide functional
relationships between the vehicle design, the sensor attributes, and the operational con-
cepts through the generation of lateral range curves and effective sweep widths. After the
results are generated, comparisons will be shown between the performance capabilities of
the sensors based on the virtual experiments versus the sonar equation analysis alone.
6.3 Virtual Experimentation Environment and Geometric Orientations
The virtual experiments for each sensor can now be setup according to the virtual experi-
mentation method expressed in Figure 47, which has been regenerated in Figure 62 below.
Up to this point, the sonar equation range analysis has been performed for each selected sen-
sor design, resulting in Figures 60 and 61. Therefore, the next step is to run Monte Carlo
experiments through the ALWSE-MC experimentation environment, which is an agent-
based simulation environment. As was mentioned earlier, the acoustic model present in the
simulation environment is based largely on the sophisticated High-Frequency Ocean Envi-
ronmental Acoustic Model [80]. It takes in sensor model parameters and emulates their
propagations through the underwater environment.
Figure 62: Existing PD Generation Process Alongside Virtual Experimentation Augmenta-
tions
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After running each sensor through the ALWSE-MC simulation environment, probabil-
ity of detection (PD) curves (i.e., lateral range curves) are generated. The lateral range
curves generated for each sensor design are then used for defining sweep widths for search
operations and higher level calculations of mission effectiveness. In order to execute the
virtual experiments for each sensor design, the environment has been setup to emulate the
operations shown in Figure 63.
(a) Forward Looking/Volume Filling Sonar (b) Side Scan Sonars
Figure 63: Lateral Range Curve Experimental Setup
V∞ = {2, 5, 8} m/s (62)
Each sensor is simulated at three velocities as given in Equation 62. Figure 63 displays
the circular piston forward looking sonar in part (a) and the linear array side scan sonar
(SSS) in (b). In order to execute the virtual experiments, each sensor design is defined
in the ALWSE-MC environment. The sensors are placed on point mass vehicles that are
not currently affected by the environment in terms of vehicle performance; instead, only
the sensors are affected by the environment. Sensor orientation is important for defining
the sensor beam widths and grazing angles. The mathematical details for specifying and
calculating orientations is given in Appendix C. Each sensor is operated along a vehicle
track that intersects a line of Manta mine targets, and this is repeated in a Monte Carlo
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fashion 25 times. The number of detections for a specific target at a specific range over the
full set of 25 repetitions becomes the probability of detection at that range. The altitude
(or depth) of each sensor is calculated as a function of maximum sensor range to ensure
that the beam can intersect the sea floor with a grazing angle of π/4.
The results of the virtual experiments described above provide probability of detection
curves for each of the 90 sensor designs at three discrete velocities, resulting in 270 lat-
eral range curves. Three of the lateral range curves for one FLS design executed at three
velocities is shown in Figure 64. The ESW values above each plot is calculated by inte-
grating the area under each probability of detection curve. The total number of virtual
experiments executed to produce all 270 curves was: 90 designs × 3 velocities/design ×
15 targets/design/velocity×25MonteCarlo runs/target = 101, 250 experiments. The to-
tal computational run-time for these experiments took more than a month.
(a) V∞ = 2m/s (b) V∞ = 5m/s (c) V∞ = 8m/s
Figure 64: One set of FLS lateral range curve experimental results at discrete velocities
More examples for both types of sonar are shown in Figures 65 and 66. The full set of 270
curves are provided in Appendix D. The curves are also called lateral range curves because
they define the probability of detecting a target laterally from the direction of vehicle
motion. By calculating the area under each curve, the Effective Sweep Width (ESW) is
determined. The ESW is a useful metric which can be used to define lane widths for the
search missions. Interestingly, the ESW can be interpreted as providing a lane width where
the number of objects not detected within the sweep lane is probabilistically equivalent
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to the number of objects that are detected outside of the sweep lane [88]. Note that the
ESW ranges both sides of the vehicle, so it is equivalent to a sensor diameter around the
vehicle. On the other hand, the sensor range is one sided. In other words, the sensor range









Figure 66: Subset of SSS Lateral Range Curves
6.4 Experimental Approach and Results
The experimental setup for the subsystem level analyses originally presented in Chapter
4 is shown again in Figure 67. For Experiment Set A, data is acquired to compare the
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three different approaches presented through three different analyses. Through a design of
experiments and a set of physical constraints, 90 sonar designs were selected earlier in this
chapter to be tested through each analysis path. In context of the Sensor Performance
path, the 90 sensor designs are analyzed deterministically through the sonar equation (SE)
which provides characteristics such as the theoretical maximum sensor range. Along the
Operations Analysis (OA) path, sensor designs are explored probabilistically in a way which
is common in OA. In particular, the sensors are defined as generic probability distributions
which will detect a target within some probability as a function of range away from the
sensor. Finally, through the third subsystem level path, sensor designs are explored through
the new virtual experimentation (VXE) approach developed in this work, which is one
of the major contributions of this dissertation. The next two sections will provide data
visualization and analysis for Experiments 1 and 2.
Figure 67: Subsystem Level Experimental Setup
6.4.1 Experiment 1: Maximum Range Comparisons
Figures 68 and 69 display the ESW results from the virtual experiments, along with the
Rmax calculations from the sonar equation. Recall that the Rmax values here are NOT
from the virtual experiments. They are from the deterministic sonar equation calculations.
Therefore, it can be seen in the V∞ column that the ESW values are affected by velocity,
whereas Rmax is not. This shows the dependence of sensor performance on the kinematics
of the sensor, not just the theoretical maximum ranges based on the sonar equation.
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Figure 68: FLS Rmax from the sonar equation and ESW experimental results
Figure 69: SSS Rmax from the sonar equation and ESW experimental results
The development of Hypothesis 3 was born out of the observation that without exper-
imental operational data, the sonar equation over-predicts the sensor range for sensors in
motion. Therefore, there was no functional link between the sensor energy-based perfor-
mance (the sonar equation) and the sensor energy-based motion (vehicle velocity). The
hypothesis postulated that a relationship could be formed, and this chapter formed that
link through a virtual experimentation environment. This was shown to be true through
the previous results given above. Below, additional results are shown to further support
the hypothesis.
As was outlined earlier, 90 sensor designs were executed through the virtual experimen-
tation environment at 3 different velocities. This resulted in 270 designed experiments that
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were executed. Figure 70 below directly compares the maximum range estimated in Ex-
periment 1 through both the sonar equation approach and the VXE approach. The linear
trend-line in each plot is simply a perfect fit line. If a data point is on the line, then the
sonar equation predicted the experimental maximum range. If a point is below the line,
then the sonar equation over predicted. Points over the line had better range than the sonar
range predicted. For the FLS, 69 out of 108 experiments were over predicted (≈ 64%) and 3
designs were accurately predicted (≈ .03%). For the SSS, 147 out of 162 design ranges were
over predicted by the sonar equation (≈ 91%) and 6 were perfectly predicted (≈ 0.04%).
(a) FLS Designs (b) SSS Designs
Figure 70: Sonar Equation predicted maximum range versus VXE Maximum Range
Note that the experimental range results shown are not equivalent to half the sensor
experimental effective sweep width. The experimental range shown in Figure 70 is the
maximum range at which the sensor detected anything, even if the target at that range was
detected once out of the 25 Monte Carlo runs. Also, it is important to understand that the
experimental range results occurred both due to the stochastic nature of the environmental
variables in the simulation environment and the motion of the vehicles.
The hypothesis is further substantiated by this data, since there is statistical significance
showing the effect of sensor movement on the performance. Without the sensor experimen-
tation method developed here, these results would not have been observable. Additionally,
vehicle trade-offs will be better established after knowing the effect that vehicle operations
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will have on the ability to detect targets.
Although it was shown that in the majority of cases the sonar equation over predicted
the sensor performance, there were a few cases that were actually under predicted. These
cases should be investigated to see what caused this. Figures 71 and 72 provide scatter
plots of the sensor design parameters (power, frequency, and beam width), the operational
parameter (velocity) and the outputs (the sonar equation calculated range and the virtual
experimentation effective sweep width). In these charts, the data points labeled with dark
black squares are the experimental runs which were under predicted by the sonar equation.
The faded dots are all other designs. By investigating each input against every other input,
it can be determined if there are certain combinations of inputs that caused the under
prediction. For example, in each chart, every operational velocity input has a black square
associated with it. Consequently, velocity did not drive the under prediction. In the FLS
chart (Figure 71), it becomes obvious that combinations of the middle and upper power
inputs along with the middle and upper frequency inputs caused the under prediction.
Furthermore, all experiments with upper power and upper frequency inputs for the FLS
were under predicted by the sonar equation. These observations are highlighted by the
circle in the chart. The SSS followed a similar trend as can be seen in Figure 72. However,
the SSS has an additional input driving the under prediction of performance: the horizontal
beam width (HBW) of the sensor.
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Figure 71: FLS predicted maximum range versus actual maximum range
Figure 72: SSS predicted maximum range versus actual maximum range
The purpose of these explanations is to reveal that sensor modeling without operational
considerations can handicap the expected sensor performance. In most cases, the sonar
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equation model over predicted the virtual experiments (i.e., the sonar equation was more
‘idealistic’). In a handful of cases, the sonar equation under predicted the performance.
Either way, this has established an argument for combining operational experimentation
along with sensor performance in a method for analyzing sensors that will be utilized in a
collaborative SoS. Additionally, this provides a link between the sensor performance and
the operations of the vehicle carrying the sensor.
6.4.2 Experiment 2: Number of Pass Comparisons
In order to set up this experiment, a baseline ‘cookie cuter’ sensor is defined as a uniform
distribution of 80% probability of detection across its range. Alternatively, the average
probability of detection for all 90 of the VXE sensors is calculated. Then, the number of
passes required to obtain at least 98% detection probability for both the ‘cookie cutter’
sensor and the VXE sensors are calculated. A portrayal of the ‘cookie cutter’ sensor is
shown in Figure 73(a) and the first of 90 VXE sensors is shown in Figure 73(b). The
average probability of detection for the FLS design in Figure 73(b) is PD,ave = 57%. An
initial comparison of the number of passes required to achieve 98% confidence is shown in
Figure 74(a) and (b). The (a) plot shows the uniform versus the VXE sensor tested at 2m/s,
whereas the (b) plot shows the effect of operational speed on the VXE sensor. It is clear
that the effectiveness of the senor is highly dependent on sensor operational considerations
such as speed.
(a) Uniform PD = 0.8 (b) FLS Design 1, V∞ = 2m/s
Figure 73: Operations Analysis vs. VXE Generated Detection Curves
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(a) Uniform Sensor and FLS VXE 1 (b) Uniform and FLS VXE 1 at 3 Velocities
Figure 74: Number of Passes Required for PD = 98%
The 90 VXE sensor designs are additionally compared against the uniform sensor.
Again, each of the 90 sensor designs are executed at 3 different velocities in the virtual
experimentation environment. Figure 75 shows the wide variations in required number of
passes across all 90 sensors at varying velocities. The results in part (a) are for the 36 FLS
designs each at three different velocities and the results in part (b) are for the 54 SSS de-
signs each at three different velocities. It is clear that some of the sensor designs cannot get
even close to the desired confidence with ten passes over a target. This type of information
would not be available without the energy-based link that was created through the sensor
virtual experimentation environment (VXE).
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(a) 36 FLS Designs (b) 54 SSS Designs
Figure 75: Number of Passes Required for PD = 98%: Uniform Sensor and all 90 VXE
Sensor Designs at Varying Velocities (V∞ = {2, 5, 8}m/s)
6.5 Recapitulation: A New Sensor Experimentation Method
Part of the overarching hypothesis of this dissertation is that the analysis of alternative
multi-agent collaborative systems is better enabled by energy-based analyses at each level
of the SoS design. This chapter has presented and analyzed detailed in-depth energy-
based relationships for the subsystems applicable to this work, namely the sensors. As was
pointed out early in this chapter, the sonar equation (when modeled in depth) provides
an energy-based estimation of sonar performance. However, the sensors in a collaborative
search mission are not static, and the sonar equation does not capture kinematic effects.
Accordingly, it was pointed out that Operations Analysis and mobile robotics research each
take kinematics into consideration, but they tend to negate sensor performance. The method
presented in this chapter bridges the gap. The approach of modeling the sensor from the
sonar equation and simulating its motion in a virtual experimentation environment provides
energy-based functionals for both the sensor performance and the sensor kinematics. A flow
chart of the new approach is shown in Figure 76. The standard approaches currently commit
resources to either the left-side of Figure 76 (sensor modeling) or the right-side (probabilistic
sensor estimates for the analysis of operations). The new approach developed in this work
bridges the two.
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Figure 76: A New Sensor Experimentation Method - The VXE Approach
Experiment Set A provided data and analyses for comparing the new sensor modeling
approach (the VXE approach) with two of the most common processes currently used.
The motivation for developing the new VXE approach was in part due to the two general
trends common in modeling sensors: analysis without implementation and implementation
without analysis. In other words, the sensor performance modeling subset of the literature
focuses deeply on the analysis of sensors based on the physics of the problem, including
acoustic interactions with the environment. Alternatively, Operations Analysis and robotics
literature is focused on implementing sensors for specific applications, but tend to make
generalized assumptions about the physics of the sensors due to a lack of empirical data
and/or modeling capability. Therefore, it was observed that there is a gap in capability
since without implementing the physics of the sensors into the operational analyses, energy
conservation between the sensors and the operations cannot be mapped. The results of
Experiments 1 and 2 show that the VXE approach can provide an energy-based link between
detailed sensor performance modeling and sensor operations. Even more so, there are clear
benefits in performing trade-offs between sensors when using the VXE approach that were
not available with the previous existing analyses.
The possibility of creating this link between sensor energy, detection capability, and
velocity, along with the experiments executed to show the impact of this energy-based
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relationship, has substantiated Hypothesis 3 which is restated here:
Hypothesis 3 If a relationship is formed between sensor energy, sensor detec-
tion capability, and sensor velocity, then an energy-based link will be established
between the effective sweep width parameter at the subsystem level and the vehicle
performance at the system level.
Hypothesis 3 led to creating the link between sensor energy, performance, and oper-
ational motion. Experiment Set A which included Experiments 1 and 2 in this chapter
resulted in the subsystem level analysis and design process presented in Figure 76. The
developed process is just the first level of the overall SoS analysis of alternatives method
produced through this dissertation. Right now the subsystem level process is specific to
the example problem at hand, but later on it will be generalized for the analysis of any
collaborative SoS.
6.6 Motivation for Experiment Set B
The subsystems (sensors) in this chapter have been modeled and analyzed through an
energy-based approach. Specifically, the sensor range performance and probability of detec-
tion are functions of sensor power (which is energy rate) and vehicle velocity, which is itself
dependent on vehicle energy. However, in this chapter, the vehicle (system-level) velocity
is not calculated based on any energy functionals. Therefore, it is simply an independent
variable with no dependencies. This motivates the next chapter, which will develop the
system-level analyses for vehicle design. The vehicles will be designed based on an initial
energy requirement to power the sensors. However, the designs will have to be iterated
through a sizing and synthesis process in order to produce vehicles that are balanced in
terms of energy available, energy required, and volume required for the payload. Each sized
vehicle will have an attributed velocity function which relates the speed it can obtain with
the energy it will expend to move at that speed. After each vehicle is sized, there will
be a functional relationship between energy and vehicle velocity which then maps down to
sensor capabilities as a function of velocity. It will partially substantiate Hypothesis 4 and
set the ground work for the final set of experiments in Chapter 8. Hypothesis 4 which will
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be substantiated in the following chapters is restated below:
Hypothesis 4 If the coverage effort is defined as a function of linked energy-
based parameters from the subsystem level up through the SoS level, then the
coverage effort can be formulated as a cost function within a mixed-integer linear
programming optimization for the selection of alternative SoS designs.
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CHAPTER VII
EXPERIMENT SET B: SYSTEM (VEHICLE) LEVEL
The vehicle sizing and synthesis process consists of bringing together multiple disciplines
(hence the synthesis) in order to find a vehicle design which has enough energy and volume
to perform a required mission. Relevant vehicle design processes and methods have been
developed by various author’s in the areas aircraft design, ship design, and underwater
vehicle design. Vehicle performance and stability analyses are also important for each
designed vehicle. For the underwater vehicles in this dissertation, the sizing and synthesis
process will begin with defining desired subsystems and required power systems to sustain
those subsystems. Then an estimate of the required hull volume and dimensions will be
acquired. Therefore, the main driver in designing the vehicle will be the ability to contain,
carry, and utilize these subsystems and components over the entire required mission time.
The implemented method for the underwater vehicles in this work will take appropriate
information from the sensor design chapter as well as the mission requirements.
7.1 Sizing and Synthesis Methods
Vehicle design and research consists of distinct disciplines including aerodynamics and hy-
drodynamics, structures, propulsion, performance, stability and control and various others.
However, the distinction often creates isolation [131]. Synthesizing a vehicle largely consists
of integrating the disciplines in an appropriate way. Furthermore, there may be varying
fidelity analyses available which incorporate an increasing amount of physics-based design.
“Reduced reliance on historical data and a thorough understanding of the physics of the
problem is required to ensure that unconventional systems are correctly modeled. The
synthesis and sizing-centric design process involves the linking of each of the traditional
disciplines to a single controlling routine” [103]. A varying fidelity sizing and synthesis
process is shown in Figure 77.
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Figure 77: Varying Fidelity Sizing and Synthesis Approach [103]
In Appendix E, various sizing and synthesis methods for aircraft and surface vessels
are reviewed and some important theories are presented. However, in this chapter, some
comments on underwater vehicle sizing is provided and then the implemented method is
developed.
Underwater Vehicle Design Process Underwater vehicle design requires a new set of
requirements. These include the ability to submerge and stay submerged, to have a hull
thick enough to withstand the depths of the sea, to operate with little to no communications,
and to integrate a greater array of sensor suites for navigation, control, and target search.
Also, a fully submerged vehicle cannot utilize fuel that requires exhaust off-board or air-
breathing capabilities. Therefore, without a snorkel installed, the vehicle will likely use
batteries or hold fuel byproducts on board.
Allmendinger [5] provides an interesting perspective on the design process. It takes into
consideration the fact that a system will usually not operate in isolation. Instead, there
are boundaries through which the vehicle must interact with the surrounding environment
and with other vehicles/systems in order to accomplish a mission. The process is shown in
Figure 78.
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Figure 78: Allmendinger’s Submersible Design Process with Mission Systems Considered
[5]
The concept of assuring that mission considerations are part of the design process is
recognized by many. As was stated earlier, the DoD in particular has increased their focus
on designing for capabilities. Therefore, it is imperative that the design of a UUV is coupled
with the required tactics and operations. As Frits argues in relation to his design process for
an underwater torpedo, “by simultaneously designing the torpedo and the tactics with which
the undersea weapons are used, a more effective overall weapon system can be created” [54].
7.2 Filling the Gaps
One of the main difficulties in sizing a vehicle is knowing where to start from. Since the pro-
cess is iterative in nature, there must be an initial condition, including weight/volume esti-
mation, aerodynamic/hydrodynamic coefficient estimates, propulsion/fuel thermodynamic
parameters, and potentially an engine deck. These estimates often come from historical
data of similar vehicles. However, for revolutionary vehicles historical data is inherently not
available, and the estimates must be initiated from higher-fidelity, physics-based analyses.
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The area of underwater unmanned vehicle design is a relatively new area. Subsequently,
there is a lack of hydrodynamic coefficient data available in the public literature for varying
vehicle sizes and velocities (there is some data available for specific configurations at limited
velocity ranges, which will be shown). Therefore, Appendix F presents fundamental theory
for the development of the hydrodynamics of the vehicles. The theory provides a good feel
for the types of coefficient values that should be expected.
Ultimately, the Air Force Research Laboratory’s Missile Data Compendium (DATCOM)
is implemented in this work as a physics-based analysis for hydrodynamics. Although Missile
DATCOM is usually used for estimating the aerodynamic data of airborne missile shaped
projectiles, it has been applied here by matching Reynold’s number and Mach number with
the underwater environment. The missile DATCOM results provide values similar to those
from the theories presented in Appendix F.
7.3 Applied Formulation
The vehicle sizing and synthesis process consists of bringing together multiple disciplines
(hence the synthesis) in order to find a vehicle design which has enough energy to perform
the required mission. The need for energy inherently correlates with the size of the vehicle,
as more fuel will require more internal volume to house the energy source. However, as
fuel is added and the volume and weight are increased, more fuel is necessary to power the
larger, heavier system. When a balanced solution between volume and energy is found, the
vehicle is considered a sized vehicle. For this work, the pertinent requirements are for each
vehicle to have an energy endurance of 24 hours and carry one of the sensors developed
in the previous chapter. In the overall hierarchical SoS design process, the vehicle sizing
and synthesis step fits within the vehicle analysis level. The vehicle analysis level is shown
in Figure 79, which represents the information fed into the vehicle sizing process, and the
information to come out of it. Additionally, a detailed view of the synthesis of disciplinary
processes that must occur within the sizing process to iterate and converge on a sized vehicle
for this work is shown in Figure 80.
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Figure 79: System (Vehicle) Level Considerations for the SoS Design Process
Figure 80: Implemented Sizing and Synthesis Process
7.3.1 Section Sizing Loop
The outer diameter of the vehicle is an important factor in the performance and payload
capabilities of the overall system. The vehicle drag (e.g., resistance) scales with the square
of the radius of the vehicle, so any increase in diameter will have a detrimental effect on
performance. Therefore, minimizing diameter can be beneficial, but a small diameter may
not be able to house the necessary components and fuel. Increasing the length of the
vehicle instead of the diameter can be beneficial in overcoming the issue of drag. However,
a maximum length should be defined since the system will need to perform operational
maneuvers that may be limited by vehicle length. Similarly, transportation constraints
must be considered as well. It is helpful to define minimum and maximum values for the
diameter and length based on historical data as shown in Equations 63 and 64. For this
work, an inner diameter is first calculated based on the payload requirements of each section
and then a hull thickness is calculated, which leads to a total outer diameter. Therefore,
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the minimum and maximum diameter constraints are defined relative to the inner diameter,
dinner. Accordingly, the actual outer diameter of the vehicle may be slightly larger due to
the hull thickness calculation.
{d : dmin ≤ dinner ≤ dmax} (63)
{l : lmin ≤ l ≤ lmax} (64)
The sonar section is the first section to be sized since the length and diameters were
provided by the sensor sizing step. In addition to the transducer array diameters and
lengths, there is significant computing and processing equipment that must be packed inside
of the sensor section. Useful estimates of the computing boards and other electronics as a
function of transducer array size are provided by McAllister [104]. If the inner diameter
of the sensor section is calculated to be less than dmin, then dmin is used as the current
diameter. If the inner diameter is greater than the diameter required for the sonar system
than there is void volume within the sensor section.
The hull thickness, thull, is calculated based on the maximum depth requirement for the
vehicle. The thickness can be established on the von Mises criterion for unstiffened shells as
shown in Equation 65, where d is the outer diameter of the vehicle, p is the local pressure
of the sea water, U is the ultimate strength of the hull material and FS is a factor of safety.
Since the outer diameter is not yet known, an initial guess can be made by using the inner
diameter to calculate the hull thickness and then calculating a new outer diameter from
Equation 66. The thickness calculation is then recalculated in an iterative fashion until
convergence.
thull =
0.56 · douter · p
U · (1− FS) + 1.12 · p (65)
douter = dinner + 2thull (66)
The parametric sensor sizing formulation in Section 6.2.1 provided power requirements
for each sonar in addition to the diameter and length. Therefore, after the sensor section
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is sized, an initial calculation of the energy section is made based on the sensor power
requirements and the required operational time of the vehicle, Treq. The total energy of
the system can be decomposed as shown in Equation 67. The vehicle motion component,
Emotion, is based on the energy required to perform the mission in terms of requirements
such as range, endurance, sprint speed, etc. The other component, Eother, can be used
to specify any additional energy requirements expected, such as communications, guidance
navigation and control (gnc), etc.
Etotal = Esensor + Emotion + Eother = (Ptotal · Treq) (67)
If the thermodynamic properties of the energy source are known, the required size
of the energy section can be estimated. The pertinent factors are the specific energy,
ė (W − hr/kg), the energy density, u (W − hr/m3), and the mass density, ρfuel (kg/m3).
Either the energy density or the specific energy and mass density are necessary along with
a required endurance for the vehicle. It is assumed in this work that the energy source
will completely fill a cylindrical volume with a diameter equal to the inner diameter of the
vehicle. This assumption can be adjusted to account for actual battery cell geometries or
fuel tank requirements. The length of the energy section is varied until there is enough
volume for the required fuel source. If the total length of the vehicle approaches an active
constraint (i.e., ltotal = lmax), then the diameter is subsequently adjusted until the fuel
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(68)
Next, the nose of the vehicle is given a spherical shape with the radius equal to half the
outer diameter of the vehicle. The tail section is defined as a converging cone which houses
the motor and propeller shaft with a pusher-prop at the back. For the REMUS style UUV,
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four control surfaces are placed on the tail at equidistant rotation angles around the tail.
For the RMMV style vehicle, two sets of two control surfaces are placed along the vehicle
body. The four sections discussed so far (nose, sensor, energy, and tail) make up the initial
vehicle. Before performance of the vehicle is calculated, buoyancy is checked in order to
try and match the required trim weight. If the trim weight requirement is not met then
a buoyancy section is added to the vehicle equal to the volume required to meet the trim
weight desired. An example of both the REMUS and RMMV style vehicles are shown in
Figure 81. It should be noted that the two vehicles in Figure 81 are not to-scale with each
other. The REMUS style vehicle on the left is actually 4x smaller in length and diameter
than the RMMV vehicle on the right.
(a) REMUS Model Example (b) RMMV Model Example
Figure 81: REMUS and RMMV Sized Vehicle Examples, produced by Missile DATCOM.
7.3.2 Vehicle Performance Loop
After the initial section sizing loop which was described in the previous section, the vehicle is
only able to meet the sensor power and volume requirements. During the performance loop,
the forces that act on the vehicle while in motion must be considered in order to determine
the power and thrust required to operate in motion. The forces acting on the vehicle are
shown in the free-body diagram in Figure 82. Since most of the operational mission of a
search vehicle is occupied by constant velocity steady cruise, it is appropriate to consider
a free-body diagram in which the thrust of the vehicle must equal the drag. Also, it is
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assumed in this work that the vehicles are to be designed with positive trim weight (trim
weight is equal to the difference between the vehicle buoyancy and the vehicle weight). If
the vehicle motion stops it will therefore float to the surface of the water. Therefore, a
negative lift vector is required to keep the vehicle at a constant depth during operation,
which is a function of the angle of attack, α. It is also assumed that since the angle of
attack will be small, the impact of the thrust vector in the z-direction is approximately zero
(i.e., T sin(α) u 0 by the small angle approximation). An alternative approach would be
to design ballast tanks that would keep the vehicle at a specific depth, but that approach
is not considered here.
Figure 82: Steady Level Search Free-Body Diagram, TW = L, D = T with sin(α) u 0
The vehicle performance will be highly dependent on estimates of the vehicle drag co-
efficient and the associated drag polar. For this work, access to the Air Force Research
Laboratory’s Missile DATCOM program was utilized, which provides aerodynamic coeffi-
cients for missile shaped vehicles. By setting the Reynolds and Mach numbers to values
appropriate for the underwater environment, Missile DATCOM was able to provide im-
pressive results as a function of vehicle reference area, especially considering the range of
theoretical values presented in Appendix F. It is assumed in this work that the drag polar
for the vehicles is as shown in Equation 69, where CDo is the zero-lift drag and kC
2
L is the
drag due to lift. It is also assumed that the coefficient k is approximately equal to unity
[95]. The lift coefficient, CL, can be expanded as shown in Equation 70. Also, the reference
area utilized is the area of the vehicle determined by looking at the vehicle from directly in
front of it as given in Equation 71.














The power required for motion of the vehicle is equal to the thrust required times the
velocity. Since thrust is equal to drag for the search cruise condition, the power required
function can be expanded using Equations 69 and 70 as shown in Equation 72. Furthermore,
the power required is also equal to the change in energy with time. If the thrust and velocity
are assumed to remain constant during the search segment, than the power required is
also constant and the endurance can be solved for as given in Equation 73. It is easy to
see that a minimum power condition will provide a maximum endurance. The velocity
condition for maximum endurance can be found my differentiating the power function from
Equation 72 with respect to velocity and solving for the velocity when the differential is
equal to zero. The resultant velocity for minimum power, and thus maximum endurance,
is shown in Equation 74. Similarly, the maximum range of the vehicle can be found by
differentiating the thrust required function with respect to velocity (the thrust required is
just the power required divided by velocity). The resultant velocity for maximum thrust is
given in Equation 75.

















































The maximum endurance and range conditions are important since the purpose of search
missions is usually to cover as much area as possible, but to do so at a high rate. If the
rate of motion, and therefore the area coverage rate, is too low with the velocities given in
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Equations 74 and 75, then the velocity can be increased, but at the detriment to both range
and endurance. The maximum velocity condition is found by calculating the velocity when
the power required is equal to the power available through the motor and shaft. The power
available is equal to the power transmitted through the motor shaft times the efficiency of
the propeller, ηprop, as shown in Equation 76. If the propeller is assumed to have variable
pitch capability, then the propeller efficiency can be expected to be constant [8]. This is a
reasonable assumption, but can be corrected for by calculating the propeller efficiency at
varying speeds of rotation and vehicle velocities. Also, the power transmitted through the
shaft is a function of the motor or engine installed on the vehicle. It is assumed in this work
that the power capabilities of the motor or engine are more than enough for the desired
operating conditions. Figure 83 shows both the required shaft power and required thrust
for one of the sized vehicles. The minimum values of the solid line functions represent the
velocities for minimum power and minimum thrust. The dotted lines express the trend of
power available and thrust available. The intersection of the available and required curves
represents that maximum possible velocity of the vehicle.
Pavailable = ηpropPshaft (76)
Figure 83: Required and Available Power and Thrust Examples
The last velocity condition to consider is the maximum velocity desired. This is a desired
sprint speed that will likely be much less than the maximum velocity that is possible. The
sprint speed will usually only be operated for a fraction of the total mission time. The total
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required power for motion is then the power required for maximum range or endurance plus
a fraction of the power for maximum desired velocity, as shown in Equation 77 (σ is the
fraction of time desired for sprint operation). Since the range is more limiting than the
endurance, the power for maximum range is used here. Finally, the total required energy
for motion is calculated by multiplying the total power of motion by the desired time of
operation, Treq, which may be less than the maximum endurance capability of the vehicle.
PmotionTotal = (1− σ)PmaxRange + σPV∞,sprint (77)
EmotionTotal = PmotionTotalTreq (78)
On the first iteration through the performance sizing, the energy required for motion will
be less than the energy available. Therefore, the vehicle is resized by expanding the energy
section of the vehicle. Since the vehicle has grown in size due to the added energy, the
volume will likely need to be readjusted. The drag on the vehicle may then be affected, and
therefore more energy will be required to overcome the performance decrement. This process
continues until volume and power are balanced, in which case the vehicle is considered to
be sized. The process is regenerated in Figure 84 below.
Figure 84: Implemented Sizing and Synthesis Process
7.3.3 Results of the Vehicle Sizing Process
Two vehicles (a REMUS and an RMMV style) were sized for each of the 90 sensor designs
delineated earlier (36 FLS and 54 SSS). This resulted in a total of 180 vehicle design attempts
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based on carrying a single sensor on either the REMUS or the RMMV style vehicles. The
sizing and synthesis iterations progressed for each vehicle in similar fashions to what is shown
in Figure 85 and Figure 86. In each of these figures, the left most plot displays volume-
iteration versus total length of the vehicle. The middle plot shows volume-iterations versus
the energy available to the vehicle. Finally, the plot on the right conveys the iterative
growth of power onboard the vehicle (dotted line) along with the power required (solid line)
for the sensors and motion.
Figure 85: Vehicle Sizing Iterations with an FLS, Pac = 0.1W
Figure 86: Vehicle Sizing Iterations with an SSS, Pac = 0.1W
The REMUS style vehicles were able to converge on sized solutions for the sensors that
had Pac requirements of 0.1W. However, convergence was not obtainable for 50kW and
100kW sensor power requirements; that equates to 30 out of 90 successfully sized REMUS
style vehicles. This is due to the limited volume available in the REMUS style vehicles along
with batteries (li-ion) with relatively low energy density (≈ 4.5W · hr/in3). The RMMV
vehicles, on the other hand, were able to converge on sized solutions for all of the power
requirements; that equates to 90 out of 90 successfully sized RMMV style vehicles. This
is not surprising since the RMMV has more available volume and uses diesel fuel with a
relatively high energy density (≈ 160W · hr/in3).
Figure 87 shows the sizing results of the forward looking sonars (FLS) installed on the
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REMUS style vehicles (a) and the RMMV style vehicles (b), along with the side-scan sonars
(SSS) installed on the REMUS (c) and the RMMV (d). Notice the difference of scale on
the left axes. The requirements for the RMMV are much greater, which is obvious in
analyzing the energy, length, and total power. The RMMV is a much larger vehicle with
better payload capabilities, but that does not necessarily correlate with greater range as is
shown. On the other hand, the REMUS’ have better range capability, but they are limited
in their sensor payloads because of the lack of energy they can carry. However, the size
requirements for the REMUS are much more reasonable; in other words they are easier to
transport.
(a) REMUS w/ FLS (b) RMMV w/ FLS (c) REMUS w/ SSS (d) RMMV w/ SSS
Figure 87: Sizing results for one sensor type per vehicle
The inability for the REMUS vehicles to converge on sized solutions for the middle and
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upper sensor power requirements should be clear. This is apparent in that there are no data
points for those designs in Figure 87(a) and (c). This fact is the first clue in discovering the
necessity of considering an energy-based approach to vehicle-sensor compatibility. Without
analyzing the vehicle installation, a designer might easily assume all of the sensor designs
that are available are feasible in operation. However, this shows that sensors are not feasible
unless the vehicle they are installed on have the energy capability necessary to power them
and move them through the environment.
In addition, Figure 87 shows that the RMMV style vehicles may have enough energy
to complete a mission on their own (i.e., without collaboration). This is another aspect of
the SoS design that can, and will, be investigated further after some more sizing data is
presented.
With sized vehicles available as is shown in Figure 87, it is now imperative to analyze
performance capabilities. The sensor designs were each tested at three different velocities
in the subsystem chapter: V∞ = {2, 5, 8}m/s. Similarly, the performance of each sized
vehicle is established at the same velocities. Figure 88 shows the REMUS style vehicles’
endurance and power required for motion. The ESW (effective sweep width) values are
from the subsystem chapter. The dark data points represent the installed sensor-vehicle
designs that were feasible for the REMUS style vehicles. The lighter, grayed out, data
points are infeasible sensors for the REMUS style vehicles. Figure 89 presents the same
type of performance analysis for the RMMV vehicles.
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(a) Performance w/ FLS (b) Performance w/ SSS
Figure 88: Endurance and power required for REMUS style vehicles with installed sensors
(a) Performance w/ FLS (b) Performance w/ SSS
Figure 89: Endurance and power required for RMMV style vehicles with installed sensors
7.3.4 Insights from the Coverage Factor
Figures 88 and 89 displayed the endurance and ESW capabilities of each sized vehicle as a
function of vehicle velocity. This leads to the ability to examine the coverage capability of
each vehicle. Recall that the coverage factor is:
λi,ideal = V∞,iSiTi/As





...for both the ideal and worst case scenarios, where Si is the ESW of vehicle i, Ti is the
endurance of vehicle i, and As is the required search area. Figure 90 shows the total coverage
factor for both the ideal and limiting cases, where CF is λ.
(a) REMUS coverage factor w/ FLS installed
(b) REMUS coverage factor w/ SSS installed
Figure 90: Coverage Factor Scatter Plots for REMUS Style Vehicles
Some of the RMMV vehicles have greater endurance and ESW capabilities than most
of the other vehicles. This is because the RMMV has a much higher energy density and
volume. This is seen in Figure 91, where some of the vehicle designs can almost complete
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the entire area search by themselves. The ideal coverage is not likely to occur, but for
some of the designs, the lower bound of expected capabilities in coverage is still close to full
coverage before the 24 hour mission requirement. The dotted reference line in Figure 91 is
the full coverage limit, and the data points with square markers exceed full coverage for the
ideal situation. However, not all of the square markers get to complete coverage before the
24 hour mission requirement.
(a) RMMV coverage factor w/ FLS installed
(b) RMMV coverage factor w/ SSS installed
Figure 91: Coverage Factor Scatter Plots for RMMV Style Vehicles
A more interesting view of the coverage factor is how it changes over time. This is
shown for the REMUS style vehicles with FLS installed in Figure 92. Similarly, the REMUS
vehicles with SSS installed is shown in Figure 93.
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(a) Ideal λ, REMUS, FLS (b) Limited λ, REMUS, FLS
Figure 92: Coverage Factor over time for REMUS Style Vehicles w/ FLS
(a) Ideal λ, REMUS, SSS (b) Limited λ, REMUS, SSS
Figure 93: Coverage Factor over time for REMUS Style Vehicles w/ SSS
In the plots above, it is clear that the REMUS vehicles are incapable of performing the
full mission on their own. The results for the RMMV can be drastically different. This is
presented in Figures 94 and 95.
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(a) Ideal λ, RMMV, FLS (b) Limited λ, RMMV, FLS
Figure 94: Coverage Factor over time for RMMV Style Vehicles w/ FLS
(a) Ideal λ, RMMV, SSS (b) Limited λ, RMMV, SSS
Figure 95: Coverage Factor over time for RMMV Style Vehicles w/ SSS
7.4 Experimental Approach and Results
The previous few sections have delineated a multi-level design method for generating alter-
native sensor and vehicle designs that are to be utilized within a collaborative system-of-
system mission. The vehicle and sensor performance has been calculated through a para-
metric representation of the sensor and vehicle design space. As was stated earlier, varying
design considerations can prove to be either beneficial or detrimental to the cooperative
operations of a grouping of unmanned systems. Therefore, delineation of the single vehicle
capabilities at both the subsystem and system level is an imperative step in determining
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overall effectiveness. The need for energy-based delineation at the system-level along with
the subsystem-level is supported by the subsequent experimental approach of this chapter.
The experimental setup for the system level analyses originally presented in Chapter 4 is
shown again in Figure 96. The next three sections will provide the details for Experiments
3, 4 and 5, and the subsequent results. The arrows at the top of Figure 96 portray data
and analysis flowing from the subsystem-level experiments.
Figure 96: System Level Experimental Setup
The coverage factor was deemed an appropriate means for measuring the system-level
experiments since it mostly combines energy-based parameters from each level of the SoS
hierarchy. Specifically, the velocity (which is a function of vehicle energy), and the total
coverage of multiple vehicles at the SoS level. Unfortunately, a link between sensor width,
Si, and the energy of the vehicle had not been formally established in the literature to the
knowledge of the author. However, the results of the VXE approach to sensor modeling
provided the necessary link, which again is a major contribution of this work.
7.4.1 Experiment 3: Point Mass Comparisons
Experiment 3 demonstrates the gap in separate approaches to sensor analysis when applied
at the vehicle level. For a point-mass vehicle assumption, Ti is just the allowable mission
time. In this experiment, a comparison is made between point-mass vehicles with sensors
that are specified by the sonar equation and operations analysis versus sensors developed
through the new virtual experimentation approach. The flow chart for Experiment 3 is
shown in Figure 97.
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Figure 97: Experiment 3: Coverage Factor Comparisons for Point Mass Vehicles
The 90 sensor designs established in Chapter 6 are each placed on a point-mass vehicle
for Experiment 3. The coverage factor is calculated for each sensor-vehicle combination
at three discrete velocities. Since the vehicles are point-masses, the operational time is
set as 24hrs for each system. Then, the sweep width, Si, of each vehicle is either twice
the theoretical maximum range for a static sensor according to the SE plus OA approach,
or it is the experimentally calculated sweep width according to the VXE approach, which
varies with velocity. Figure 98 shows the comparison of each approach at the three distinct
velocities.
(a) V∞ = 2m/s (b) V∞ = 5m/s (c) V∞ = 8m/s
Figure 98: The Sonar Equation and Operations Analysis over-predicts coverage due to a
lack of information linking sensor performance to vehicle operations.
The x − axis displays the vehicle-sensor index, which has been sorted according to
increasing sweep width calculated by the SE plus OA approach. The results of the charts
are very telling. In particular, the effect of experimental sweep width on overall mission
performance of the sensor is isolated and clearly seen. The CF for SE and OA trend lines
increase in each chart as velocity increases, since the sensor performance in that approach
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is not affected by the operations of the vehicle. However, the CF for VXE Sensors trend
line remains relatively constant. This is because even though velocity is increasing (which
would normally increase the coverage factor), the performance of the sensors degrade with
increased velocity. Therefore, simply increasing vehicle velocity does not provide as much
of an impact. This is a significant observation for collaborative operational planning of
vehicles in a search mission.
7.4.2 Experiment 4: Sized Vehicle Comparisons
Experiment 4 demonstrates the gap in separate approaches to sensor analysis when applied
at the vehicle level, but now without the point-mass vehicle assumption. Instead, the
vehicle time, Ti, is dependent on the vehicle design and velocity. Accordingly, the vehicle
endurance is a function of vehicle design parameters and velocity. The details of the sizing
and synthesis process applied to these vehicles were given earlier in this chapter. Similar
to Experiment 3, the sensor analyses for Experiment 4 are specified by either the sonar
equation and operations analysis or the new virtual experimentation approach. The flow
chart for Experiment 4 is shown in Figure 99.
Figure 99: Experiment 4: Coverage Factor Comparisons for Sized Vehicles
The 90 sensor designs are each placed on either the REMUS-style vehicles or the RMMV
style vehicles. However, as was demonstrated earlier, the REMUS vehicles can only carry
one-third of the 90 sensors due to limited energy capacity of the batteries.
The coverage factor for each vehicle-sensor combination is calculated at three discrete
velocities. Since the vehicles are sized based on payload and baseline design considerations,
the operational time for each vehicle is set as the calculated endurance. The sweep width,
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Si, of each vehicle is either twice the theoretical maximum range for a static sensor ac-
cording to the SE plus OA approach, or it is the experimentally calculated sweep width
according to the VXE approach, which varies with velocity. These are the same sensor
comparisons presented in Experiment 3. Figures 100 and 101 show the comparison of each
sensor modeling approach at the three distinct velocities for vehicles that are endurance
limited.
(a) V∞ = 2m/s (b) V∞ = 5m/s (c) V∞ = 8m/s
Figure 100: Coverage Factor comparisons for sized-REMUS style vehicles with sensors
modeled through the old approach versus the new approach
(a) V∞ = 2m/s (b) V∞ = 5m/s (c) V∞ = 8m/s
Figure 101: Coverage Factor comparisons for sized-RMMV style vehicles with sensors mod-
eled through the old approach versus the new approach
The results of the charts show the significant effect of vehicle endurance on the oper-
ational capabilities, especially when compared with the point-mass vehicle data of Exper-
iment 3. For the REMUS-style vehicles, it is clear that endurance is the main effect in
capability as velocity increases. For the RMMV-style vehicles, endurance has a moderate
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effect, but the specific sensor-modeling approach has the major impact. This is another sig-
nificant observation for collaborative operational planning of vehicles in a search mission.
It shows that energy-based design and analysis of sensors and vehicles have a significant
impact on overall mission effectiveness.
7.4.3 Experiment 5: Vehicle Modeling Comparisons w/ VXE Sensors
Experiment 5 demonstrates the gap in separate approaches to vehicle analysis when utilizing
the sensors developed through the virtual experimentation environment. This is different
from Experiments 3 and 4 in that each of those experiments used varying sensor analyses
with a constant vehicle modeling approach (point-mass vehicles in Experiment 3 and energy-
limited sized vehicles in Experiment 4).
The first approach for the vehicle analysis in Experiment 5 is the point-mass approach,
and the second approach is the sizing and synthesis method built on energy-limited analyses.
The vehicle time, Ti, for the point-mass approach is just the allowable mission time whereas
the sizing approach determines a different endurance time for each vehicle design. The flow
chart for Experiment 5 is shown in Figure 102.
Figure 102: Experiment 5: Coverage Factor Comparisons for Competing Vehicle Analyses
with VXE Sensors
The 90 sensor designs are once again placed on either the REMUS-style vehicles or the
RMMV-style vehicles for Experiment 5, except all of the sensors now have sweep widths (Si)
that are calculated according to the VXE sensor modeling approach. The coverage factor
for each vehicle-sensor combination is calculated at the three discrete velocities. Figures
103 and 104 show the comparison of each vehicle modeling approach at the three distinct
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velocities with sensors developed through the VXE.
(a) V∞ = 2m/s (b) V∞ = 5m/s (c) V∞ = 8m/s
Figure 103: Coverage Factor comparisons for REMUS style vehicles modeled as point masses
versus sizing and synthesis
(a) V∞ = 2m/s (b) V∞ = 5m/s (c) V∞ = 8m/s
Figure 104: Coverage Factor comparisons for RMMV style vehicles modeled as point masses
versus sizing and synthesis
The results of the charts show that the effect of vehicle endurance on the operational
capabilities of the systems is not as large when the sensors are modeled according to the
VXE approach. However, there are still significant effects, especially for the REMUS-style
vehicles. The RMMV-style vehicles do not show as much of an endurance-limited effect
because most of the RMMV-style vehicles have an endurance which is greater than or equal
to the mission time. Once again, this is another significant observation for collaborative
operational planning of vehicles in a search mission. It shows that trade-offs between ve-
hicle designs can have a large impact on overall effectiveness when the vehicles are energy-
limited. Trade-offs can therefore be made between vehicle performance capabilities and
other requirements, such as transportability, reliability, cost, etc.
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7.5 A Foundation for SoS Analysis and Design
Experiment Set B provided data and analyses for expressing the importance in modeling
systems through an energy-based approach. Often in SoS analysis and design, vehicles
and systems are modeled as little more than point-masses as was pointed out throughout
this dissertation. In some situations, that level of detail may be fine. However, for ana-
lyzing alternative SoS which must collaboratively accomplish a mission under constrained
requirements, system capability as a function of energy-limited processes is important.
As can be seen, there are significant trade-offs that can be considered in choosing a
vehicle with the appropriate sensing and maneuvering properties to best complete a mis-
sion. Most of the designs delineated here have varying performance capabilities in terms of
not only range, endurance and speed, but also in terms of probabilistic sensor capability.
Consequently, the question stands as to which vehicle-sensor combination will best be ca-
pable of performing the search mission? Even more so, what combination of vehicles with
associated sensors would best provide the desired search capabilities (or confidence) with a
minimal amount of time and effort?
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CHAPTER VIII
EXPERIMENT SET C: SYSTEM-OF-SYSTEMS LEVEL
The previous two chapters supported the fact that there are significant trade-offs that can
be considered in choosing a vehicle with the appropriate sensing and maneuvering properties
to best complete a mission. The system-level designs considered had varying performance
capabilities in terms of not only range, endurance and speed, but also in terms of probabilis-
tic sensor capability. The system-level performance variations were built on the accepted
approach of sizing a vehicle to balance volume and energy in order to complete a set of re-
quirements. The requirements included payload capacity and available energy to meet the
demands of the subsystems and vehicle kinetics. The variations in subsystem-level design
were due to an energy-based approach of bridging the gap between sensor performance and
vehicle operations. By simulating the sensors in a physics-based virtual experimentation
environment, relationships were created that mapped the probabilistic detection capability
of the sensors with power and motion requirements.
Analysis and design at the SoS and mission level can be approached in many ways and
take many perspectives. The existing statements for defining the overarching goals in de-
signing a system-of-systems are numerous, but one relevant to this dissertation and this
chapter is that “systems-of-systems are large-scale integrated systems which are heteroge-
neous and independently operable on their own, but are networked together for a common
goal. The goal...may be cost, performance, robustness, etc...” [81]. As others have pointed
out, the evaluation of technologies for an SoS determines the relative benefit of a proposed
technology on one or more metrics [19]. Some authors have looked at the development
of robotic swarms as a system-of-systems, applying ant colony optimization and artificial
immune systems to describe the individual system performance [128].
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In this chapter, the energy-based approach applied to the subsystem and sys-
tem levels of the previous two chapters will now be administered at the system-
of-systems level. Through detailed SoS level experiments, this chapter will provide sub-
stantiation to the overarching hypothesis of this dissertation, namely that an energy-based
approach to analyzing system-of-system (SoS) components across multiple levels of the SoS
hierarchy will enable more accurate and transparent trade-offs for SoS analysis of alterna-
tives. Accordingly, this chapter will not only present the energy-based approach developed
for this work, but it will present other techniques that have become ubiquitous with SoS
analysis. These other approaches have been highlighted throughout this dissertation re-
peatedly up to this point, so a concise synopsis of the shortcomings is provided here:
• The subsystem level of SoS analysis and design is often simplified to a set of homo-
geneous sensors that are not affected by operational considerations such as vehicle
velocity.
• The system level of SoS analysis and design is often simplified to a set of point-mass
vehicles which are not affected by sensor-payload requirements or fuel considerations.
• SoS level analyses often include limitations due to the above two bullet points, or
the SoS is characterized by a global metric that does not provide specific mission
performance quantification.
• The number of systems utilized within the SoS mission is often chosen either arbitrar-
ily, or based strictly on the availability of systems.
This chapter will present results of the developed method in comparison with the short-
comings stated above. The application of the developed method will demonstrate new
trade-off insights not gleaned through the other processes. After experimentation, the
method will be formalized in a complete flowchart and placed alongside the generic top-
down decision support process. In this way, the method will be made transparent so that
it will be a process that is clear and repeatable by others. After all, a dissertation built
around the development of a new method must inherently provide a clear road map for
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others to not only use the method, but to understand the new benefits it provides. This
chapter will highlight those benefits and answer the questions: “What are the differences
between the results of the new approach and other techniques?”, and “What is the reason
for those differences?”.
One final piece of the puzzle needed before those questions can be answered is a way to
choose the number of vehicles that will be utilized in the SoS mission. In particular, how
many vehicles will best cover the mission area? In the control systems and robotics litera-
ture, this problem is often simplified by assuming a number of robots, and then optimizing
their movement to cover an area within a maximum cost (the cost is often time). Some
research has been found which approaches the problem from a graph theory perspective
in which a minimum number of tours is calculated for traveling a gridded area. However,
solutions to this problem can be NP -hard and once again, the technique assumes all sensors
and vehicles are homogeneous. Therefore, significant work has been put into developing a
heuristic technique for determining the number of systems that should be used to cover an
area when the systems have non-homogeneous sensing and vehicle performance capabilities.
In this work, the vehicles are required to perform a single pass over the entire search area,
but the requirement of multiple passes is arbitrary to add. This chapter will unfold as
follows:
• Optimal control for an area coverage problem will be reviewed which leads to Experi-
ment 6, which is exploratory in nature. It will present various point-mass multi-vehicle
search simulations and observations will be noted.
• Multi-Integer Linear programming will be presented as an optimization scheme for
subsystem and system level trade-offs as a function of SoS level effectiveness goals.
The need for this optimization scheme comes out of the shortcomings presented in
Experiment 6.
• A new heuristic approach to defining a number of systems to cover a search area will
be presented.
• The full trade-off method for analyzing collaborative system-of-system alternatives
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will be formalized, and Experiment 7 will demonstrate the full approach.
• Results and substantiation of the overarching hypothesis of this dissertation will be
discussed.
8.1 Optimal Control for Area Coverage
Systems engineers usually approach the problem from a systematic, decomposition then
recomposition perspective. Alternatively, a roboticist will often investigate the control of
the individual systems along with an aggregation of control for the multi-robot collaboration.
Research relevant to this dissertation includes work in the realm of optimal or complete area
coverage. However, it is important to start from the simplest case and build up from there,
so area coverage with a single vehicle is pertinent.
Complete coverage with single robots has been researched extensively. Some research
efforts include spiraling algorithms [59] and back tracking [60]. It has also been suggested
that the simplest routine is to move in a single direction until a border or object is en-
countered, and then turn around until another border is reached in a lawn-mower fashion
[69]. Road-map coverage techniques (using graph theory and topological mathematics) can
be useful, although solving for minimum paths can be NP -hard. A coverage algorithm for
determining minimum tours and then defining the number of robots is given in [110]. Ulti-
mately, however, determination of efficient and complete search and exploration strategies
can be computationally intractable [126].
If some amount of a priori information is available for possible target locations in the
form of probability distributions, then the search can be directed in more efficient paths
[126, 180, 25, 71]. If communication is possible (which can be extremely limited in the
underwater environment), then information can be shared among collaborative systems
as the search progresses. In that way, the overall mission effectiveness can be significantly
greater [34]. For multi-vehicle search schemes, other researchers have worked towards either
centralized or decentralized control schemes [56]. Various factors strongly influence the
overall effectiveness of the collaborative operation, including vehicle avoidance, separation
distances, etc.
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There are two main perspectives outlined above, which can come off as qualitative versus
quantitative. The systems engineering approach can be extremely detailed in defining and
decomposing the problem and offering architectural solutions that should be analyzed. On
the other hand, the field of collaborative control can be very quantitative in analyzing
particulars of control theory. However the full system integration is often lacking, with
various simplifying performance assumptions made at the subsystem and system levels.
The rest of this section will demonstrate area coverage utilizing single- and multi-vehicle
search schemes. It is shown through simulation without subsystem and system effects con-
sidered very deeply. In subsequent sections of this chapter, the experiments from the sub-
system and system chapters are brought back into the fold for new collaborative vehicle
experiments. Various linear programming optimization goals are delineated and the over-
arching hypothesis of this dissertation is substantiated.
8.1.1 Defining the System Dynamics
The movement of the systems are assumed to be constrained over the region:
R =
{
(x, y) ∈ R2 : xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax, ymin ≤ y ≤ ymax
}
(80)
Note the assumption of no movement in the z-direction. The system level vehicles are
defined by the set:
X̄ =
[
X1(d̄1, s̄1), X2(d̄2, s̄2), ..., Xn(d̄n, s̄n)
]
(81)
where X̄ is a set of n specified systems, X1, ..Xn, which are each a function of the system
design variables, d̄n, and the subsystem design parameters, s̄n. Similarly,
p̄ = [p̄1(t), p̄2(t), ..., p̄n(t)] (82)
is a set of n state vectors for each of the n systems as they progress throughout the mission
(or process) time, t. The states of each system can also be specified in relation to posi-
tion within the m-dimensional space, Rm, where p̄n(t) = f(pn,x, pn,y), if x, y ∈ Rm. The
operational control of each system throughout the mission is defined by the set:
ū = [ū1(t), ū2(t), ..., ūn(t)] (83)
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which are the control vectors for each of the n systems. The design of the systems, X̄, along
with the permissible excitation inputs of the systems, ū(t), are fundamental in describing
the dynamics of the systems in order to calculate the states over time, p̄(t). A state-based
approach allows the system designs and behaviors to be mapped to the mission processes
through first-order differential equations [52].
The equations of motion over the m = 2-dimensional space for a single vehicle can be
written as:
M(p̈x − ṙṗy) =
∑
Fx = −D cos θ + T cos θ
M(p̈y + ṙṗx) =
∑
Fy = −D sin θ + T sin θ
r̈Izz = NA
(84)
where ṙ is the angular velocity around the z-axis of the vehicle, Izz is the moment of inertia
around the same axis, NA is the moment induced, M is the mass of the system, D is the












As a matter of simplification, it is assumed that the rates of rotation are negligible (therefore
















which are non-linear. In order to linearize the equations of motion, the equilibrium point
is defined as a velocity, ṗe, which is independently chosen depending on the operational
requirement1. In accordance with Equation 86, the directional velocities ṗx and ṗy can be
redefined as the total velocity, ṗ = ṗe, which also allows the cos θ and sin θ terms to drop
out.
1The operational requirement may be based on desired range, endurance, speed, sensor performance, etc.
For maximum range of a propeller driven vehicle the Carson speed may be a useful equilibrium velocity due
to the gradient of the velocity versus power required curve around the Carson velocity [8].
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After linearization through the Taylor series expansion, the A and B state-representation
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Therefore, ṗ = A(t)p(t) + B(t)u(t) is linear and time-varying. According to this setup,
the thrust T is assumed constant throughout the mission. The controlled heading, θ, is de-
termined through specified path planning strategies evaluated at each time step. Similarly,
other control input excitations can be defined, including control surface deflections and at-
titude control thrusters if installed. However, the scope of this work is not to implement
vehicle control strategies, but rather to observe the effect of varying subsystem and system
designs on the overall mission capabilities of a group of collaborative systems. Therefore,
the kinematics of the systems, as was outlined above, is relevant, along with the operational
control (i.e., path planning), but the underlying layers of system control are outside of the
scope. Nonetheless, this is a very interesting area that can, and should, be investigated
through future work.
Energy consumption throughout the mission and the rate at which it is consumed
(power) can be modeled. Since the power required for motion is a function of the dy-
namics of the system, the energy consumption is calculated throughout the full simulation
time. Also, if it is assumed that sensor power is the only relevant subsystem on-board for
now (implying perfect or no communications), then the total energy consumed over time
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(i.e., the total power) is calculated as shown in Equation 89.
Ptotal = Pmotion + Psensor =
dEtotal
dt
Ėtotal = Dṗ+ Psensor = kṗ
3 + Psensor
Ė = kṗ3e + Psensor
(89)
8.2 Experimental Approach
The experimental setup across all levels of the SoS hierarchy originally presented in Chapter
4 is shown again in Figure 105. At the system-of-systems (SoS) level, which is the subject
of this chapter, two experiments are provided: 6 and 7. Experiment 6 explores the mission
behavior of systems-of-systems developed through the old approach. In particular, the
subsystems are based on the old modeling processes, and the vehicles are represented by
point-masses. This should be evident since Experiment 6 follows the left hand path in
Figure 105. From Experiment 6, shortcomings will be observed in the old approach. That
will lead to the development of an optimization scheme and a new path planning approach.
Finally, Experiment 7 will use the new energy-based methods produced and formalized by
this dissertation, along with the optimization and path planning schemes, to provide a final
platform for testing all of the developments of this work. In other words, Experiment 7
demonstrates the full substance of this dissertation.
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Figure 105: Decomposed Level-by-Level Experimental Approach
8.3 Experiment 6: SoS Modeling of Point-Masses and Simplified Sen-
sors
As an example, it is appropriate to begin with a single vehicle and simple path planning logic.
For subsequent examples, the number of vehicles and complexity of operational control (e.g.,
vehicle avoidance, way-point sharing) will be increased. Sensor power is initially scaled as
a function of sensor radius. This simplification will later be appended with actual sensor
power-range relationships. These examples are intended to provide a feel for the effect of
parameter variations on potential performance (i.e., area coverage as a function of time).
It is assumed that full coverage of the area, R, is desired and there are no obstacles
or barriers within the area that must be avoided. In addition to area coverage, maximum
area coverage rate is desired. Therefore, Brownian motion and random walks are likely
inefficient [41]. In order to simplify the path planning for this example, the region R is
discretized into a grid dependent on the sensor radii. For a sensor on vehicle n with radius
σn, the grid points of interest are distributed among r points in the x-direction and s points
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in the y-direction:










and qij = (qi, qj)
(90)
The sensor radius, σn, is the sensor range defined on one side of the vehicle. Therefore, it
would be half of an effective sweep width calculation.
Next, logic for determining the grid points to be searched and in what order must be
defined. It is assumed that single pass search is sufficient, so each qij only needs to be
visited once by the associated vehicle. Therefore, a set Q(t) is defined which contains the
grid points to be searched at time t. Subsequently, at time t = 0, q∀i,∀j ∈ Q(t0). The goal












ṗ(0) = ṗ(tf ) = 0
u1(0) = θ(0) = π/4
(91)
The heading, θ(t), is calculated as the angle in the direction of the closest qi,j ∈ Q(t). If
more than one qij is available, the heading angle is selected to minimize θ(t+ 1)− θ(t) (i.e.,
continue in the current direction if possible). When Q(t) = ∅, the heading is set towards
(px, py) = (0, 0).
The first example simulation was executed with one vehicle as shown in Figure 106. The
results make intuitive sense in that the search tracks follow the path for the nearest point,
qij . The vehicle decided to head in the θ = π/2 direction after arriving at the first point of
the grid. It returns to the starting point after completing all points, which occurred near
the center of the grid. The yellow circles in the chart represent the sensor radius. They are
not plotted at every time step.
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Figure 106: One Vehicle, V∞ = 3m/s, σ = 5m, tf = 0.2hr, Ps = 2W , Ef = 8.3 kJ
Now, the coverage factor will be presented for the above simulation. Recall that accord-
ing to the ideal coverage factor equation, the amount of time for a vehicle to ideally cover
100% of a region is T = As/(V∞S), where As is the total search area and S is the effective
sweep width of the vehicle. This was solved for from the ideal coverage factor shown in
Equation 92 with λI = 1. The random motion coverage factor is shown in Equation 93.
The ideal coverage can be considered an upper bound on performance, whereas the random
coverage is a lower bound. The time for random coverage is Tr = −As ln(1 − λr)/(V∞S),
where a percent coverage needs to be selected as less than unity due to the asymptotic













For the first simulation provided above (Figure 106), the calculated, theoretical time for
ideal coverage is TI = 0.1hr. The theoretical random coverage time for 98% coverage is
0.36hr. According to the coverage factor, the search pattern produced by proceeding to the
nearest way-point is not ideal, but it is much closer to ideal than the random pattern. Part
of the increased time is due to the vehicle traveling back to the initial starting point, which
causes the search pattern to overlap some of the already searched region. Accordingly,
TI = 0.1 < T = 0.2 < Tr = 0.36 hours.
The second simulation was executed with two vehicles as shown in Figure 107. The
sensor on the second vehicle has twice the range of the first vehicle. However, the vehicles
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have no knowledge of each other or each other’s search grids. Therefore, the first vehicle
performs exactly the same as in the first case. Obviously, without collaboration the total
energy will be greater, although the probability of detecting objects would also be greater
because of multiple vehicles passing over the same area. Note that the vehicle velocities are
the same for both vehicles, but since the second vehicle has greater sensor range, it is able
to complete the mission faster and with less total energy. Also, the coverage factor time for
the first vehicle is the same as in the first simulation, but now the second vehicle coverage
factor time are different. In particular, TI = 0.05 < T = 0.1 < Tr = 0.18 hours.
Figure 107: Two Vehicles, V∞,∀i = 3m/s, σ = (5, 10)m, tf = (0.2, 0.1)hr, Ps = (2, 4)W ,
Ef = (8.3 + 5.2) = 13.5 kJ . No way-point collaboration; No vehicle avoidance.
The third simulation shown in Figure 108 includes all of the same settings as the test
case above, except the vehicles now have a complete knowledge of each other’s search
assignments. Therefore, if a vehicle sensor passes a way-point within 10% of the sensor
range, that way-point will be removed from the other vehicle’s queue. The total time is
decreased compared to the second simulation when the vehicles were not collaborating.
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In particular, the total time almost splits the time of the individual vehicle times from
the non-collaborative simulation. The total energy is increased, but not by much. The
energy increase is likely due to inefficient collaboration among the vehicles. In particular,
the vehicles are sharing information about the way-points, so the actual path taken is not
pre-planned. Accordingly, one vehicle can be on its way to a way-point, but if the other
vehicle gets there first, the first vehicle has to turn away to a new way-point. This turns
out to be an inefficient means of decentralized collaboration as compared to a centralized
scheme in which all way-points are pre-planned and must be attended. As it turns out,
the energy required to collaborate can actually make collaboration less efficient than not
collaborating. Therefore, collaboration should be analyzed and designed to achieve more
efficient results if it is to be implemented.
Figure 108: Two Vehicles, V∞,∀i = 3m/s, σ = (5, 10)m, tf,∀i = 0.16hr, Ps = (2, 4)W ,
Ef = (6.7 + 7.8) = 14.5 kJ . With way-point collaboration; No vehicle avoidance.
Another interesting result of the above simulation is the total time of the mission, which
was 0.16hrs for each vehicle. For the first vehicle, the ideal, actual and random coverage
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factor times were TI = 0.1 < T = 0.16 < Tr = 0.36 hours (recall the previous simulation
had 0.2hrs for the first vehicle). The bounds around the actual time for the second vehicle
are different, but the actual time was still within the bounds. The lower theoretical bound
for the second vehicle is TI = 0.05hr and the upper bound for random motion is Tr =
0.18hr. The actual time was T = 0.16hr. However, even though both vehicles’ actual
times were within the theoretical coverage factor bounds, there is no guarantee that they
will be bounded by the theoretical limits in the presence of collaboration. The bounds
are truly relevant if the vehicles’ search paths are independent and the search areas are
completely separate for each vehicle.
In the fourth simulation shown in Figure 109, the vehicles do not collaborate, but they
do try to avoid each other. This is clear in the beginning of the mission when they separate
into different directions. For this case, the avoidance without collaboration did not have a
large impact on time or energy as compared to the previous two simulations (no avoidance or
collaboration and just collaboration, respectively). In this simulation the time was slightly
increased for the second vehicle as compared to the simulation with no collaboration or
avoidance, along with slightly more energy used. On the other hand, the total energy used
was about the same as the simulation with just collaboration.
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Figure 109: Two Vehicles, V∞,∀i = 3m/s, σ = (5, 10)m, tf = (0.2, 0.12)hr, Ps = (2, 4)W ,
Ef = (8.6 + 5.8) = 14.4 kJ . No way-point collaboration; With vehicle avoidance.
In the fifth simulation shown in Figure 110, the vehicles collaborate and avoid each other.
For this case, collaboration with avoidance took a similar amount of time as compared with
the previous cases, however there was a slight increase in energy consumption. The energy
increase is counterintuitive since it is expected that collaborative operations should help
groupings of systems to be more efficient at their task. By more closely examining this
simulation, it becomes evident that the increase in energy consumption is due to the vehicle
queues being constantly updated by each other. Therefore, while a vehicle is on its way to
one way-point, if that way-point is acquired by the other vehicle, the first vehicle has to
then back-track to a new way-point.
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Figure 110: Two Vehicles, V∞,∀i = 3m/s, σ = (5, 10)m, tf,∀i = 0.16hr, Ps = (2, 4)W ,
Ef = (6.8 + 8.0) = 14.8 kJ . With way-point collaboration; With vehicle avoidance.
The avoidance scheme used in the previous simulations utilized the concept of specular
reflection for both vehicles involved in the interaction. In other words, each vehicle would
reflect away from the other vehicle specularly, as if the other vehicle was a plane wall. For
the next two simulations, a different type of avoidance scheme was implemented in order to
see how another small change in operations would impact the overall mission effectiveness.
The new avoidance scheme includes a right-of-way rule in which the vehicle with the larger
sensor always continues in its desired direction of travel, but the other vehicle must reflect
specularly when an interaction occurs. The results of the new avoidance scheme compared
to the old avoidance scheme without and with collaboration are shown in Figures 111 and
112, respectively.
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(a) New avoidance, no collaboration (b) Original avoidance, no collaboration (from
Fig. 109)
Figure 111: Two Vehicles, V∞,∀i = 3m/s, σ = (5, 10)m, tf = (0.2, 0.12)hr, Ps = (2, 4)W ,
Ef = (8.6 + 5.9) = 14.5 kJ . No way-point collaboration; With new vehicle avoidance.
Position and energy plots are associated with plot (a).
The behavior that emerged in Figure 111 for the new avoidance scheme with no col-
laboration is very interesting. The vehicle with the larger sensor range is shown with the
black track-line in Figure 111(a); it is the vehicle with the right-of-way. In this simulation,
the search pattern that emerged for the right-of-way vehicle was a structured lawn-mower
pattern. In comparison, the typical type of pattern that emerged under the old scheme was
a concentric square pattern such as shown during the beginning of the mission in Figure
111(b). This pattern also emerged for the single-vehicle and two-vehicle scenarios in all
of the previous simulations (Figure 106-110). Also, the secondary vehicle with the smaller
sensor range in Figure 111(a) resolves into the typical concentric square pattern after it has
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reflected away from the other vehicle. Once again, this change in avoidance scheme demon-
strates how seemingly simple perturbations at one level of the SoS hierarchy can have large
impacts on how the mission will progress. However, for this example, the mission time and
energy consumption were very similar to the results from the previous avoidance scheme.
In Figure 112, the new avoidance is applied along with vehicle collaboration. The
difference in mission progression over time between the new and old avoidance schemes
can be seen by comparing the (a) and (b) tracks in Figure 112. In this case, the average
mission time and energy consumption actually increased significantly compared to all of
the previous simulations, including the new avoidance simulation with no collaboration.
The counterintuitive observation of greater energy consumption for utilizing a collaborative
scheme is apparent.
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(a) New avoidance, with collaboration (b) Original avoidance, with collaboration (from
Fig. 110)
Figure 112: Two Vehicles, V∞,∀i = 3m/s, σ = (5, 10)m, tf,∀i = 0.18hr, Ps = (2, 4)W ,
Ef = (7.6 + 8.9) = 16.5 kJ . With way-point collaboration; With new vehicle avoidance.
Position and energy plots are associated with plot (a).
Next, in the simulation shown in Figure 113, the thrust of each vehicle was increased
which subsequently raised the velocity of each vehicle. The original avoidance scheme (both
vehicles reflecting specularly) is implemented. It is clear by examining the results of the
simulation that increasing the vehicle velocities helped to decrease the time of the mission.
However, the energy consumption is significantly greater than the previous simulations since
the energy of motion grows at the rate of velocity cubed.
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Figure 113: Two Vehicles, V∞,∀i = 5m/s, σ = (5, 10)m, tf = 0.1hr, Ps = (2, 4)W ,
Ef = (15.7 + 16.5) = 32.2 kJ . With way-point collaboration; With vehicle avoidance.
The quantitative variables and results of the 8 simulations shown so far are given in
Table 5. The table conveys the number of vehicles in each simulation, n, whether or not
collaboration and/or avoidance is implemented, coll. and avoid., the sensor ranges, σ, the
vehicle velocities, V∞, the simulation area, A, the mission time for each vehicle, t, and the
energy consumption for each vehicle, ET . The values on the left-side of the energy column
are total energy, and the values on the right-side are the sensor energy: total/sensor. The
energy values for each vehicle are shown, and the sum of the energy of all vehicles is shown
under each horizontal bar.
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Table 5: Single- and Dual-Vehicle Simulation Data
Key Points to Note The simulations above have supported the statements made through-
out this work that multiple levels of the SoS hierarchy should be closely examined in design-
ing a collaborative SoS. In particular, the operational concepts were varied in the simulations
in a simple fashion, and yet performance varied significantly. At the system-level, a small
change in velocity caused better mission time but also resulted in twice as much energy
consumption. Furthermore, it must be noted that the greater velocity present in the eighth
simulation shown in Figure 113 has no functional link to the sensor performance. There
should be a larger effect on mission performance which is not present due to this simpli-
fication. This is often a simplifying assumption made implicitly in operational planning
and robotics literature. Therefore, the overall mission effectiveness is over-estimated. This
shortcoming will be substantiated further through experiments provided in later sections
in this chapter to be presented. But for now it is important to point out that this type
of overestimation of mission effectiveness was one of the main drivers and observations in
developing the overarching hypothesis of this dissertation, namely that an energy-based
approach to analyzing system-of-system (SoS) components across multiple lev-
els of the SoS hierarchy will enable more accurate and transparent trade-offs
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for SoS analysis of alternatives. The next few simulations show results similar to
those presented above, except with larger search areas implemented, and therefore greater
numbers of vehicles.
Increased Search Area The next simulation, shown in Figure 114, includes an increased
search area of 1000× 1000m2. The previous simulations used a 100× 100m2 search area.
Accordingly, the mission below includes more vehicles, but there is no direction on how
many vehicles exactly to use at this point. The sensor ranges have also been increased to
25meters, and the sensor power is scaled up to 10Watts. The search time has increased
significantly, from a scale of minutes to hours. Similarly, the energy expended has jumped
up an order of magnitude compared to the previous simulations.
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Figure 114: Four Vehicles, V∞,∀i = 3m/s, σ∀i = 25m, tf = 1.48hrs, Ps,∀i = 10W ,
Ef = (105 + 105 + 105 + 105) = 420 kJ . With way-point collaboration; With vehicle
avoidance.
The next simulation shown in Figure 115 includes all of the same characteristics as
the previous simulation except for the sensor parameters. In the previous simulation, the
sensors were homogeneous with a range of 25meters and a power consumption of 10W .
In the following simulation, two vehicles have a sensor range of 20meters with a power
consumption of 8W , and the other two vehicles have a sensor range of 30meters with
a power consumption of 12W . The results were unexpected. In particular, the mission
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time has almost doubled from 1.48hrs to 2.6hrs and the energy expended has similarly
almost doubled from 420 kJ to 733 kJ . However, the only difference applied that caused
the decrement in mission effectiveness was sensor range, and even that difference was not
large. Two sensors had 5m less range, and two sensors had 5m more range. This is another
example of the large impact that is possible on SoS performance due to a relatively small
change in subsystem or system capability.
Figure 115: Four Vehicles, V∞,∀i = 3m/s, σ = (20, 20, 30, 30)m, tf = 2.6hrs, Ps =
(8, 8, 12, 12)W , Ef = (184 + 184 + 182 + 183) = 733 kJ . With way-point collaboration;
With vehicle avoidance.
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8.3.1 Recapitulation of Experiment 6 and Further Developments
The content of this section described an analytical formulation for analyzing alternative
sensors and vehicles in a collaborative search mission. Experiments were executed for one,
two and four vehicle architectures. In addition, sensor radius, sensor power, vehicle in-
teractions, and vehicle thrust were minimally manipulated. It is apparent that even for a
simple set of initial experiments, variations in performance can be significant, and sometimes
counterintuitive.
A major take-away from Experiment Set 6 is that multiple factors influence the overall
effectiveness of the collaborative mission. Factors such as the number of vehicles, sensor
radii, sensor power, vehicle interactions, and vehicle thrust were minimally manipulated,
and the impact was assessed. However, the simulations utilized the concept of point-mass
systems in which the multiple-levels of the SoS hierarchy were not linked through an energy-
based approach. Therefore, vehicle performance did not affect sensor performance or vis-
versa. Consequently, trade-offs could not be effectively made between sensor selection,
vehicle designs, and operational concepts.
Determining the combinations of sensors and vehicles that best perform the mission
is not trivial. For that reason, the next section will systematically step through various
performance measures for optimizing the effectiveness of the mission through combinations
of sensors and vehicles that were designed in the subsystem and system analysis chapters.
8.3.2 Optimization Through Linear Programming
The desire is to minimize a set of performance measures, F̄ , which are functions of the
system designs, subsystem designs, the number of systems, the discretized states of the
systems during a mission, and the operational control of the systems. Therefore,
X̄ =
[
X1(d̄1, s̄1), X2(d̄2, s̄2), ..., Xn(d̄n, s̄n)
]
is a set of n specified systems, X1, ..Xn, which are each a function of the system design
variables, d̄n, and the subsystem design parameters, s̄n. Similarly,
p̄ = [p̄1(t), p̄2(t), ..., p̄n(t)]
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is a set of n state vectors for each of the n systems as they progress throughout the mission
(or process) time, t. The states of each system can also be specified in relation to posi-
tion within an m-dimensional space, Rm, where p̄n(t) = f(pn,x, pn,y), if x, y ∈ Rm. The
operational control of each system throughout the mission is defined by the set
ū = [ū1(t), ū2(t), ..., ūn(t)]
which are the control vectors for each of the n systems. The design of the systems, X̄, along
with the permissible excitation inputs of the systems, ū(t), are fundamental in describing
the dynamics of the systems in order to calculate the states over time, p̄(t). A state-based
approach allows the system designs and behaviors to be mapped to the mission processes
through first-order differential equations [52].
The set of performance measures to be minimized are functions of the variable sets
specified above, subject to functional constraints, Ḡ. Side constraints can also be included.










The set of performance measures F̄ may result in a single- or multi-objective optimization
scenario. The performance measures may include effectiveness metrics such as area coverage
rate, fuel efficiency, minimum energy expenditure, and maximum situational awareness
among others. Most practical engineering problems, especially on the scale of a collaborative
grouping of systems, are multi-objective in nature. Therefore, there is likely not a single
“best” solution, but rather a set of potential solutions that must be analyzed and decided
between. If the control inputs are varied throughout the mission, then performance is also a
function of time. If that is the case, the problem can be restated as an attempt to minimize
the integral of the performance over the mission, task or process. The final time, tf , may














, have no guarantee of continuity. Similarly, the number of sys-
tems, n, utilized in the collaborative grouping is inherently discrete. Therefore, it cannot be
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automatically assumed that any of the performance measures in the performance vector F̄
are smooth. An overarching question from a mathematical perspective is then: how should
changes be made to X̄(d̄, s̄), p̄(t), and ū(t) in order to obtain minimized solutions for F̄?
The subsystem and system analysis chapters produced hundreds of alternative vehicle
and sensor combinations that can be included in the SoS operations. The system set X̄ is
made up of the 120 sized vehicles from the system analysis chapter. There were actually
180 designs initially in the system set in accordance with the 180 sensor designs from the
subsystem chapter, which make up the set s̄. However, 60 of the REMUS style vehicles could
not converge on a sized solution for the associated 60 sensors with medium and high power
requirements. Additionally, the design variables for each vehicle, d̄, include parameters
such as the vehicle diameters, length, and fuel type (battery or diesel fuel).
The desire is to maximize mission effectiveness as a function of the vehicles, X̄. Since
the set X̄ is discrete in nature, mixed-integer linear programming provides an appropriate
path. The original problem formulation without control inputs is:














The general format for a mixed-integer linear programming problem with a single ob-
jective is:
min fTx subject to

x(γ)
A · x ≤ b
Aeq · x = beq
lb ≤ x ≤ ub
(97)
...where f is a vector of cost coefficients, γ is a vector of integers, A is the linear inequality
constraint matrix, b is the linear inequality constraint vector, Aeq and beq are similar for
equality constraints, and lb and ub are vectors of lower and upper bounds for each variable,
x.
In order to use the set of vehicles, X̄ in this problem, they must be reformatted to fit
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the mixed-integer linear programming problem. This is done as follows:
x =
[
x(1)X̄1, x(2)X̄2, ..., x(n)X̄n
]
(98)
...where x(1) = 1 means that vehicle X̄1 has been chosen, and x(1) = 0 means that vehicle
X̄1 is not used. Recall that the subsystem chapter established 90 sensor designs with
varying design and performance properties. The breakdown was 36 specific forward looking
sonar (FLS) designs and 54 specific side scan sonar designs. Each sensor was executed
through the virtual experimentation environment at 3 discrete velocities in order to create
an energy-based functional link between sensor operations and sensor performance. In the
system chapter, REMUS style and RMMV style vehicles were used as baselines for sizing
new vehicles that could carry each of the 90 sensor designs. As it turned out, only 30
REMUS style vehicle were able to converge out of 90 attempts. The breakdown was 12
REMUS style vehicles with an FLS, and 18 with an SSS. The RMMV did much better in
terms of convergence. All 90 of the sizing attempts were successful for the RMMV, resulting
in 36 RMMV style vehicles with FLS installed and 54 with SSS installed. In total, there
are n = 120 vehicles available for the optimization set X̄.
As was stated earlier, SoS design problems are multi-objective in nature. However,
mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) desires a single cost function. Therefore, the SoS
design problem can be restated to minimize a single cost function while other requirements
are defined as constraints, either equality or inequality. Multi-objective mixed-integer linear
programming techniques do exist and can be applied if desired, however development and
application of such a technique is beyond the scope of this text.
Various cost coefficients can be tested and analyzed. Naturally, the desire is to maximize
area coverage. The coverage effort was defined as:
cei = V∞,iSiTi (99)
...where V∞,i is the velocity of vehicle i, Si is the effective sweep width, and Ti is the
vehicle endurance. Note that Ti can be defined as either the vehicle endurance or the
maximum allowed mission time, whichever is less. Also, for these experiments, each of the
120 vehicles can be defined to operate at any of the three discrete velocities defined earlier:
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V∞ = (2, 5, 8)m/s, which are the velocities at which effective sweep width experiments
were executed. Accordingly, the full set of vehicles to be used in the linear programming
optimization problem is n = 360, where every three vehicles are the same design, but with a
different operational speed. Subsequently, both sensor and vehicle performance are affected
since the design alternatives have energy-based functional links between the subsystem and
system levels.
8.3.3 Cost Function Investigation
Maximize Coverage Effort: In order to maximize coverage effort, the cost function can
be defined to minimize the negative of the aggregate coverage effort as shown in Equation
100. Without any constraints, the optimization would converge on a solution of unity for all
integer variables, x. An arbitrary constraint is to desire the ten vehicles with the greatest
coverage effort. Accordingly, Aeq · x = 10, where Aeq is just a unity vector. Recall that
there are n = 360 designs to choose from when including operational speed as a variable.












 ti,endurance, ti,endurance < TMissionMaxTMissionMax, ti,endurance ≥ TMissionMax
(100)
The results of the ten vehicles with the greatest coverage effort are shown in Figure
116. In the chart shown, the solid diamond data points are the REMUS style vehicles while
the open-circle data points are the RMMV style vehicles. The highlighted data-points
represent the ten selected maximum coverage effort vehicles. Note that the y − axis is the
coverage factor for both the random and ideal cases. Therefore, the calculated coverage
factors are the coverages for a single vehicle. All ten vehicles were RMMV style vehicles
with SSS sensors installed. This intuitively makes sense since the RMMV vehicles have the
greatest endurance capabilities (T ). However, there is a subtle behavior in this data that
immediately starts to reveal some effects of considering trade-offs at all levels of the SoS
hierarchy through energy-based functionals. For example, the sensor-vehicle combinations
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with the greatest ESW are not the best in terms of coverage effort and factor. This is
because the vehicles with the greatest velocities were not the vehicles with the greatest
endurance or the best effective sweep widths. This was the premise of Hypothesis 3 which
was substantiated through the experiments and analyses provided in Chapter 6. Recall that
Hypothesis 3 was established after observing that there is a missing link between sensor
performance at the subsystem level and the operational components of the other levels of
the hierarchy (vehicle performance and multi-agent grouping effects). Therefore, if the SoS
design space was not built-up through the subsystem and system levels using an energy-based
approach, the trade-offs shown here would not be evident. A representative example of one
of the RMMV style designs that was a result of this optimization is shown in Figure 117.
Figure 116: Maximum Coverage Effort Results for Ten Vehicles
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Figure 117: Representative RMMV Style Design
Maximize Specific Effort Another objective that could be desired is minimum power
consumption, or maximum coverage effort per unit of power. This can be a very important
factor since operational costs and ultimately life-cycle costs of systems might be directly
correlated with energy usage. The cost function for this will be called the specific effort.
















 ti,endurance, ti,endurance < TMissionMaxTMissionMax, ti,endurance ≥ TMissionMax
(101)
The combination of vehicles for maximum specific effort is ten REMUS style vehicles. Four
were with FLS installed, and six were with SSS installed.
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Figure 118: Maximum Specific Coverage Results for Ten Vehicles
Minimize Energy of Full Coverage Another cost function considered was minimum
energy expended over the duration of the mission:
∑
TiPTotix(i). However, in consider-
ing this cost function, it was evident that the optimization would drive the solutions to
those with minimum power and minimum endurance, which would result in a very slow-to-
complete mission.
Recapitulation of Optimization It has become clear that constraining the number
of vehicles is a poor way to develop an SoS alternative. It would be helpful to use the
coverage factor as a constraint, but as was shown earlier, the coverage factor can only be
calculated for independent operations. It is inaccurate if search paths overlap. Also, the
collaborative schemes implemented up to this point approach coverage times for random
motion and are highly inefficient. The next section provides a solution to constrain the
problem appropriately and propose a new way to implement the collaborative search scheme.
8.3.4 Path Planning for an Unknown Number of Vehicles
All of the previous simulations have demonstrated collaborative behavior in which the de-
fined vehicle way-points overlap each other. While the vehicles move through the search
area, they remove way-points from the queues of other vehicles. However, this has been
shown to be inefficient and does not lead to a theoretical estimate of the number of vehicles
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that should be utilized. After all, Brownian motion and random walks are typically inef-
ficient [41]. However, the ideal coverage factor shows that a structured pattern in which
vehicles minimally overlap provides the shortest time for total coverage.
Min and Papanikolopoulos [110] reinforce the observation made in this dissertation that
typical area coverage research focuses on maximizing area and minimizing time for a known
number of systems [1, 136]. However, for an SoS analysis of alternatives design problem, the
number of systems is unknown. This was the motivation for implementing mixed-integer
linear programming in the previous section. Unfortunately, the cost functions can only be
defined relative to Brownian (i.e., random) motion without a predefined operational concept
for the vehicles. But, again, the number of vehicles is unknown. This is an underdetermined
system.
Min and Papanikolopoulos did put forward a technique for area coverage with an un-
known number of robots restricted by a maximum time requirement. However, the technique
relied on only having to visit a known set of prioritized points (or key points of interest as
they called them). The travel cost associated with the edges of the graph were defined as
the Euclidean distances between points. The algorithm determines the minimum number of
tours for completing the total area within a specified time, which in turn defines the number
of robots. It begins by calculating the path of maximum cost and then finds the minimum
tour to return to the starting position. This repeats iteratively until all points have been
accounted for. An example of the result of the algorithm versus a k-nearest neighbor (kNN)
algorithm for minimum tours is shown in Figure 119.
Figure 119: Shortest Tours for Determining Minimum Number of Robots [110]
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As can be seen in Figure 119, the algorithm works well for a set of prioritized points.
Prioritizing points results in a critical case, so it is no longer under constrained. Unfortu-
nately in an area coverage problem where all points must be covered, there are no prioritized
points even if a grid is placed over the area.
In spite of these shortcomings, the algorithm presented by Min and Papanikolopoulos
inspired a new heuristic approach developed as part of this dissertation. It is dependent on
three factors in order to provide a critical solution to the area coverage problem:
1. The vehicles must all start from the same position. This is reasonable since an un-
derwater search mission will typically be launched from a single mother-ship.
2. The highest cost point in the area is the furthest point diagonally away from the
starting position.
3. Sensor widths must be known. They can be homogeneous, heterogeneous, or even
fractional if overlap is desired (i.e., they can be defined as less than they actually are
by some percentage in order to allow paths to overlap).
The heuristic search coverage algorithm developed here to estimate the total number of
vehicles required, assuming the factors listed above, is also a function of vehicle search
efforts. Recall that the search effort is an energy-based functional that links the various
levels of the SoS hierarchy due to the developments provided in the previous two chapters.
The algorithm uses the mixed-integer linear programming approach established earlier in
this chapter with two possible cost functions which provide varying SoS alternatives. The
two cost functions were delineated in Section 8.3.3. Each of the two cost functions are
functions of a required time, τi,k, for vehicle i and a search path k, to-be-defined.
The two cost functions are given in Equations 102 and 103. Equation 102 is the optimal
coverage effort for path k which takes time τi,k, depending on the velocity and sweep width of
vehicle i. Similarly, Equation 103 is the power specific coverage effort for path k which takes
time τi,k, depending on the velocity and sweep width of vehicle i. The optimization problem
is a linear programming problem to find the vehicle i out of n vehicles that maximizes (or
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minimizes the negative) of f .
maximize
i
f = V∞,iSiτi,k ∀i = 1, ..., n (102)
maximize
i
f = V∞,iSiτi,k/Pi,total ∀i = 1, ..., n (103)
The algorithm begins by calculating an array of size n which contains the required
distances of each vehicle to travel path k. The first required distance is to go from the
starting point of the area to the furthest diagonal along a path in which the effective sweep
width of the vehicle is interior to the path. The initial path, k = 1, is shown in Figure 120.
Figure 120: Initial Required Distance for Heuristic Coverage Algorithm
The required distance is dependent on the distances ai,1, bi,1, and ci,1 shown in Figure
120, which are subsequently functions of the ESW of vehicle i and the search area diagonal








ci,1 = xydiag − bi,1 = xydiag − ESWi/2






Therefore, the algorithm finds a single vehicle to optimize Equation 102 or 103 subject to
the following constraints:
τreq,i,k − tavail,i ≤ 0
dreq,i,k − V∞,itavail,i ≤ 0
l∑
k=1
τreq,i,k − Tmax ≤ 0
(105)
...where l is the total number of paths assigned to vehicle i and Tmax is the maximum
mission time. Also, tavail,i = Ei/Pi, which is the total operational time available for vehicle
i at the beginning of the mission according to the ratio of the available energy, Ei, and the
power consumption, Pi. After the first vehicle is assigned to path k = 1, the time for path
k is subtracted from the available time: tleft,i = tavail,i − τreq,i,1. This is the time left over
for vehicle i to potentially be assigned to other subsequent paths. After the first path is
assigned a vehicle, subsequent paths on one-half of the search area are assigned vehicles.
However, the required distances are slightly different as shown in Figure 121.
Figure 121: Iterative Required Distance After the Initial Distance
The distances for paths 2 through the total number of paths on one side use the same a
and b relationships delineated in Equation 104. After convergence on one side, the algorithm
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is repeated for the other side of the search area. The total distance of each path is:





























ESWm ≥ xmax or ymax
(106)
8.4 The Full Method
Experiments 1–6 have led to the development of a full, multi-level trade-off method for
analyzing collaborative SoS alternatives which is shown in Figure 122 along with associated
comments.
Figure 122: Full Developed Method with Comments
However, the method shown in Figure 122 incorporates specific activities to be performed
for the underwater search mission. Consequently, the steps must be generalized to make
it applicable to any collaborative system-of-systems problem. The generalized method is
given in Figure 123. Experiment 7, provided in the next section, will demonstrate the final
results of the method.
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Figure 123: Full Developed Generalized Method with Comments
8.5 Experiment 7: Application of the Full Method
Experiment Set 7 takes the next step in the substantiation of the method developed in
this dissertation by looking at the trade-offs possible for the collaborative SoS when an
energy-based approach is applied. Relevant variables include the number of vehicles (the
experiments from the subsystem- and system-level chapters provided hundreds of vehicle
possibilities), the sensor ranges and power requirements, and the vehicle dynamics (in par-
ticular the drag and energy functionals). The problem is to maximize mission effectiveness
for changes in the discrete (number of vehicles, type of operations, etc.) and continuous
(thrust, sensor range, etc.) variables.
The first step of the method is defining the problem, including mission requirements
and high-level constraints. The full problem definition was provided in Chapter 5 and will
not be repeated here. However, it is graphically shown alongside the full method in Figure
124.
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Figure 124: Defining the Problem
The next step of the method is to decompose the problem into desired subsystems, sys-
tems, and operational concepts. The decomposition is shown in Figure 125. The highlighted
boxes are the options which were chosen for the example problem defined in Chapter 5.
Figure 125: Decomposing the Problem
The next three steps of the method include the subsystem, system and SoS level analyses
that have been detailed throughout the last three chapters. For that reason, the results will
not be repeated here since they can be easily referred to. However, the relevant step of
the method for Experiment 7 is the final step of the method, namely the optimization step
for evaluating alternatives. The optimization algorithm is applied to the two cost functions
expressed earlier. The results are provided below.
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8.5.1 Specific Effort Optimization
The algorithm progressing for the specific effort cost function in Equation 103 is shown in
Figure 126. It can be seen that the linear programming optimization along with the area
coverage algorithm chose five vehicles to complete the mission. The five vehicles were all
REMUS style vehicles, three with SSS sensors and two with FLS sensors. The scatter-plot
of the vehicle parameters relative to all of the other possible vehicles is shown in Figure 127.
A simulation of the vehicles and the target locations is shown in Figure 128. The mission
took 19 hours and detected 80% of the targets.
(a) Vehicle 1 Assignment (b) Vehicle 2 Assignment
(c) Vehicle 3 Assignment (d) Vehicle 4 Assignment (e) Vehicle 5 Assignment
Figure 126: Coverage Algorithm Example Progression for f = V∞,iSiτi,k/Pi,total
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Figure 127: System Parameters for Coverage Algorithm with f = V∞,iSiτi,k/Pi,total
(a) (b)
Figure 128: Vehicle Tracks and Target Locations for Virtual Experimentation
8.5.2 Coverage Effort Optimization
In addition, the algorithm progressing for the coverage effort cost function in Equation 102
is shown in Figure 129. It can be seen that the linear programming optimization along
with the area coverage algorithm chose two vehicles this time to complete the mission. The
two vehicles were both RMMV style vehicles with side-scan-sonars. The scatter-plot of
the vehicle parameters relative to all of the other possible vehicles is shown in Figure 130.
Finally, a simulation of the vehicles and the target locations is shown in Figure 131. The
mission took 24 hours, which was longer than the previous SoS alternative, but it resulted
in 90% detection of the targets, which is 10% better in total targets detected.
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(a) Vehicle 1 Assignment (b) Vehicle 2 Assignment
Figure 129: Coverage Algorithm Example Progression for f = V∞,iSiτi,k
Figure 130: System Parameters for Coverage Algorithm with f = V∞,iSiτi,k
(a) (b)
Figure 131: Vehicle Tracks and Target Locations for Virtual Experimentation
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8.6 Experiment Set C Conclusions
In Section 8.3.3, it was shown that linear programming provided an efficient and transparent
way for selecting alternative SoS architectures. In a sense, the linear programming opti-
mization performed the analysis of alternatives. However, the optimization is completely
dependent on the cost functions and constraints provided by the design engineer.
In this work, the cost functions and constraints are born out of requirements definition
and physics-based analysis. Yet, for a collaborative SoS search problem, the number of
vehicles is difficult to determine since the operational scheme is undefined, and therefore the
problem is under constrained. With the new heuristic path planning algorithm developed
in this work, the SoS alternatives can be determined based on both efficient operations and
on system/subsystem performance. This chapter has substantiated Hypothesis 4:
Hypothesis 4 If the coverage effort is defined as a function of linked energy-
based parameters from the subsystem level up through the SoS level, then the
coverage effort can be formulated as a cost function within a mixed-integer linear




This dissertation has provided a new method for analyzing collaborative system-of-system
alternatives through an energy-based approach. The starting point of the method was built
upon a foundation of accepted generic systems engineering processes. The final generalized
method alongside the generic top-down decision support process is shown in Figure 132.
Figure 132: Final Multi-Level Trade-off Methodology Alongside the Top-Down Decision
Support Process
The purpose of this research was to ask questions (and offer methodical solutions) about
designing systems and groupings of systems that are to work together as effectively as pos-
sible. A foundation was built on defining high level mission requirements and subsequently
decomposing the problem across multiple levels of the system-of-system hierarchy. Design
options at each level of the hierarchy including individual systems, subsystems, and group-
ings of systems were considered and trade-offs were presented. Various steps of the design
process were established and argued for or against, and significant focus was placed on
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the analysis of alternatives. The overarching hypothesis of this dissertation was stated as
follows:
Hypothesis 1 An energy-based approach to analyzing system-of-system (SoS)
components across multiple levels of the SoS hierarchy will enable more accurate
and transparent trade-offs for SoS analysis of alternatives.
After the literature review, another hypothesis was presented:
Hypothesis 2 If the performance parameters of the coverage factor metric are
defined as energy-based functionals that link the various levels of the SoS hi-
erarchy, then the coverage factor can be used to provide more accurate and
transparent analysis of alternatives between disparate SoS subsystem and sys-
tem components.
Hypothesis 2 was established due to the investigation of coverage factor as a metric to
describe SoS performance. The experimentation in this work leaned on comparisons between
the coverage factor calculations when energy-based formulations are used across the levels
of the SoS hierarchy versus when energy-limited formulations are not used. This led to two
additional hypotheses:
Hypothesis 3 If a relationship is formed between sensor energy, sensor detec-
tion capability, and sensor velocity, then an energy-based link will be established
between the effective sweep width parameter at the subsystem level and the vehicle
performance at the system level.
Hypothesis 4 If the coverage effort is defined as a function of linked energy-
based parameters from the subsystem level up through the SoS level, then the
coverage effort can be formulated as a cost function within a mixed-integer linear
programming optimization for the selection of alternative SoS designs.
An overview of the experimental approach utilized in substantiating these hypotheses
is provided in the next few sections, followed by some final closing comments.
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9.1 Experimental Overview
The delineated experimental approach is outlined in Figure 133. The gray boxes represent
methods which link the levels of the SoS through energy-based functionals. The white boxes
are other approaches typically utilized for analyzing SoS performance and effectiveness at
varying levels of the system-of-system hierarchy.
Figure 133: Decomposed Level-by-Level Experimental Approach
The experimental approach utilized in this dissertation was dependent on data acqui-
sition and analysis of various paths to the SoS design problem at each level of the SoS
hierarchy.
9.1.1 Experiment Set A: Subsystem Level Review
At the subsystem level, data was acquired to compare the three different approaches through
three different analyses. Through a design of experiments and a set of physical constraints,
90 sonar designs were selected to be tested through each analysis path. The specification
of the 90 sensor designs was explored in detail in Chapter 6. In context of the Sensor
Performance path, the 90 sensor designs were analyzed deterministically through the sonar
equation (SE) which provided characteristics such as the theoretical maximum sensor range.
Along the Operations Analysis (OA) path, sensor designs were explored probabilistically,
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but the sensor performance was simplified. In particular, the sensors were defined as generic
probability distributions which are expected to detect a target within some probability as
a function of range away from the sensor.
Finally, through the third subsystem level path, sensor designs were explored through
the virtual experimentation method developed in this work, which is one of the major con-
tributions of this dissertation. The approach was to first specify physical constraints for the
90 sensor designs through the sonar equation and then to test each of the sensors in a Vir-
tual Experimentation Environment (VXE). After the inclusion of multiple velocities, target
locations, and Monte Carlo runs per sensor, a total of 101,250 simulations were executed.
The 101,250 experiments performed within the VXE provided sensor characteristics uti-
lized in comparing the new approach (the energy-based VXE process) against the existing
methods (SE and OA).
As was shown, the VXE approach provides an energy-based link between the perfor-
mance of the subsystem and the operational scheme of the system. This information was
not previously available without real-world experiments. Therefore, the development of
the new virtual experimentation method can provide highly-desirable information about
trade-offs between subsystem capabilities without the expense of real-world experiments. It
should be noted that the information acquired is only useful for relative comparisons, not
absolute real-world values, in the absence of real-world data for verification.
Experiment Set A partially substantiated Hypothesis 3: If a relationship is formed
between sensor energy, sensor detection capability, and sensor velocity, then an energy-
based link will be established between the effective sweep width parameter at the subsystem
level and the vehicle performance at the system level. Full substantiation was developed
through the system-level experiments to-be-reviewed next. Additionally, substantiation of
Hypothesis 3 is part of substantiating the overall hypothesis of this dissertation.
9.1.2 Experiment Set B: System Level Review
At the system level, data was acquired to compare vehicles modeled as point-masses versus
sized-vehicles with energy dependencies. Each system-level approach was tested with the
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varying subsystem level techniques described above. The measurement utilized to compare
each of the system-level experiments was the coverage factor function which was introduced
in Chapter 3, in Section 3.5.3.
In Experiment 3, the coverage factors for point-mass vehicles were compared using sub-
systems modeled with either: (1) a hybrid Sensor Equation (SE) plus Operations Analysis
(OA) approach or (2) the new subsystem Virtual Experimentation (VXE) approach. For
Experiment 4, the subsystems were modeled in the same way as Experiment 3, but the
comparisons were taken a step further by utilizing energy-dependent sized-vehicles. Finally,
Experiment 5 compared the point-mass vehicles against the energy-dependent sized vehi-
cles, but the subsystem-level modeling was only executed through the new VXE approach.
The results of Experiments 3, 4 and 5 showed the unquestionable impact of utilizing an
energy-based approach which links the subsystem level to the system level in SoS analysis
and design.
Experiment Set B provided data and analyses for expressing the importance in model-
ing systems through an energy-based approach. Often in SoS analysis and design, vehicles
and systems are modeled as little more than point-masses as was pointed out throughout
this dissertation. In some situations, that level of detail may be fine. However, for ana-
lyzing alternative SoS which must collaboratively accomplish a mission under constrained
requirements, system capability as a function of energy-limited processes is important.
9.1.3 Experiment Set C: SoS Level Review
At the system-of-systems (SoS) level, the energy-based approaches applied to the subsystem
and system levels of the previous experiments were administered to collaborative SoS ar-
chitectures. In Experiment set 6, experiments were executed for multi-vehicle architectures
in which sensor radius, sensor power, vehicle interactions, and vehicle thrust were manip-
ulated. The sensors and vehicles in Experiment set 6 were modeled according to the old
approach and was exploratory in nature. The purpose of Experiment 6 was to demonstrate
the shortcomings in SoS analysis when the subsystem and system level components are not
modeled as energy-based functionals. It was apparent that even for a simple set of initial
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experiments, variations in performance can be significant, and sometimes counterintuitive.
It was shown that multiple factors influence the overall effectiveness of a collaborative SoS
mission, which is obvious, but what was not so obvious was how to select the right com-
bination of sensors and vehicles to get the job done in the best way possible. Multiple
gaps were identified through Experiment 6, including the need for a way to determine the
appropriate combinations of subsystems and systems that should be utilized, along with the
need for a path planning scheme for efficient collaboration. Consequently, a new heuristic
area coverage algorithm was developed which was applied along with mixed-integer linear
programming to perform an analysis of alternative SoS architectures and fill the stated
gaps.
Filling the gaps that were identified in Experiment 6 led to the completion of the method
developed within this dissertation. Experiment 7 then provided a final demonstration of
the applied method. The results of Experiment 7 were based on systematically assessing
various performance measures for optimizing the effectiveness of the collaborative mission
through combinations of sensors and vehicles. For the mine warfare representative example
problem used in this work, the results of the method included two competing options for
a decision maker to choose between. One of the SoS solutions had a faster mission time,
while the other SoS solution was able to detect more targets within the search area. The full
generalized method with the determined solutions alongside the generic top-down decision
support process is shown in Figure 134.
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Figure 134: The Applied Method Leads to a Portfolio of Non-Dominated Results for a
Decision Maker to Choose Between
9.2 Making a Decision
This dissertation was scoped down to focusing on the analysis of alternatives (as shown by
the gray boxes in Figure 134 above). Accordingly, the requirements definition and system
decomposition steps at the beginning of the method were not specifically investigated in this
work; instead, existing techniques were discussed and utilized. Similarly, the final step of
the generic top-down decision support process is to make a decision. Although the decision
step is not specifically the concern of this dissertation, it is prudent to provide some insights
on how a decision maker can go about the process.
The alternative results of the applied method in this work were typical of multi-attribute
design problems. In particular, when there are multiple objectives that a decision maker
cares about, there will often be competing solutions. Some of the solutions perform better
in a subset of criteria while other solutions are dominant in other dimensions. Mission time
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and the percent of objects detected were the objectives considered in this work. Others could
include the life cycle cost, the transport volume, reliability, etc. Consequently, a decision
maker would likely have a set of preferences, even if the preferences are not explicitly
known. The concept of preferring that some dimensions of the problem are met over others
has led to entire fields of research, including Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM)
and Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) [45].
In MCDM, the theory of conjoint measurement attempts to provide a decision mathe-
matically by constructing a numerical expression of synthesized unique criteria [51]. MCDM
methods are often optimization related. For MAUT methods, the unique criterion are often
combined in an additive value function (or overall evaluation criteria) to consider the indi-
vidual effects [45]. The additive value function is the central model of the theory of conjoint
measurement for n criteria. Dyer provides an incredibly concise delineation of MCDM and
MAUT and how they are often applied [45]:
MCDM assumes that a decision maker is to choose among a set of alternatives
whose objective function values or attributes are known with certainty. Many
problems in MCDM are formulated as multiple objective linear, integer, or non-
linear mathematical programming problems, and many of the procedures proposed
for their solution are interactive. MAUT...focuses on the structure of multicrite-
ria or multiattribute alternatives, usually in the presence of risk or uncertainty,
and on methodologies for assessing individuals’ values and subjective probabili-
ties. MAUT embraces both a large body of mathematical theory for utility models
and a wide range of practical assessment techniques that pay attention to limited
abilities of assessors. Information obtained from assessment usually feeds into
the parent problem to rank alternatives, make a choice, or otherwise clarify a
situation for the decision maker. Sensitivity analysis is often involved in the
assessment and choice processes.
Accordingly, various methods exist for enabling a quantitative decision making process.
Depending on the decision maker preferences, each technique may vary greatly in the final
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result. The article written by Dyer et al. [45] can be referred to for seminal sources on a
plethora of techniques.
9.3 Where to go Next
This dissertation was scoped down to a reasonable portion of work but still provided a sig-
nificant degree of complexity. However, there is room to grow in further developments for
the method that was produced. In terms of furthering the method, it would be prudent to
apply new test problems including collaborative sets of aircraft, cars, and other autonomous
systems. Insights can be gleaned from the applications which would help to support the
credibility of the multi-level trade-off methodology. Also, a relatively simple next step
would be to incorporate communications modeling at the subsystem level of analysis. In
addition, various optimization schemes could be applied to the analysis of alternatives, in-
cluding multi-objective mixed-integer linear programming, evolutionary techniques (genetic
algorithms, particle swarm, etc.) and many more. Finally, new and refined path planning
algorithms could be implemented.
Another area that could be pushed forward in future research is extending the mine
warfare modeling of the representative example problem. This could include more depth
in the vehicle models (more subsystems, model motor and engine performance, reliability,
etc.). Also, different sensors could be used such as laser-based systems. Other additions
would be cost-modeling and additional constraints such as life-cycle costs, operational costs,
and transportability. Finally, more of the mine hunting mission could be examined including
the identification, localization and neutralization stages.
9.4 Lessons Learned
This dissertation came to fruition because of the important and highly relevant role that
system-of-systems analysis and design plays, and will play, in the world today and in the
future. As unmanned and autonomous systems become ubiquitous in everyday life, the
need and desire for those systems to collaborate will surely increase. From commercial
product deliveries to military operations, analyzing alternative systems-of-systems is a rich
area for research. While there are multiple disciplinary challenges that must be overcome,
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there is also a need for the large-scale perspectives put forward in this dissertation through
systems engineering and concurrent engineering. However, the large-scale focus of the prob-
lem should be accompanied by highly detailed physics-based analyses. In particular, in this
dissertation, the need for physics-based detailed analyses was substantiated through the
energy-based approaches presented. The first few chapters of this dissertation detailed
relevant literature for developing and supporting the hypotheses introduced in this work.
Subsequently, proposed experiments and a representative example problem were outlined.
The experimental approach chapters provided analysis, data visualization, and substantia-
tion of the hypotheses.
Chapter 6 presented and analyzed detailed in-depth energy-based relationships for the
subsystems applicable to this work, namely the sensors. As was pointed out, the sonar equa-
tion (when modeled in depth) provides an energy-based estimation of sonar performance.
However, the sensors in a collaborative search mission are not static, and the sonar equation
does not capture kinematic effects. Accordingly, it was observed that Operations Analy-
sis and mobile robotics research each take kinematics into consideration, but they tend to
negate sensor performance. The method developed in this dissertation bridged the gap. In
particular, the approach of modeling the sensor from the sonar equation and simulating
its motion in a virtual experimentation environment provided energy-based functionals for
both the sensor performance and the sensor kinematics.
In Chapter 7, a multi-level design method for generating alternative sensor and ve-
hicle designs that are to be utilized within a collaborative system-of-system mission was
delineated. Experiments were performed which compared various approaches for analyzing
vehicle-sensor combinations. It became clear that integrating subsystems into their carrier
systems often drive the mission capabilities of the individual systems, if the subsystems can
even be integrated. In setting up the experiments for subsystem-system integration, it was
expected that the energy-based approaches would be more accurate and insightful than the
old simplified approaches. However, the gap was much larger than expected, which was
surprising.
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Finally, in Chapter 8, the energy-based approach applied to the subsystem and sys-
tem levels of the previous two chapters were administered at the system-of-systems level.
Through detailed SoS level experiments, substantiation was provided for the overarching
hypothesis of this dissertation, namely that an energy-based approach to analyzing system-
of-system (SoS) components across multiple levels of the SoS hierarchy will enable more
accurate and transparent trade-offs for SoS analysis of alternatives.
The experiments performed in this work provided significant insights, some of which were
surprising and/or counterintuitive. In particular, it was hypothesized that an energy-based
approach would provide more accurate trade-offs of the subsystem and system capabili-
ties. However, it was not expected that the disparity between energy-based analyses and
simplified analyses would be as great as were shown in Experiment Sets A and B. A counter-
intuitive result appeared when it was observed that the energy required to collaborate often
made collaboration less efficient than not collaborating. This was shown in Experiment
6. However, as was pointed out, Experiment 6 utilized simple collaboration schemes that
could likely be designed to be more efficient. Consequently, a new path-planning algorithm
was constructed for collaborative search schemes and was applied in Experiment 7.
This dissertation began by demonstrating that collaborative behavior can be a beneficial
and impressive trait of a species and yet, there seem to be some species that have what
it takes to cooperate effectively while others do not. Subsequently, this work showed that
varying design considerations can prove to be either beneficial or detrimental to the coop-
erative operations of a grouping of unmanned systems. The method developed in this work
provides a road-map for delineating vehicle capabilities at the subsystem, system and SoS
levels in order to analyze alternatives and achieve desired increases in mission effectiveness.
It is my hope that the work produced here can help to advance the state of collaborative
autonomous systems as our world ventures into the future.
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APPENDIX A
THE DEFENSE ACQUISITION SYSTEM
A.1 The Joint Capabilities Integration Development System (JCIDS)
Figure 135 presents one rendition of the flow of DoD processes used to identify needs and
acquire solutions initiated by a CBA [83, 160]. The white boxes indicate JCIDS produced
documents while the gray boxes represent activities under the control of the DoD acquisition
process.
Figure 135: DoD Needs Identification and Solution Process [83]
Figure 135 shows the CBA as the starting point of the process for identifying and
acquiring a solution, whether it is materiel or non-materiel. If the CBA is compelling, then
the organization that has identified the capability gap will prepare an Initial Capabilities
Document (ICD). The ICD conveys the results of the CBA and serves as a decision making
document. As part of the JCIDS process, the ICD must then be approved or rejected.
Approval of the ICD means the DoD has determined that [83]:
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1. The CBA appropriately describes the capabilities needed to perform a particular
mission.
2. The CBA has identified the gaps in capabilities and the operational risks associated
with those gaps.
3. There is a need to address the stated gaps.
After approval of the ICD, a decision is made as to whether there can be a DOTMLPF
change that will close the stated capability gap, or if a materiel development program will
be necessary. If a materiel development decision is deemed necessary, then the process
moves into the acquisition stages.
Other aspects of the CBA and JCIDS process which are relevant to this research and
worth noting include [31]:
• The CBA produces a set of tasks and measures used to assess the programmed capa-
bilities of the force. These measures should be based on the following lists of capability
attributes:
1. Battlespace Awareness Attributes: Comprehensive, persistent, survivable, inte-
grated, timely, credible, adaptable, innovative, interoperable
2. Command and Control Attributes: Interoperability, understanding, timeliness,
accessibility, simplicity, completeness, agility, accuracy, relevance, robustness,
operational trust, security
3. Logistics Attributes: Visibility, reliability, velocity, precision, survivability, econ-
omy, capacity, responsiveness, sustainability, flexibility, attainability, simplicity,
effective, expeditionary, agile/tailorable, networked, integrated, precise, endur-
ing/persistent
4. Network-centric Attributes: Accessible, capacity, accurate, timely, throughput,
expeditionary, latency, interoperable, survivable, reliable, relevant, scalable, re-
sponsive, robust, dynamic, flexible, agile, integrated, maintainable, complete,
reconfigurable, security, available, visible, controllable
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• The CBA must develop criteria for adequate mission performance. Quantitative cri-
teria for mission success must be established to support the assessment of the materiel
reliability characteristics of potential materiel solutions. In most cases, these criteria
will not be simple pass-fail standards, but instead will represent a continuum of values.
• A major step in the CBA is to determine the level of analytic rigor needed to estimate
operational sufficiency to provide appropriate and timely recommendations to inform
decision making.
• Since a validation authority for JCIDS documents will ultimately decide which capa-
bility gaps are important enough to develop new capability solutions, the capability
gaps must be directly linked to operational situations and consequences of failing to
meet objectives. The CBA must explain the methodology for determining the capa-
bility gaps, and ensure that the linkage to the capability requirement and strategic
guidance is clear.
• A CBA must determine if a non-materiel approach can wholly or partially mitigate
any of the capability gaps by recommending changes to existing capabilities in one or
more of the DOTmLPF-P areas. The most common non-materiel approaches are:
1. Alternative Doctrinal Approaches and Alternative CONOPS.
2. Policy Alternatives.
3. Organizational and personnel alternatives. A CBA cannot redesign the force, but
it can suggest ways in which certain functions can be strengthened to eliminate
gaps and point out mismatches between force availability and force needs.
• The CBA must assess general approaches for materiel capability solutions which can
wholly or partially mitigate any of the capability gaps after assessing non-materiel
solutions. Materiel approaches tend to fall into three broad types (listed in terms of
fielding uncertainty from low to high):
1. Development and fielding of information systems (IS) (or similar technologies
with high obsolescence rates) or evolution of the capabilities of existing IS.
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2. Evolution of existing systems with significant capability improvement (this may
include replacing an existing system with a newer more capable system, or simple
recapitalization).
3. Integration of transformational systems that differ significantly in form, function,
operation, and capabilities from existing systems and offer significant improve-
ment over current capabilities or transform how the mission is accomplished.
A.2 The Origins of JCIDS and its Role in the Defense Acquisition
System
JCIDS was established in 2003 in response to several shortcomings that were present in the
existing requirements process. There was a great deal of dissatisfaction with the process
throughout the DoD, within the Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC), and most
notably from the Secretary of Defense, Donald Rumsfeld. In a memo to Vice Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Peter Pace, Rumsfeld stated [83]:
As Chairman of the JROC, please think through what we all need to do, indi-
vidually or collectively, to get the requirements system fixed. It is pretty clear
it is broken, and it is so powerful and inexorable that it invariably continues to
require things that ought not to be required, and does not require things that need
to be required.
A large amount of activity followed the memo, ultimately resulting in the JCIDS process
and three fundamental principles that form it [83]:
• Describing needs in terms of capabilities, instead of systems or force elements.
• Deriving needs from a joint perspective, from a new set of joint concepts.
• Having a single general or flag officer oversee each DoD functional portfolio.
JCIDS, therefore, is the current DoD process which plays the key role in identifying the
needs of the DoD and is initiated with a CBA. It assesses existing and proposed capabilities
and recommends ways to meet capability gaps. It determines and conveys requirements.
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In addition, JCIDS is a major supporting process for the DoD Defense Acquisition
System and the Planning, Programming, and Budget Execution (PPBE) processes. “The
requirements process [JCIDS] supports the acquisition process by providing validated ca-
pability needs and associated performance criteria to be used as a basis for acquiring the
right weapon systems. Additionally, JCIDS provides the PPBE process with affordability
advice supported by the CBA, and identifies capability gaps and potential materiel and
non-materiel solutions” [40]. A very simplified description of this is that the CBA identifies
an existing capability gap, the JCIDS process substantiates the gap as a need and defines
requirements and performance criteria, the acquisition process uses the requirements and
performance criteria to analyze and choose from alternative solutions, and the PPBE pro-
cess constrains the allocation of resources used to acquire the solution. The concert of
interaction between these three processes (JCIDS, PPBE and the Acquisition System–often
referred to as ‘the little a’) make up the Defense Acquisition System as a whole, which is
often referred to as the ‘Big A’. This is depicted in Figure 136.
Figure 136: Interaction of the DoD Decision Support Systems [44, 9]
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APPENDIX B
SE AND SOSE CHARACTERISTICS
B.1 System-of-System Definitions
While the system and system-of-systems definitions provided in Section 3.2 were helpful,
there are still many specifics to defining an SoS in such a way that makes is different than
a system that were not addressed. Namely, what does it mean for the elements to be
independent? Are there various types of independence for the elements? What types of
interactions will still allow it to be classified as an SoS? Various definitions and classifications
for an SoS that exist throughout the literature will be helpful.
• A system is termed a system-of-systems when: (1) Its components fulfilled valid pur-
poses in their own right and continued to operate to fulfill those purposes if disassem-
bled from the overall system, and (2) the components systems are managed (at least
in part) for their own purposes rather than the purposes of the whole, regardless of
the complexity or geographic distribution of the components [98].
– The author of the definition above also presents the idea that the term “collabo-
rative systems” may better express the nature of the grouping of systems referred
to as a system-of-systems. Nonetheless, the terms “collaborative” and “systems-
of-systems” are often used interchangeably throughout the literature.
• An SoS is a large-scale complex system, involving a combination of technologies, hu-
mans, and organizations, and consisting of components which are systems themselves,
achieving a unique end-state by providing synergistic capability from its component
systems, and exhibiting a majority of the following characteristics: operational and
managerial independence, geographic distribution, emergent behavior, evolutionary
development, self-organization, and adaptation [127].
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• Systems-of-systems are a hierarchical set of systems, associated with different opera-
tional levels, where each level consists of interacting collections of component systems
that produce results unachievable by the individual subsystems [145].
• Systems-of-systems are large-scale integrated systems which are heterogeneous and
independently operable on their own, but are networked together for a common goal.
The goal...may be cost, performance, robustness, etc. [81].
Lastly, since the DoD is a major stakeholder in the types of systems-of-systems being
researched in this work (groups of autonomous, unmanned, collaborative systems), the
DoD definition of an SoS is relevant. The DoD in particular defines an SoS as a “set or
arrangement of systems that results when independent and useful systems are integrated
into a larger system that delivers unique capabilities” [40]. This definition implies that every
individual system within the SoS should be capable of completely independent operations
and have its own performance attributes and mission capabilities. However, when these
independent systems are integrated into a collection of systems, they jointly provide a
capability which is exclusive from the capabilities of any of the systems acting independently.
The systems within the SoS may consist of vehicles, satellites, communications relays, static
systems, dynamic systems, etc. In general, the systems may be manned or unmanned.
Their autonomous characteristics may also fall anywhere within the autonomy scale shown
in Table 1. It should be stated again that as a consequence of Observation 3, this
research has down-selected from the general SoS situation and is considering the analysis and
design of unmanned, collaborative systems-of-systems. However, since part of this research
will consider the implementation of currently available DoD unmanned systems in the SoS
architecture, the unmanned systems considered may or may not be fully autonomous.
B.2 System-of-Systems Classifications
Beyond defining a general SoS, it is also possible to develop a classification structure for
various types of systems-of-systems. In fact, before a designer would decide to proceed
along the process of designing an SoS, it would be appropriate for the designer to wonder
if there are different ways in which systems-of-systems may be classified. This is similar
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to the situation of designing an individual system, since the design of a system is very
dependent on the nature of the system itself. For example, the process of designing a jet
engine is very different than the process of designing a computer chip. Though both a
jet engine and a computer chip may be considered systems, they are obviously unique in
the physical principles and abstract requirements underlying their design, development and
operations. Consequently, it makes sense that there may exist various types of systems-of-
systems which, if classified appropriately, would have distinct demands in terms of design,
development, and operations. Therefore, an appropriate taxonomic distinction is useful.
Dr. Mark Maier1, a well recognized researcher in the area of Systems Engineering, has
provided a detailed description and taxonomic classification for systems-of-systems. In his
seminal work on the classification of systems-of-systems he states, “The question addressed
by this paper is whether or not there is a useful taxonomic distinction between various
complex, large-scale systems that are commonly referred to as ‘systems-of-systems’ ” [98].
Maier’s taxonomic distinction is based on the system components having operational
and managerial independence. This coincides with the first definition of an SoS presented
in Section B.1. The two criteria form a taxonomic node for systems-of-systems, and any
systems that do not meet these two criteria, according to Maier, should not be classified as
an SoS. The need for a clear taxonomy is due to the concern that design heuristics for an SoS
may vary depending on the type of SoS being considered. Expanding upon the two criteria
presented for an SoS (managerial and operational independence of components), Maier was
able to determine four distinct design principles for systems-of-systems as follows (note that
Maier often uses the term ‘collaborative systems’ in place of ‘systems-of-systems’):
• Stable Intermediate Forms: A collaborative designer must pay close attention to the
intermediate steps in a planned evolution. The collaborative system will take on
intermediate forms dynamically and without direction, as part of its nature. Thus,
careful attention must be paid to the existence and stability (in all suitable dimensions)
of partial assemblages of components.
1Dr. Mark Maier was a primary author of IEEE Standard 1471, Recommended Practice for Architectural
Description
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• Policy Triage: The collaborative system designer will not have coercive control over the
systems configuration and evolution...In communication-centric systems, this means
that design leverage will frequently be found in relatively abstract components (like
data standards and network protocols).
• Leverage at the Interfaces: A collaborative system is defined by its interfaces. The
interfaces, whether thought of as the actual physical interconnections or as higher
level abstractions, are the primary points at which the designer can exert control.
• Ensuring Cooperation: A collaborative system exists because the partially indepen-
dent elements decide to collaborate. The designer must consider why they will choose
to collaborate and foster those reasons in the design.
Maier also argues that it becomes clear that communications are the foundation of an
architecture of SoS’s based on the design heuristics presented. Another key element from
the design heuristics presented above is the idea that the design of an SoS includes “leverage
at the interfaces”.
B.3 Additional Terminology
The terms itemized below are continued from the discussion on critical terminology given
in Section 3.2.1.
• Requirement: A statement that identifies a product or process operational, functional,
or design characteristic or constraint, which is unambiguous, testable or measurable,
and necessary for product or process acceptability. [76]
• System Effectiveness: A measurement of the ability of a system to satisfy its intended
operational uses as a function of how the system performs under anticipated environ-
mental conditions, and the ability to produce, test, distribute, operate, support, train,
and dispose of the system throughout its life cycle [76]. “A measure of the extent to
which a system may be expected to achieve a set of specific mission requirements”
[65].
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• Effectiveness Analysis: An analysis of how well a design solution will perform or
operate given anticipated operational scenarios. [76]
• Sensitivity Analysis: An analytical or numerical approach to find which design pa-
rameters are most critical to the performance of the design, and what the critical
ranges of those parameters are [42]. It studies the effects of parameter variations on
the behavior of dynamic systems [147]. “Sensitivity analysis consists of a set of tools
that can be utilized in the context of optimization, optimal design, or simply system
analysis to assess the influence of parameters on the state of the system. Continu-
ous sensitivity methods construct a sensitivity equation whose solution provides the
sensitivity of the state variable with respect to a parameter” [141].
B.4 SoSE Wave Model Artifact Descriptions
The following SoSE wave model artifact descriptions are provided by Lane [94].
• Initiate SoS:
– Provides foundational information to initiate the SoS. Artifacts created include
capability objectives, CONOPS, systems information, and risks and mitigations.
– Capability Objectives: Established to identify critical need(s) that provide jus-
tification for an SoS.
– CONOPS: Created to provide context for critical need(s). Initial SoS CONOPS
may be limited and focus only on current capabilities of interest.
– Systems information: Captures initial system and subsystem level information
for analysis.
– Risks and mitigations: Captures initial risks.
• Conduct SoS Analysis:
– Provides analysis of the SoS ‘as is’ and sets a basis for SoS evolution. Artifacts
created include SoS baseline, performance measures and methods, performance
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data, requirements space, the SoS SE planning elements, the SoS-level agree-
ments, and the master plan. The risks and mitigations artifact is updated at
this point and the other already created artifacts are used as part of the initial
analysis.
– SoS baseline: Created as the initial SoS product baseline. The initial SoS should
be composed of available systems. Multiple baselines should actually be defined.
Each alternative baseline will depend on the selection of systems, the numbers
of systems, and the various possible CONOPS.
– Performance measures and methods: Defines the initial set of appropriate mea-
sures and methods.
– Capability objectives and CONOPS: Used as part of initial analysis.
– Systems information: Used to guide initial analysis activities.
– Performance data: Captures initial data.
– Requirements space: Established as part of the initial analysis.
– Risks and mitigations: Updated as needed based on initial analyses.
• Develop SoS Architecture:
– Develops/evolves the persistent technical framework for addressing SoS evolution
and a migration plan identifying risks and mitigations. The SoS architecture,
the SoS technical plans, and the Integrated Master Schedule (IMS) are initiated
during this step. The requirements space and risks and mitigations artifacts are
updated at this point.
– SoS architecture: Documents the initial SoS ‘as is’. DoDAF products will likely
be used for this. It will update over time and is to be maintained.
– Capability objectives and CONOPS: Used indirectly through performance rela-
tionships.
– Performance measures and methods: Used to identify and build in opportunities
to measure architecture performance.
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– Performance data: Used to assess the architecture and guide its evolution.
– SoS baseline: Used to guide architecture evolution.
– Systems information: Used to evaluate architecture evolution options and to
identify potential risks.
– Requirements space: Updated as new architecture needs are identified.
– Risks and mitigations: Updated as needed with architecture related issues.
• Plan SoS Update:
– Evaluates SoS backlog, priorities, and options to define plans for the next SoS
upgrade cycle. No artifacts are created at this point, but all of the already
initiated artifacts are either used or updated.
– Capability objectives and CONOPS: Used to drive evaluation of alternatives and
refine solution requirements.
– Performance measures and methods: Used to identify and plan mechanisms to
measure SoS performance.
– Performance data: Uses results of analyses to guide planning for the next update
cycle.
– Requirements space: Any issues with alternatives meeting requirements are iden-
tified.
– SoS baseline: Creates requirements for the baseline of the next update cycle.
– Systems information: Used to evaluate and select capability options for the next
update cycle and to identify potential risks.
– SoS architecture: Used to plan updates.
– Risks and mitigations: Updates as needed with planning related issues.
• Implement SoS Update:
– Oversees system implementations and plans/conducts SoS level testing, resulting
in a new SoS product baseline.
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• Continue SoS Analysis:
– Ongoing SoS analysis revisits artifacts for the SoS as the basis for ongoing SoS
evolution.
B.5 SoSE Artifact Characteristics




The orientations of the world, vehicles and sensors must be clearly defined. This section will
provide nomenclature, variable definitions, transformation matrices and geometrical views
of all relevant characteristics. For example, a sensor will maintain a designed orientation
relative to its carrier vehicle’s body coordinate system. When a target is detected, the
bearing and range is known relative to the sensor’s frame of reference (i.e., the sensor-centric
coordinate system). The position of the target relative to the sensor frame of reference must
then be transformed into the vehicle body coordinate system through an appropriate axis
rotation (and possibly translation). Finally, the absolute position of the target can be
known by transforming the vehicle-centric coordinates into a world-centric coordinate axis.
The world-centric axis system is assumed to be an inertial frame fixed to the Earth.
A similar situation exists between the vehicle body axis and the vehicle’s stability axis.
These two frames of reference share a common origin but the stability axis system points
in the direction of the vehicle motion. The angle of rotation between the body axis system
and the stability axis results in the vehicle angle of attack (α) and/or the vehicle side-slip
angle (β). The stability axis system is therefore useful in defining the forces of drag (i.e.,
resistance) and lift on the vehicle.
C.1 Coordinate Transformation
The vector A provides the position of the point A in a given coordinate system x. Allow
another coordinate system x′ to share a common origin with the system x while rotating
the axes of x′ away from x some amount. Subsequently, the point A′ can be described by
the vector A′ relative to the x′ coordinate axis. The vector A′ is equivalent to the vector A,
but the components of the vectors differ based on their pose relative to their corresponding
frames of reference.
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A = A1i +A2j +A3k ≡ A′1i′ +A′2j′ +A′3k′ (107)
In this situation it is the coordinate system that is rotating, not the object (the object
in this example is the vector). The matrix used to describe the rotation of the coordinate
system while the object remains fixed is called the transformation matrix [T ]. If the object
was being rotated while the coordinate frame remained fixed the rotation matrix [R] would
be utilized. It turns out that the matrices [R] and [T ] are the transpose of each other,
which will be useful later. Nonetheless, as for the current scenario the transformation
matrix [Tx′/x] consists of the nine direction cosine angles between the coordinate directions

















 = [Tx′/x]A (108)
Similarly, the vector A′ can be transformed from the x′ frame into the x frame by using
the transpose of the transformation matrix, [Tx′/x]
T = [Tx/x′ ]. The transpose turns out to
equivalently be the inverse of the transformation matrix, [T ]T = [T ]−1.
The direction cosines are more easily understood through a 2-D example such as provided
in Figure 137. It is shown that the x′ coordinate system has been rotated by an angle of
θ away from the x coordinate system. Therefore the following relationships hold true in
defining the direction cosines between the rotated axis and the reference axis:
• cos θ1′1 = cos θ represents the transformation from x1 to x′1
• cos θ1′2 = cos 90− θ = sin θ represents the transformation from x2 to x′1
• cos θ2′1 = cos 90 + θ = − sin θ represents the transformation from x1 to x′2
• cos θ2′2 = cos θ1′1 represents the transformation from x2 to x′2
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Therefore, if the position of any point is known in the x coordinate axis, the position of the
point in the x′ axis system can be determined:
A′1 = A1 cos(θ) +A2 sin(θ)

















Figure 137: 2D Coordinate Transformation
In addition, successive applications of transformation matrices through matrix multipli-
cation will result in a complete transformation from the initial reference frame to the final











 = [TZ/A] ·PA (110)
This is particularly useful for rotating around one axis at a time.
C.2 Origin Translation
If the origin of the desired coordinate system is translated some distance away from the
reference axes, then the resulting transformation simply includes the translation vector, t,












C.3 Vehicle Body Axis Transformation and Translation
The first desired transformation is the ability to go from the world-axis system into the
body-axis system of the vehicle. The world-axis system is defined here as fixed to the
Earth with the z-axis pointed down towards the center of the Earth. The x and y axes
lie in the horizontal plane and are orthogonal. The axes follow the right-hand rule. The
nomenclature for the Earth-axis system will use a subscript e: (xe, ye, ze). The vehicle-axis
system is defined with the x-axis pointing out of the nose of the vehicle, the y-axis facing out
of the right side of the vehicle (i.e., the starboard side), and the z-axis pointed down from
the vehicle according to the right-hand rule. The nomenclature for the body-axis system
will use the subscript b: (xb, yb, zb).
Euler angles will be used to transform a vector from the Earth-axis system into the
body-axis system [182]. The Euler angles represent successive rotations of the axes through
yaw (Ψ), pitch (Θ), and roll (Φ). The yaw angle represents a rotation of the xy plane
around the z-axis. Pitch is then the rotation of the xz plane about the y axis, and roll
is the rotation of the zy plane about the x-axis. These successive rotations produce three













0 cos Φ sin Φ
0 − sin Φ cos Φ


cos Θ 0 − sin Θ
0 1 0
sin Θ 0 cos Θ


cos Ψ sin Ψ 0









where the yaw, pitch and roll angles maintain the following limits:
0 ≤ Ψ ≤ 2π
−π/2 ≤ Θ ≤ π/2
−π ≤ Φ ≤ π
In order to perform the reverse transformation, from the body-axis system into the
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C.4 Stability Axis Transformation
The transformation from the stability axis into the body axis is initiated through the side-




























cos(α) cos(β) cos(α) sin(β) − sin(α)
− sin(β) cos(β) 0








Then, if the vector is needed in the Earth-axis system, the calculated vector Qb can be
















An important distinction should be raised at this point about the difference between pitch
angle (Θ) and angle-of-attack (α). Pitch angle is defined between the horizontal plane of
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the body-axis of a vehicle and the horizontal frame of the Earth-axis. In contrast, angle-
of-attack is defined between the horizontal plane of the body-axis and the horizontal plane
of the stability-axis. If the local wind relative to an aircraft (or water current relative to
a seacraft), is in the horizontal Earth-axis plane (i.e., if the wind/current vector has no
velocity component in the z-direction), then the vehicle pitch angle and the angle-of-attack
will be equivalent. But in general this is not true.
Figure 138 presents a scene in which the vehicle is translated away from the Earth-axis
with a positive pitch-angle, Θ. The Earth-axis plus the translation vector, t, has also been
drawn at the vehicle origin in order to display the rotation of the body-axis away from
the translated Earth-axis. The stability axis is not shown since it is coincident with the
translated Earth-axis. This results in an angle of attack, α, and pitch angle, Θ, equivalence.
The vehicle is placed at a depth zv ≡ d from the surface of the water.
Figure 138: Example of Axis Rotations with Θ = α
C.5 Sensor Axis: Sonar Integration
The installed sensors also require associated coordinate systems. The origin of a sensor-axis
system can be located at any point on the vehicle body, but for this work all sensor origins
will be coincident with the vehicle body-axis origin. Two sensors are being considered in
this work: forward looking sonar and side-scan sonar. Depending on the design, the sonar
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can be omnidirectional or directed. For an omnidirectional sonar, orientation of the sensor
is arbitrary. However, with directivity included it is possible to maximize the area ensonified
by rotating the orientation of the sensor-axis relative to the vehicle body-axis. The sensor-
axis system is defined as (xr, yr, zr) and can undergo transformations through pitch (θ) and
yaw (ψ) angles.
It is also helpful to define spherical coordinates for the sensor-axis system defined as
(r, σ, ρ). The coordinate r is the magnitude of a vector R between the sensor-axis origin and
a point R. The coordinate σ is the angle between the positive xr-axis and the projection of
the vector R onto the xryr-plane. Finally, the coordinate ρ is the angle between the positive
zr-axis and the vector R. The relationship between the sensor-axis Cartesian coordinates
and spherical coordinates are given in Equation 116.
xr = r sin ρ cosσ
yr = r sin ρ sinσ
zr = r cos ρ
(116)
where r is restricted to r ≥ 0, −π ≤ σ ≤ π, and 0 ≤ ρ ≤ π.
Subsequently, to transform a point R from the vehicle body-axis system to the sensor-
axis system, the yaw and pitch transformation matrices ([Tyaw]r and [Tpitch]r respectively)
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cos(θ) cos(ψ) cos(θ) sin(ψ) − sin(θ)
− sin(ψ) cos(ψ) 0








where the yaw and pitch angles can take on the following values:
0 ≤ ψ ≤ 2π
−π/2 ≤ θ ≤ π/2
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cos(θ) cos(ψ) − sin(ψ) cos(ψ) sin(θ)
sin(ψ) cos(θ) cos(ψ) sin(ψ) sin(θ)



















Consequently, the orientation of the vehicle and sensor must be clearly defined along with
appropriate transformation matrices. Depending on the designed sensor–vehicle interface,
a sensor may be constrained to maintain a specific orientation relative to the vehicle’s body
coordinate system. When a target is detected, the bearing and range is known relative to
the sensor’s frame of reference (i.e., the sensor-centric coordinate system). The position of
the target relative to the sensor frame of reference must then be transformed into the vehicle
body coordinate system through an appropriate axis rotation (and possibly translation).
Similarly, the vehicle motion (which is defined within a stability-axis) may not be in line
with the vehicle body-axis, resulting in some angle of attack. These effects should be clearly
delineated through the transformations and translations defined above.
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APPENDIX D
LATERAL RANGE CURVES FROM VXE
This Appendix provides the full set of lateral range curves that resulted from the Virtual
Experimentation Environment (VXE) experiments. Each row of curves in this Appendix
corresponds to a specific sensor design depending on parameters such as beam width, fre-
quency, and power level. Each column corresponds to the low, medium and high velocities
from left to right, respectively. The velocities are 2m/s, 5m/s and 8m/s.
D.1 Forward Looking Sonar
There were 36 forward-looking sonar designs established by varying the parameterized
power, frequency, and beam width. The setup of those parameters resulted in specific
sensor Source Levels (SL), pulse lengths, sizes (diameters), and maximum deterministic
ranges based on the sonar equation analysis. Also, the sensor depths were calculated based
on the requirement that the sonar beam must intercept the seabed. The required depth
was calculated geometrically based on a 45o grazing angle and the maximum range of the
specific sensor. The minimum depth allowed was 10 meters.
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Table 7 corresponds with the lateral range curve results in Figure 139. Two trends are
clear: increasing beam width and increasing velocity caused a decrease in effective sweep
width. Recall that the columns in Figure 139 correspond to increasing velocity for each
specific sensor design.
Table 7: FLS Parameter Setup Used for VXE Results in Figure 139
Figure 139: FLS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 7
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Table 8 corresponds with the lateral range curve results in Figure 140. The frequency
values are now greater than in the previous plots, and the result was much lower ESW
values overall.
Table 8: FLS Parameter Setup Used for VXE Results in Figure 140
Figure 140: FLS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 8
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Table 9 corresponds with the lateral range curve results in Figure 141. The frequency
values are now the highest chosen (1600 kHz).
Table 9: FLS Parameter Setup Used for VXE Results in Figure 141
Figure 141: FLS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 9
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Table 10 corresponds with the lateral range curve results in Figure 142.
Table 10: FLS Parameter Setup Used for VXE Results in Figure 142
Figure 142: FLS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 10
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Table 11 corresponds with the lateral range curve results in Figure 143.
Table 11: FLS Parameter Setup Used for VXE Results in Figure 143
Figure 143: FLS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 11
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Table 12 corresponds with the lateral range curve results in Figure 144.
Table 12: FLS Parameter Setup Used for VXE Results in Figure 144
Figure 144: FLS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 12
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Table 13 corresponds with the lateral range curve results in Figure 145.
Table 13: FLS Parameter Setup Used for VXE Results in Figure 145
Figure 145: FLS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 13
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Table 14 corresponds with the lateral range curve results in Figure 146.
Table 14: FLS Parameter Setup Used for VXE Results in Figure 146
Figure 146: FLS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 14
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Table 15 corresponds with the lateral range curve results in Figure 147.
Table 15: FLS Parameter Setup Used for VXE Results in Figure 147
Figure 147: FLS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 15
D.2 Side Scan Sonar
There were 54 side scan sonar designs established by varying the parameterized power,
frequency, and horizontal and vertical beam widths. The setup of those parameters resulted
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in specific sensor Source Levels (SL), pulse lengths, sizes (lengths and heights of the arrays),
and maximum deterministic ranges based on the sonar equation analysis. Also, the sensor
depths were calculated as described in the FLS section. Again, the grazing angles were 45o
and the minimum depths allowed were 10 meters.
Table 16 corresponds with the lateral range curve results in Figures 148–150. Increasing
frequency and velocity decreased the ESW capabilities. However, within each frequency
subset, variations in ESW are affected mostly by beam width, but the relationships aren’t
always completely linear, suggesting there are other effects causing variations.
Table 16: SSS Parameter Setup Used for VXE Results in Figures 148–150
Figure 148: SSS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 16 with freq = 400kHz
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Figure 149: SSS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 16 with freq = 1000kHz
Figure 150: SSS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 16 with freq = 1600kHz
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Table 17 corresponds with the lateral range curve results in Figures 151–153. The power
is now greater than in the previous charts, and the ESW results are accordingly better.
Table 17: SSS Parameter Setup Used for VXE Results in Figures 151–153
Figure 151: SSS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 17 with freq = 400kHz
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Figure 152: SSS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 17 with freq = 1000kHz
Figure 153: SSS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 17 with freq = 1600kHz
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Table 18 corresponds with the lateral range curve results in Figures 154–156. With
the greatest power so far, these charts have the best ESW values up to this point. The
frequency and beam width effects are similar to the trends pointed out previously.
Table 18: SSS Parameter Setup Used for VXE Results in Figures 154–156
Figure 154: SSS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 18 with freq = 400kHz
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Figure 155: SSS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 18 with freq = 1000kHz
Figure 156: SSS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 18 with freq = 1600kHz
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Table 19 corresponds with the lateral range curve results in Figures 157–159. From
this point forward, the parameter settings are all the same as the settings in Tables 16–
18, except the horizontal beam width is now larger (from 0.02 radian to 0.09 radian). As
was expected, the wider beam width has a detrimental effect on the overall effective sweep
widths (ESW).
Table 19: SSS Parameter Setup Used for VXE Results in Figures 157–159
Figure 157: SSS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 19 with freq = 400kHz
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Figure 158: SSS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 19 with freq = 1000kHz
Figure 159: SSS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 19 with freq = 1600kHz
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Table 20 corresponds with the lateral range curve results in Figures 160–162. The power
settings for these charts are greater than in the previous set. However, the greater power
in this case did not lead to better ESW, which is an artifact of the other parameter setting
changes that were made (such as a wider beam width).
Table 20: SSS Parameter Setup Used for VXE Results in Figures 160–162
Figure 160: SSS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 20 with freq = 400kHz
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Figure 161: SSS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 20 with freq = 1000kHz
Figure 162: SSS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 20 with freq = 1600kHz
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Table 21 corresponds with the lateral range curve results in Figures 163–165.
Table 21: SSS Parameter Setup Used for VXE Results in Figures 163–165
Figure 163: SSS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 21 with freq = 400kHz
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Figure 164: SSS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 21 with freq = 1000kHz
Figure 165: SSS VXE Results for Parameterization in Table 21 with freq = 1600kHz
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D.3 Final Comments on Virtual Experimentation for Sensor Modeling
Developing the types of results that were provided in this appendix has been a novel en-
deavor. It was recognized by the author and his advisors that sensor models rarely have a
connection to the operations that they must perform. The reason was that the only connec-
tions that existed were based on real-world experimental data. However, it is not reasonable
or economically viable to acquire the amount of required experimental data that is needed
to make trade-offs between multitudes of subsystems early in the conceptual design stages of
an SoS development. Therefore, the virtual experimentation method presented in this dis-




SIZING AND SYNTHESIS REVIEW
E.1 Aircraft Sizing Approaches
The vehicle sizing process can be characterized as an attempt to vary competing disciplines
until convergence is met. For an aircraft, Nam states: “If the aircraft size needs to be
changed, the aircraft weight changes, and thus, the required thrust must change because
drag and weight increase, which in turn increases aircraft weight due to bigger engines.
The chain of this impact propagation will keep moving on until the quantities converge
toward a solution, which is the objective of the aircraft sizing process” [113]. Nam also
provides what he calls an architecture independent, generalized vehicle sizing and synthesis
method. It is novel in its ability to size aircraft with revolutionary, alternative energy-
propulsion architectures. Other’s such as Mattingly and Raymer provide more traditional
vehicle sizing processes [102, 122]. Nam’s interpretation of the Mattingly process is shown
in Figure 166, and Nam’s generalized process is displayed in Figure 167.
Figure 166: Mattingly’s Aircraft Sizing Process, Adapted by Nam [102, 113]
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Figure 167: Nam’s Comprehensive, Generalized Sizing Process [113]
One of the main features of Nam’s generalized process is that it can balance the volume
of the vehicle for power sources other than liquid fuel. In typical aircraft design, fuel burn
over time causes weight to decrease during the mission, which has significant effects on the
initial volume, weight and power required as well as the range or endurance over the length
of the mission. However, Nam’s process balances the power required, the energy available,
and the required vehicle volume and weight for a vehicle that may lose no weight over the
mission (battery or solar panel powered), or that may actually gain weight over time (fuel
cells with by-product stored on board).
E.2 The Ship Design Process
Ship design is also an incredibly interdisciplinary process. In order to increase the prob-
ability of success of both performance and economics, naval architects have increasingly
incorporated concurrent engineering (CE), integrated product and process development
(IPPD), integrated product teams (IPTs), and Systems Engineering (SE) “to ensure that
the isolated specialist solutions are integrated” [92]. Multiple design approaches have been
offered over the years, including the design spiral [49], the design bounding approach [91],
and the set-based approach [150]. The design spiral, first presented by Evans, is shown in
Figure 168.
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Figure 168: Evan’s Design Spiral, Adapted by Lamb [49, 92]
Lamb provides a detailed ship design process which includes the initial generic design
steps along with subsequent design feasibility criteria. This process is shown in Figure 169.
If a design is acceptable in terms of volume, weight, stability and power required, then the
design is feasible. If not, then the process must iterate until convergence is obtained.
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Figure 169: Lamb’s Ship Design and Feasibility Process [92]
There are a few commonalities in vehicle design that are becoming apparent, whether
the vehicles are aircraft or seacraft. One is that initial estimates are often needed in order to
begin the design process, and these estimates usually come from historical data (although
physics-based analyses can also provide estimates). Secondly, the process is iterative in
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The motion of a vehicle through its environment is highly constrained by the medium
through which it must travel. It is obvious that air will resist a vehicle’s motion to a dif-
ferent degree than water. At a fundamental level the properties of the medium, such as
density and viscosity, contribute to constraining the dynamics of the vehicle. Properties
of the vehicle itself will also contribute to the dynamics of the system. Such properties of
the vehicle include geometric shape, skin friction, propulsion capabilities, and static and
dynamic control surfaces. Creating relationships between the properties of the medium and
the properties of the vehicle in motion is related to the fields of aerodynamics, hydrody-
namics, and gas dynamics. Formal definitions of each from Hoerner [70] are as follows:
• Aerodynamics – describing fluid motion characteristics of air and other gaseous fluids
from incompressible through hypersonic conditions.
• Gas Dynamics – dealing with the fluid motion of compressible gases from subsonic to
supersonic speeds.
• Hydrodynamics – the fluid dynamics of water flow and incompressible fluid flow.
For the example problem used throughout this dissertation, hydrodynamics will be the
appropriate field of analysis.
The dynamics of motion can be conceptualized through analyzing the forces acting on
the body due to the fluid through which it travels. Newton’s laws of motion take this
perspective. Newton states, in accordance with the First Law of Motion, that a projectile
maintains its current state of motion unless it is retarded by the influence of air or is impelled
downward by the force of gravity [115]. The sum of the forces due to the fluid are often
conceptualized through two force vectors (drag and lift) and a moment about any point on
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the body.1 Other forces will be present, such as gravity, thrust, and buoyancy, but these
forces will not be considered within this hydrodynamics section. Instead, these additional
forces will be brought into the fold as other disciplines of the design process are synthesized.
Two important parameters for determining the drag on a vehicle are the reference area,
Sref and the coefficient of drag, CD. The reference area is usually taken as the frontal area
of the body for a torpedo shaped underwater vehicle. In other words, it is the area that is






Determining the coefficient of drag is much more involved. The CD can be determined
experimentally or analytically (ideally any analytic development should be validated against
experimental data). Allen et. al. [4] performed tow tank experiments to acquire the axial
drag force coefficient of the REMUS vehicle. They were able to produce drag coefficients
for five velocities between Vinf = 0→ 1.5ms . They also outlined a component drag analysis
for estimating the total vehicle drag and an overall effective CD for 3 configurations at
an operating velocity of 1.54ms (3 kts). Additionally, Huggins [73] performed wind tunnel
experiments to find drag polars of an underwater vehicle with interesting results. How-
ever, experimental data can only be associated with configurations that have a reference
area similar to the reference area of the test vehicle. In this work, the desire is to size
varying configurations, some of which will have a much larger diameter than the REMUS
vehicle. However, there is a lack of empirical data available in the literature for underwater
vehicles ranging the full scope of diameters and velocities that this work is interested in.
Therefore, application of accepted theories will be used to bracket an appropriate range of
hydrodynamic coefficient values.
Multiple authors have developed analytical models for the hydrodynamic coefficients of
underwater vehicles, including Jones et. al. [84], Milgram [109], Nahon [112], Granville
[63], Evans [50], Bottaccini [24], and seminal work by Hoerner [70]. Many of these authors’
1In aviation, the term “drag” is typically used, while in marine engineering “resistance” is the common
notation [70]. However, throughout this work, “drag” will be the notation utilized.
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contributions are included in the theories reviewed below. From an engineering design
perspective, functions are desired which relate the forces and moments on a vehicle to the
vehicle parameters (e.g., geometry, velocity, attitude of the body, etc.) and the properties
of the medium in which it moves. The force of drag on the body can be decomposed into
forces due to pressure and forces due to skin friction.
Two types of pressure must be considered: static and dynamic pressure. The static
pressure, pstatic, is a fundamental property of the condition of the fluid (units of p: N/m
2 ≡
lb-f/ft2). On the other hand, the dynamic pressure is a fundamental property of the fluid
flow and is therefore a function of the fluid density and the velocity of the vehicle in motion:
q = 0.5ρV 2, (units: N/m2 ≡ lb-f/ft2). For incompressible flow applications the total
pressure at any point in the fluid flow is stated as: ptotal = pstatic+pdynamic = pstatic+0.5ρV
2,
which is recognized as Bernoulli’s equation. Another important pressure concept is the
differential of static pressure along the surface of the body, ∆p = plocal − pambient. If the
static pressure increases along the body in the direction of flow then a positive pressure
gradient is present. This gradient is also known as an adverse pressure gradient since it will
increase the likelihood of flow separating from the body. As a result, when the flow separates
the static pressure behind the body decreases significantly compared to the pressure in front
of the body. This effect results in a large pressure force against the vehicle in the direction
of motion. In other words, an adverse pressure gradient can result in a significant amount
of drag. The orientation of the vehicle moving through the flow, otherwise known as angle
of attack, will also affect the potential for flow separation from the body of the vehicle and
therefore the drag force on the vehicle.
The force on the body due to skin friction results from the distribution of shear stress
acting over the exposed surface of the body. The shear stress acting across the body is
related to the surface texture of the vehicle as well as the viscosity, µ, of the fluid (units of
µ : kg/(s ·m)). The skin friction across the body actually contributes to the build up of
the boundary layer along the body which then can slow down the flow along the body and
increase the adverse pressure gradient. Therefore, the forces due to pressure and skin friction
are coupled to an extent. Nonetheless, even without the flow separating from the body skin
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friction can be a major contributor to the drag force on the vehicle. Coincidentally, without
viscous drag acting on the body the force of lift would not be generated.
Some of the drag on the body also results from the lift produced by the body and so
these two forces are highly coupled. The relationship describing the vehicle drag as lift
varies (or vice versa) is often called the drag polar for the specific vehicle configuration.
F.0.1 Hydrodynamic Parameters of Interest
The previous discussion regarding the forces of lift and drag emphasizes the fact that the
resultant forces and moments stem from detailed and complex pressure and shear stress
distributions around a vehicle in motion. However, as was pointed out earlier, the effects
of pressure and shear stress are dependent on the properties of the fluid, the shape of
the vehicle, the velocity of the vehicle and the attitude of the vehicle in relation to the
freestream fluid flow. Therefore, the science of fluid dynamics elucidates a relationship
between the magnitudes of the lift (L), drag (D), and moment (M) and the following pa-
rameters: freestream velocity (V∞), freestream density (ρ∞), a reference area for the vehicle
(SRef ), the angle of attack (α), the viscosity of the fluid (µ∞), and the compressibility of
the fluid described through the speed of sound (a∞) [8]. Consequently, for a given vehicle
at a given angle of attack the following expressions can be written:
D = f(V∞, ρ∞, SRef , α, µ∞, a∞) (121)
L = f(V∞, ρ∞, SRef , α, µ∞, a∞) (122)
M = f(V∞, ρ∞, SRef , α, µ∞, a∞) (123)
Through the use of dimensional analysis, the functions above can be written in terms
of the non-dimensional Reynolds number (Re) and Mach number (M∞) [7],
D = f(V∞, ρ∞, SRef ,M∞, Re) (124)
L = f(V∞, ρ∞, SRef ,M∞, Re) (125)
M = f(V∞, ρ∞, SRef ,M∞, Re) (126)
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where M = V∞/a∞ and Re = ρ∞V∞l/µ∞ in which l is some characteristic length of the
vehicle. New quantities are then defined to capture “the physical complexity of the flow
field around an aerodynamic body” [7]. These non-dimensional “coefficients” are called the
drag coefficient, CD, the lift coefficient, CL, and the moment coefficient, CM . Hence, for
a given vehicle shape and noting that the dynamic pressure of the flow field is q ≡ 12ρV 2,
dimensional analysis results in the expressions for the lift, drag and moment equations,
D = qSrefCD (127)
L = qSrefCL (128)
M = qSref lCM (129)
where the coefficients are functions of Reynolds number (Re), Mach number (M), and angle
of attack (α) for a given vehicle shape:
CD = f(α,M∞, Re) (130)
CL = f(α,M∞, Re) (131)
CM = f(α,M∞, Re) (132)
Equations 127 – 129 are powerful expressions for applied aerodynamics and hydrody-
namics. They show that the resultant hydrodynamic forces and moments of motion are
proportional to dynamic pressure (or to the square of velocity), an appropriate reference
area of the vehicle (plus a reference length for the moment equation), and a coefficient
which captures the properties of the flow field (density, viscosity, velocity, and the speed
of sound). In addition, since the coefficients are functions of Reynolds number (Re), Mach
number (M), and angle of attack (α) for a given vehicle shape, derivative functions in terms
of these flow field parameters can also be expressed. A primary example is the relationship
between the lift coefficient and the vehicle angle of attack. This relationship is called the
lift-curve slope (dCL/dα). The drag coefficient can also be related to the angle of attack of
the vehicle in motion (although the “drag polar” is often used which represents the change
in drag against the change in lift).
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This all leads to a very practical question: how does one determine the values of these
coefficients for a given vehicle at various flow conditions with varying angles of attack? This
can be done experimentally or estimated theoretically, but neither is trivial. Fortunately,
for many vehicle body shapes, experimental data has been produced for various fluid flow
conditions in wind or water tunnels. Additionally, the power of the non-dimensional pa-
rameters lies in the fact that even if a vehicle is tested in two different flow fields, as long
as the Reynolds numbers and Mach numbers of the flows are the same, then the lift, drag
and moment coefficients will be exactly the same in both. Therefore, coefficients can be
estimated for vehicles at various conditions as long as the flows are dynamically similar,
even if the vehicles are of different scales (e.g., a commercial aircraft versus a small-scale
model of the aircraft in a wind tunnel). Furthermore, even underwater vehicle coefficients
can be estimated using wind tunnel data since the wind tunnel flow conditions can be tuned
to have Reynolds numbers and Mach numbers similar to what the underwater vehicle will
experience.
The end goal for the rest of this section is to provide estimates of the hydrodynamic
coefficients for a vehicle at various flow conditions. This will be accomplished through
theories relative to the flow-field around the body of interest. These estimates will give a
good feel for the ranges to expect in order to compare against the Missile DATCOM analysis
that will be used for the actual sizing and synthesis process proposed.
F.0.2 Hydrodynamic Coefficients
As was mentioned previously, the Reynolds number can be defined as
Re = V∞lρ∞/µ∞ = V∞l/ν∞ (133)
in which l is some specified length along the vehicle surface in the direction of flow and ν∞
is the kinematic viscosity, ν∞ ≡ ρ∞/µ∞ (units: m2/s). In effect, Reynolds number provides
a ratio of the amount of dynamic force in a flow (characterized by the velocity, V∞) to the
amount of friction force present (characterized by the kinematic viscosity, ν∞). The dynamic
forces in large part result in the pressure drag on the vehicle, whereas the frictional forces
result in viscous drag. Therefore, the Reynolds number is representative of the magnitude of
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pressure drag versus viscous drag. This can be demonstrated by considering the differences
between a flow field in air versus a flow field in water. Since the kinematic viscosity of air
can be an order of magnitude greater than the kinematic viscosity of water, the Reynolds
number in air tends to be much smaller than that of water (for flows with similar velocities
and characteristic lengths). Consequently, in these two similar flows, the vehicle in water
will be dominated by pressure drag much more than the vehicle in air. For comparison,
typical values of the kinematic viscosity for air at standard sea level and salt water from
the surface of the water to 100 meters depth are as follows:
νSL,air ≈ 1.46x10−5 >> νSaltWater ≈ 1.05x10−6(m2/s) (134)
Since Reynolds number is inversely proportional to viscosity, low viscosity flows are
analogous to high Reynolds number flows. Viscous effects are a major contributor to the
friction drag of a vehicle. Therefore, high Reynolds number flows, or even locations along
a body at high Reynolds number flows, will result in low friction drag, or even negligible
friction drag. Also, as flow proceeds across the surface of a body in a flow, certain Reynolds
numbers called the critical Reynolds number (Recr) may be reached at which point the flow
will transition from laminar to turbulent. Reasonable approximations for critical Reynolds
numbers are 1 × 105 ≤ Recr ≤ 1 × 106 [70]. All of these effects will have significant
consequences in terms of the drag coefficient on the vehicle. Consequently, it is helpful to
ascertain the range of Reynolds numbers for flows as a function of velocity and characteristic
length of the vehicle (keeping in mind that the viscosity of sea water is constant for all
intensive purposes). This can be seen in Figure 170 below. The gray band represents

















































Figure 170: Reynolds Number at a depth of 10 meters, Re = V∞l/ν∞
As can be seen from Figure 170 above, the Reynolds number of the flow encountered by
the vehicle in water is mostly above the critical Reynolds number region. This results in
mostly turbulent flow except for very low vehicle velocities and at small regions of charac-
teristic length at the nose of the body.
F.0.2.1 The Coefficient of Friction
In order to account for drag due to friction, the coefficient of friction, Cf , needs to be
determined. The coefficient of friction is a function of the boundary layer along the body
which may be laminar or turbulent, but as was mentioned most of the flow encountered






Numerous experiments have been performed for calculating Cf . Therefore, any theo-
retical solutions for Cf can be compared against the appropriate data. For ranges of low
Reynolds numbers in which the boundary layer is laminar, Blasius was able to numerically
solve the boundary layer equations and obtain a theoretical solution for skin friction drag
[22, 29]. The Blasius coefficient of friction is presented in Eq. 136 and is valid for laminar
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However, a theoretical solution of Cf in turbulent flow is much more complex than that
of laminar flow. This has led to solutions that are more often than not just “generalizations
of experimentally determined velocity distributions across the boundary layer” [70]. The
following approximations collected by Hoerner [70] are some of the most appropriate for the
problem at hand.
a) Prandtl [121] and vonKármán [166] measured velocity distributions along the inside
of smooth plane pipes for estimates of Cf in turbulent flow applicable for Re < 10
6
(Eq. 137) and also between Re = 106 and 109 (Eq. 138). Their solutions, along with
































 Prandtl−vonKarman, Re<10 6
C
f,turb
 Prandtl−vonKarman, 10 6<Re<109
Figure 171: Coefficient of Friction – Prandtl–vonKármán Theoretical Turbulent Solutions
b) vonKármán [167] also derived a similarity rule, C
− 1
2
f ∝ log(ReCf ), which Schoenherr
[130] applied along with all available empirical data at the time to establish the function
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known as the “Schoenherr Line” presented in Eq. 139. Schoenherr was attempting to
provide a function to calculate the frictional resistance of ships. The Schoenherr Line
is expected to be valid up to a Reynolds number of 1010. It has been superimposed over
the Prandtl–vonKármán solutions in Figure 172 below. The Schoenherr Line provides
the advantage of a single solution over most of the range of turbulent Reynolds numbers
encompassed by the Prandtl–vonKármán solutions. However, the Schoenherr Line
requires a numerical solver which makes it difficult to utilize in analysis. Nonetheless,
according to Hoerner, the Schoenherr Line is more often than not the approximation
applied in practice.






























 Prandtl−vonKarman, Re<10 6
C
f,turb
 Prandtl−vonKarman, 10 6<Re<109
C
f,turb
 Schoenherr Line, 10 5<Re<1010
Figure 172: Coefficient of Friction – Including the Schoenherr Line
c) Hama [67] developed a simpler approximation of Schoenherr’s function which is ex-
pected to be accurate within ±2%. The function is provided in Eq. 140 and is shown
alongside the Schoenherr Line in Figure 173. Hama’s approximation is easily solved
analytically, spans the entire range of expected turbulent Reynold’s numbers, and
closely estimates the Schoenherr Line.
1/
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Figure 173: Coefficient of Friction – Schoenherr Line and Hama’s Approximation
d) Schultz-Grunow [133] provides an expression which trends close to the Schoenherr
Line as well but was developed through experiments conducted on plane walls rather
than in pipes. The function is given in Eq. 141 and is shown alongside the Schoenherr
Line in Figure 174. Although the Schults-Grunow approximation is analytically solved
and spans the desired range of turbulent Reynold’s numbers, it is not as good of an
estimate of the Schoenherr Line as the Hama approximation is.





























 Schoenherr Line, 10 5<Re<1010
C
f,turb
 Schultz−Grunow, 10 5<Re<1010
Figure 174: Coefficient of Friction – Schoenherr Line and Schultz-Grunow’s Approximation
e) Hoerner [70] interpolated the Schoenherr Line, the Shults-Grunow approximation,
and additional experimental data to produce the function provided in Eq. 142. The
function is shown alongside the Schoenherr Line in Figure 175. In Hoerner’s work it
appears that he mistakenly stated K for the range 106 ≤ Re ≤ 108 as K = 0.44.
However, that would produce a wildly inaccurate estimate of the Schoenherr Line.
Consequently, I report K for 106 ≤ Re ≤ 108 as K = 0.044. That value is just a
guess of what Hoerner may have meant, but it seems to be an accurate assumption.
Although Hoerner’s functions are easy to calculate analytically and are good estimates
of the Schoenherr Line and empirical data, they are not as convenient as the Hama
approximation. This is due to the multiple functions necessary depending on the




For 106 ≤Re ≤ 108, m=6 and K=0.044 (142)





























 Schoenherr Line, 105<Re<1010
C
f,turb
 Hoerner: m=6, K=0.044, 106<Re<108
C
f,turb
 Hoerner: m=7, K=0.03 , 107<Re<109
Figure 175: Coefficient of Friction – Schoenherr Line and Hoerner’s Interpolation
In summary, the Hama approximation given in Eq. 140 is the most applicable in this
work for Cf,turb estimations. The Hama approximation has been chosen since it is easily
calculated analytically, it spans a large range of turbulent Reynolds numbers (105 ≤ Re ≤
1010), and it closely approximates the Schoenherr Line and empirical data. The Hama







In some cases, the ability to calculate the coefficient of friction during transition from
laminar to turbulent flow may be desirable, although it is not expected to be of great
importance in this work (revisit Figure 170 above). Nonetheless, Hoerner provides a function
that should be subtracted from the fully turbulent Cf approximations in order to determine
the transitional Cf value [70]. The decrement is given in Eq. 144 below, and Prandtl [121]
recommended a k value of k = 1700 based on experimental data. Figure 176 presents
the chosen Hama approximation along with the transitional relationship and the laminar
Blasius solution.





























 Hama Approximation, 105<Re<1010
C
f,trans
 Hoerner Transition, 5.179x105<Re<1010
Figure 176: Coefficient of Friction – Hama Turbulence Approximation and the Transitional
Estimate
For completeness, a plot generated by Hoerner [70] which shows some of the theoretical
approximations discussed along with empirical results from various experiments in wind
tunnels and/or tow tanks on smooth plates and other surfaces is given in Figure 177 below.
Figure 177: Hoerner Skin Friction Drag Coefficient Plot
Up to this point the only hydrodynamic coefficient considered has been the drag coef-
ficient due to friction across the body. However, as was mentioned earlier, there are many
more contributors to the total drag that will resist the vehicle’s motion. CDo is the coeffi-
cient representing the total drag on the body at zero angle-of-attack (CDo will be discussed
more in Section F.0.2.3) and it results from the combination of shear and pressure forces
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against the body. Therefore, estimates of the total drag coefficient should show an increase
of drag as compared to the friction only estimates provided so far. Empirical relationships
produced from elliptical sections between walls (providing a 2-dimensional flow effect) are
given for laminar and turbulent CDo in Equations 145 and 146 respectively [70]. The expres-
sions are functions of the appropriate friction coefficients (Cf,lam or Cf,turb), the elliptical
chord length (c), and the elliptical thickness (t). Figure 178 presents each of the functions
along with the coefficient of friction trends. It is observed that CDo in both the laminar
and turbulent cases are orders of magnitude greater than the Cf contributions alone. This
reinforces that a much more significant amount of drag is induced by the pressure drag as
compared to the friction drag for the given flows and body shapes.
CDo,lam = 2Cf,lam(1 + c/t) + 1.1(t/c) (145)
CDo,turb = Cf,turb
(



































 varying ellipse c/t, 103<Re<106
C
Do,turb
 varying ellipse c/t, 105<Re<1010
Figure 178: Zero-Lift Drag Coefficient for Elliptical Sections, c/t = {2,4,6,8,10}
Optimum thickness-to-chord ratios can be found by minimizing the CDo relationships as
a function of thickness-to-chord (or chord-to-thickness) ratio. Interestingly, for the elliptical
shapes in laminar flow the chord-to-thickness ratio for minimum drag is a function of Cf (or
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similarly of Reynolds number; see Equation 147) whereas for turbulent flow the optimum
chord-to-thickness ratio is a constant (see Equation 148). This is clearly shown in Figure
178 above. In the low Reynolds number laminar region, the CDo trends cross over each
other such that a different c/t ratio may be optimal depending on the Reynolds number.















120 = 4.93 (148)
Again, up to this point 3-dimensional effects have not been considered. Therefore, more
in depth details about the hydrodynamic coefficients including 3-D effects will be given in
the next section.
F.0.2.2 3-Dimensional Effects on the Hydrodynamic Coefficients
Reference Areas Appropriate reference areas become exceedingly important when mov-
ing into the realm of 3-dimensional effects. For the body shapes considered in this work,
the understanding of two main references areas, and how to convert between them, will be
crucial. These are the frontal area, SFA (sometimes in the literature, the frontal area is So),
and the wetted area, Swet. The frontal area is the area of the 2-D projection of the body
shape when viewing it straight on in the direction of flow. The wetted area is an estimate
of the total area of the body contacted by the flow. For streamlined bodies, estimates of
the wetted area, the frontal area, and the ratio between them are given in Equations 149,
150, and 151. Note that d is considered the maximum cross-sectional diameter of the body
in the equations below. An example of the streamlined body shape is shown in Figure 179.
The ratio of reference areas leads to the ratio for converting between a coefficient based on
frontal area versus the wetted area. This ratio is also shown in Equation 151 (the subscript
X is meant to represent any of the coefficients: drag, lift or moment). Again, Equations 149
– 151 will be extremely important for working with the 3-dimensional force and moment
coefficients and for working with empirical data in which the frontal area or the wetted area
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are used as the reference area.












Figure 179: Streamlined Vehicle Body Example
Coefficient of Friction for Streamlined Bodies The Cf approximations given in
Section F.0.2.1 can all be considered 2-dimensional estimates. For a rotationally symmetric
3-dimensional streamlined body with a small diameter-to-length (d/l) ratio (Hoerner makes
the specification of small d/l but does not define how small is small enough), the shape of the
body will stipulate an additional effect on the friction drag. As Hoerner states, “The average
drag of streamline bodies and sections is somewhat higher...than that of an equivalent flat
plate [i.e., a 2-dimensional plane surface of equal wetted area, equal length, and equivalent
Reynolds number]” [70]. As the diameter of the forebody increases along the direction of the
flow, the boundary layer is more spread out resulting in an increase in local skin friction. In
contrast, as the circumference decreases along the afterbody, the boundary layer thickness
increases again, resulting in a decrease in local skin friction. On average, however, spreading
out of the boundary layer tends to dominate which results in less of a boundary layer
displacement and ultimately a greater average velocity of flow near the surface of the body.
Therefore, there is an increase in the average dynamic pressure along the sides approximated
as ∆qav = 1.5q2D(d/l)
3/2 for turbulent flow and ∆qav = q2D(d/l)
3/2 for laminar flow [70].
The increment in the 3-D frictional drag coefficient of the body in turbulent and laminar
flow respectively are then: ∆CDf,SL,turb = 1.5Cf (d/l)
3/2 and ∆CDf,SL,lam = Cf (d/l)
3/2.
The CDf coefficients are appropriately based on the wetted body reference area, Swet.
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The frictional drag coefficients of rotationally symmetric streamlined bodies in laminar or
turbulent flow are consequently given in Equations 152 and 153 below.
CDf,SL,lam = Cf + Cf (d/l)
3/2 (152)
CDf,SL,turb = Cf + 1.5Cf (d/l)
3/2 (153)
It should be clear that a relatively large length-to-diameter (l/d) ratio (or small d/l) will
result in frictional coefficients similar to that of a flat plate. However, as the diameter of the
body becomes larger and l/d decreases, the frictional drag coefficient increases more and
more due to the spreading out of the boundary layer. Therefore, as the diameter-to-length
(d/l) ratio grows, the 3-dimensional effects have a greater impact on the drag due to friction
(as can be determined from Equations 152 and 153). This is shown in Figure 180 where
the 3-D frictional drag coefficients are plotted with decreasing (l/d) values alongside the
laminar Blasius solution and the turbulent Hama approximation. For the range of laminar
Reynolds numbers shown, an l/d of 2 results in a frictional drag increase of 35% whereas
an l/d of 10 produces only a 3% increase. In the turbulent regime there is a frictional drag



































 varying SL l/d, 103<Re<106
C
Df,turb
 varying SL l/d, 105<Re<1010
Figure 180: Streamline Body Shape Corrections, l/d={2,4,6,8,10}
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Coefficient of Friction for Cylindrical Bodies Some vehicle designs under consider-
ation will have more of a cylindrical geometry than that of the streamlined body. Since
the nose of the vehicle is comparatively flat in relation to that of the streamlined body, the
boundary layer growth is relatively instantaneous. Relationships have been determined for
the increase in the coefficient of friction for both laminar and turbulent flow as a function
of cylinder length-to-diameter ratio, l/d. The incremental change for laminar flow and tur-
bulent flow are given in Equations 154 and 155 respectively [70, 35, 93]. The resulting CDf
coefficients are appropriately based on the wetted body reference area, Swet, and are given
in Equations 156 and 157. It should be noted that the l/d effect on the coefficient of friction
for the cylindrical body is opposite of the streamline body effect. Whereas the streamline
body CDf increased with decreasing l/d, the cylindrical body CDf increases with increased
l/d. However, the total effect of the cylindrical geometry on the frictional drag is so small
that even for an l/d = 10 and Re = 106, the increment is negligible at about 1.5%. This is
shown in Figure 182 where the Blasius-laminar and Hama-turbulent solutions are plotted
along with the cylindrical body corrections for l/d values of {2,4,6,8,10}. For low laminar
Reynolds numbers, the effect is more pronounced. But at the Reynolds numbers in the
ranges more applicable to this research, the effects are small and almost indistinguishable





















































 varying Cyl l/d, 103<Re<106
C
Df,turb
 varying Cyl l/d, 105<Re<1010
Figure 182: Cylindrical Shape Corrections, l/d={2,4,6,8,10}
Friction Drag as a Catalyst for Pressure Drag Ultimately, whether 2 or 3-dimensional
effects are considered, the friction drag across the body due to the boundary layer will be a
major contributor to another type of drag introduced near the beginning of Section F.0.2.1:
pressure drag. As was discussed earlier, the boundary layer along the body slows down the
flow causing the static pressure along the body to increase. As a result, a positive pressure
gradient is present along the body. This gradient is also known as an adverse pressure
gradient since it will increase the likelihood of flow separating from the body. When the
flow separates the static pressure behind the body decreases significantly compared to the
pressure in front of the body. This results in a large pressure force against the vehicle in the
direction of motion. In other words, an adverse pressure gradient can result in a significant
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amount of drag. This pressure drag due to flow separation is often categorized as viscous
pressure drag.
Additional Drag Force Considerations In addition to the effects of viscous forces on
flow separation, the angle of attack of the vehicle in relation to the flow will affect the
potential for flow separation from the vehicle. Furthermore, other factors such as the drag
due to lift, the induced drag, and the drag due to hull protrusions will promote further total
drag buildup. All of these factors contribute to the total shear and pressure forces against
the body (i.e, the total drag of the body). Therefore, with appropriate estimates of the
drag due to shear forces (in which the drag due to friction was the subject of this section)
and the drag due to pressure forces, the total drag force on the vehicle can be calculated.
The total force of drag for a body without camber at zero angle-of-attack is the subject of
the next section.
F.0.2.3 Zero-Lift Drag Coefficient
For a vehicle shape without camber (symmetric about the axis perpendicular to the flow),
the zero-lift drag coefficient (CDo) is the total drag coefficient for the vehicle at zero angle
of attack. CDo results from the combination of shear and pressure forces against the body,
equating it to a function of the coefficient of friction and the coefficient of pressure drag,
CDo = f(CDf , CDp). Note that CDo uses the reference area based on the frontal area of
the body, SFA. Alternatively, CDwet is the total drag coefficient of the vehicle based on the
total wetted area of the body, Swet. Relationships were given for the theoretical treatment
of the coefficient of friction for various flow conditions in Equations 136 (2-D laminar),
143 (2-D turbulent), 152 (3-D streamlined laminar), 153 (3-D streamlined turbulent), 156
(3-D cylindrical laminar), and 157 (3-D cylindrical turbulent). However, the theoretical
treatment of the coefficient of pressure drag is much more elusive due to the difficulties in
calculating flow separation. Often, the pressure drag must be determined by subtracting
the theoretical friction drag from the total drag estimated from empirical data.
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The Impact of Flow Separation Laminar versus turbulent flow across the vehicle body
will have a significant impact on the amount of drag produced. Figures 171 – 176 showed
that the drag tangential to the body surface due to friction is greater in turbulent flow than
in laminar flow for most flow regimes except at very low Reynolds numbers. However, as
was shown in Figure 170, the majority of the flow across the vehicle types considered within
this work will be turbulent. Although this results in a detrimental effect on the skin friction
drag, it actually produces a much greater positive effect on pressure drag. This is due to the
difference in separation effects in laminar versus turbulent flow. Due to imperfections along
the body as well as adverse pressure gradients, flow separation will most likely occur in any
practical flow. When the flow separates, the pressure drag increases significantly due to the
difference between high positive pressures on the front side of the vehicle versus very low to
negligible negative pressures on the rear of the vehicle. The resultant pressure differential is
large in the direction of vehicle motion, creating significant resistance. However, turbulent
flow will actually help the flow stay attached, or reattach, to the body resulting in a less
severe pressure differential. Hoerner explains the phenomenon as it occurs around a sphere
in a flow field in the following manner [70]:
Within every turbulent boundary layer, an exchange of mass and momentum
takes place...This exchange thus represents a continuous momentum transport
from the outer flow toward the surface of the body...near the surface of the body,
the turbulent b’layer carries much more momentum than the laminar layer.
Approaching the critical Reynolds number, the b’layer begins to turn turbulent
around the equator of the sphere. The sheets nearest to the surface are ac-
cordingly boosted in velocity and momentum; and they are therefore better
enabled to flow against the positive pressure opposed to their move-
ment along the rear of the body. Subsequently the flow attached itself
to the surface...The drag decreases correspondingly.
The effect is shown in Figure 183 below. In the chart, for low Reynolds numbers (up to
about 10), the solid-dotted line represents the theoretical viscous pressure drag solution
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for a sphere in laminar flow according to viscous theory, (CDo = 24/Re). The theoretical
solution attempts to capture both the drag due to friction and the drag due to separation
and other pressure forces. The difference between the viscous theory line and the plotted
data points shows that it is difficult to provide an exact theoretical solution for pressure drag
due to flow separation. Nonetheless, the drag coefficient eventually levels out for a range of
Reynolds numbers in laminar flow. However, at the critical transition point from laminar
to turbulent flow between 105 ≤ Re ≤ 106, the drag coefficient drops significantly. This
is due to the initiation of turbulent flow which has increased the exchange of momentum
into the boundary layer and has assisted in keeping the flow better attached to the body,
resulting in a beneficial decrease in pressure drag.
Figure 183: Coefficient of Drag for a Sphere from Hoerner[70]
Zero-Lift Drag on Streamlined Bodies For streamlined bodies in laminar flow, Ho-
erner estimates that the pressure drag coefficient is CDp = 0.33(d/l), which is based







] = 0.33(d/l)[ d3l ] = 0.11(d/l)
2. The total drag estimate
can then be calculated based on CDwet = CDf +CDp,wet, where CDf is taken from Equation
152 and Cf is the Blasius solution from Equation 136: Cf,lam = 1.328/
√
Re. The total drag
estimates for the streamlined body in laminar flow based on wetted area and frontal area
are then given in Equations 158 and 159 respectively.
CDwet,SL,lam = Cf,lam + Cf,lam(d/l)
3/2 + 0.11(d/l)2 (158)
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CDo,SL,lam = 3Cf,lam(l/d) + 3Cf,lam(d/l)
1/2 + 0.33(d/l) (159)
Similarly, Hoerner estimates the pressure drag coefficient in turbulent flow as CDp =
21Cf,turb(d/l)
2 based on the frontal area of the streamlined body. Utilizing the same
conversion procedures as above, CDp,wet = 7Cf,turb(d/l)
3 in turbulent flow. CDf is then




. The total drag estimates for the streamlined body in turbulent flow based
on wetted area and frontal area are then given in Equations 160 and 161 respectively.
CDwet,SL,turb = Cf,turb + 1.5Cf,turb(d/l)
3/2 + 7Cf,turb(d/l)
3 (160)
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Figure 185: Total Drag Coefficient, Streamlined Body Shape, l/d={2,4,6,8,10}
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